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Abstract

Measurements o f cerebral perfusion are increasingly made using magnetic resonance
techniques. The two main MR approaches to perfusion measurement are bolus tracking
and arterial spin labelling (ASL), and aspects o f both are investigated in the research
described in this thesis.
Bolus tracking within the adult patient population is becoming common, but its use in
young children has so far been relatively limited. Data collected in normal children less
than 30 months old are used to assess the reliability and age dependence o f perfusion
measurements in early childhood.
Deconvolution is generally regarded to be the most robust approach to the analysis o f
bolus tracking data. However, current deconvolution techniques are inappropriate in
cases o f severe cerebrovascular disease, and an alternative is the use o f ‘summary
parameters’ as indicators o f tissue perfusion status. These parameters have many
theoretical drawbacks, and the reliability o f their use is investigated using numerical
simulations.
ASL techniques are advantageous in that they require no exogenous contrast agents,
thus facilitating repeated measurements, and perfusion can potentially be quantified in
absolute units. However, the size o f the perfusion-related signal means that ASL
sequence implementation is not straightforward. The implementation o f the FAIR ASL
technique at our institution is described, including a discussion o f the problems
encountered.
Current ASL techniques suffer from many inherent problems, including low signal-tonoise ratio and sensitivity to arterial transit times. A new sequence, designed to
ameliorate some o f these issues, is proposed and implemented. The novel sequence is
investigated in vivo, and through numerical simulation. Comparison with a standard
ASL technique showed that the novel sequence does lead to improved signal-to-noise
ratio and reduced transit times. However, significant problems with the sequence remain
to be resolved, and potential solutions to these are described and discussed.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques are routinely used to provide high quality
structural images o f the brain in the investigation o f many neurological disorders.
Increasingly, new research in the field o f magnetic resonance is focused on the
development o f new techniques that allow the assessment o f brain function through the
measurement o f a number o f physiological or metabolic parameters. The work presented in
this thesis is focused on the measurement o f one o f these functional parameters, namely
cerebral perfusion.

Perfusion is the term used to describe blood flow at the capillary level, defined as the
volume o f blood passing through a given tissue mass per unit time; common units are ml
blood/lOOg tissue/min. Perfusion is therefore distinct from the blood flow within large
vessels that is commonly imaged in angiographic experiments, or measured using Doppler
techniques. It is at the capillary level o f the vascular network that exchange o f oxygen,
glucose and waste products between tissue and blood occurs. Effective exchange is aided
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by the capillary properties; the vessels are at their narrowest, the vessel wall is semipermeable, and the blood velocity is at its minimum. Since cerebral perfusion is a measure
o f the blood flow at the crucial exchange level, it can give an indication o f the health or
functionality o f local brain tissue. A reduction in perfusion levels indicates that local tissue
is haemodynamically compromised, and can cause functional impairment, or ultimately
infarction o f the tissue, depending on its severity. The detection o f perfusion abnormalities
in cases o f pathology can potentially aid patient management in the clinical setting;
perfusion information may, for example, help to localise pathology, establish patient status,
predict disease progression, select the most appropriate patients for a specific treatment, or
evaluate treatment efficacy. The measurement o f perfusion using MRI techniques within
patients in the acute phase o f stroke is becoming routine in many institutions and, often in
combination with diffusion imaging, has been found to be useful in the identification o f
compromised tissue (i.e. tissue at risk o f infarction) (Sorensen et al., 1996). This
information can then be used to select patients most suitable for interventional therapy. The
application o f perfusion imaging in a wide range o f other pathologies has been reported,
with most studies focusing on patient populations with cerebrovascular disease,
degenerative disorders or epilepsy (for a review, see Calamante et al., 1999).

MR measurements o f increased as well as decreased perfusion levels can provide useful
information. For example, increases in neuronal activity are accompanied by focally
elevated perfusion levels, whose detection can be used to map brain structure to function in
functional MRI (fMRI) studies. fMRI has found widespread application within the field o f
neuroscience, playing a major role in the mapping o f brain function and the investigation o f
cerebral networks. Currently, the contrast mechanism most often used to detect activation
in the majority o f fMRI experiments is the change in blood oxygenation that accompanies
the local perfusion change, called blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast
(Ogawa et al., 1990, Bandettini et al., 1992). More recently, the application o f MR
perfusion techniques to fMRI studies has allowed the direct monitoring o f changes in
perfusion during activation. Further discussion o f these contrast mechanisms can be found
in Chapter 3.
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1.2 PERFUSION MEASUREMENT
A number o f techniques have been developed during the past four decades to obtain
measurements of cerebral perfusion. The most common approaches are described below,
beginning with non-MR perfusion techniques. MR approaches are briefly introduced in
section 1.2.2, and discussed fully in Chapter 3.

1.2.1 Non-MR techniques
The most common non-MR techniques used to measure perfusion are stable xenon (or
xenon-enhanced) computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), single
photon emission CT (SPECT) and CT perfusion imaging. All o f these techniques, with the
exception o f CT perfusion, involve the administration o f a freely diffusible, exogenous
tracer, and the measurement o f the subsequent regional accumulation, which is influenced
by regional blood flow. In the case o f CT perfusion, a nondiffusible agent that remains
within the vasculature is utilised. Each o f these techniques is briefly outlined below; the
reader is referred to the relevant references for further details.

1.2.1.1 Stable xenon CT
Xenon is a small, biologically inert molecule that is soluble in both lipid and water, and is
freely diffusible. It is an ideal tracer for the measurement o f cerebral perfusion since it
dissolves in blood after inhalation and freely crosses the blood-brain barrier. Xenon causes
attenuation of x-rays, and can therefore be used in its stable form as a contrast agent for a
sensitive x-ray based technology such as computed tomography (CT) (Kelcz et al., 1978).
Thus, inhalation o f stable xenon during CT scanning can be used to measure perfusion
(Yonas et al., 1984). The technique is relatively simple to perform; the CT scanner
measures the x-ray attenuation coefficient o f each voxel during the inhalation period.
Subtraction o f the baseline values allows calculation o f a build-up curve o f tracer
accumulation over time. The measurement o f the xenon concentration during expiration
allows voxel-wise calculation o f CBF.
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The perfusion values obtained with this technique have been shown to be highly correlated
with alternative techniques, and the reliability o f the measurements is good. Further
advantages are that image resolution is fairly good, CT technology is widely available, and
xenon is a safe tracer (producing only a mild sedative affect on patients). However, the
technique is very motion sensitive, and requires x-ray use. For a review o f the technique’s
applications and methodological issues, see Latchaw et al. (2003).

1.2.1.2 Single photon emission CT
The development o f radioligands that are taken up rapidly by cerebral tissue during firstpass circulation has enabled the measurement o f the distribution o f CBF close to the time o f
injection. One o f the most commonly used radioligands is ^^"’Tc-HMPAQ, which consists
of

the

radioisotope

technetium-99m

bound

to

hexa-methyl-propyleneamineoxime

(HMPAO), a lipophilic delivery compound that passes through the blood-brain barrier and
is rapidly fixed by cerebral tissues. Thus, the uptake o f the intravenously injected tracer is
proportional to the CBF at the moment o f passage. Imaging can be performed at anytime
within the few hours following the injection. One advantage o f this procedure is that tracer
can be injected during an event or seizure (e.g. epileptic seizure) and imaging performed
once the patient has recovered, such that the resulting map reflects perfusion status during
the event.

The tracer concentration is measured using gamma detectors to detect the photons emitted
by the radioisotope. Usually, to avoid the need for arterial sampling, a semiquantitative
approach is taken, by comparing counts in a given ROI with those in a control region (e.g. a
comparable ROI in the opposite hemisphere); this processing is quick, and very simple to
perform. Good correlation with alternative techniques has been shown, and the technique is
widely available. However, SPECT is a relatively low-resolution technique, in comparison
to the higher spatial resolution inherent in CT and MR imaging. SPECT cannot be used to
produce anatomical images, and so correlation with a CT or MR scan is required.

The radioactive form o f xenon ( ’^^Xe) has also long been used to study cerebral perfusion,
using clearance techniques that relate the change in radiotracer activity over time to blood
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flow (Lassen and Ingvar, 1972). A number o f centres have used SPECT to measure
perfusion following ^^^Xe inhalation. However, the low energy o f the emitted photons and
rapid clearance from the brain makes imaging difficult, and spatial resolution poor.

1.2.1.3 Positron emission tomography
PET techniques involve the administration o f positron-emitting radionuclides. These
positrons produce gamma rays on annihilation, which can be detected using gamma
detectors. The measurement o f both CBF and metabolic rate are possible with PET; for the
former, the most commonly used tracer is

which can either be injected as ^^0-labelled

water (Hz^^O), or inhaled as an ^^O-labelled gas (e.g. C^^02) and converted to H2^^0 in the
lungs. *^0 has a half-life o f only 2 minutes and so its use requires an on-site cyclotron. CBF
quantification requires measurement o f arterial tracer concentration with an arterial
catheter. Metabolic studies commonly use the isotope 18-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FDG),
which has a half-life o f 110 minutes. FDG PET measurements are made approximately 3040 minutes after the injection o f the tracer, to allow time for its entry into the brain. The
scan reflects the local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (LCMRglc) during the 30-40
minute uptake period.

PET is currently regarded as the ‘gold standard’ technique for quantitative perfusion
imaging in humans. However, it has many inherent disadvantages, most importantly the
requirement for an on-site cyclotron, which means that PET centres are scarce and therefore
the availability o f this technique is very limited. Further disadvantages include the need for
an arterial catheter, and the use o f radiotracers.

1.2.1.4 CT perfusion
This technique differs from those outlined above in that it involves the use o f a non
diffusible, iodinated tracer, which is administered intravenously and remains within the
vascular system provided the blood-brain barrier is intact. Recent improvements in CT
technology (Hamberg et al., 1996) allow sufficiently fast image acquisition such that the
dynamic passage o f the tracer through the vascular system can be monitored. In order to
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obtain perfusion values, it is also necessary to monitor the signal within an artery, and
combine these with the cerebral time-course data using deconvolution techniques.
Quantitative measurements have been shown to provide information o f use in the clinical
context (Wintermark et al., 2002).

Current CT systems allow perfusion measurement over only a limited brain volume using
this technique, typically obtaining data from only two slices during the passage o f the tracer
through the vasculature. However, CT perfusion imaging has the potential to become an
important clinical tool since data collection is fast, absolute perfusion values can potentially
be calculated, and CT scanners are widely available. For a full discussion o f the potential
applications and methodological issues o f CT perfusion imaging, see Latchaw et al. (2003).

1.2.2 MR techniques
MR is a particularly suitable modality for the measurement o f cerebral perfusion; MR
scanners are widely available, and the perfusion map can be acquired as part o f a standard
MR investigation, easing patient management and facilitating registration with other
images (e.g. anatomical images). Furthermore, unlike the above-mentioned alternative
techniques, the MR approaches do not require the administration o f radiotracers, or the use
o f x-rays, both o f which have biologically detrimental effects. The high spatial resolution
possible with MRI facilitates effective image interpretation.

There are currently two main MR techniques used in the measurement o f cerebral
perfusion; bolus tracking MRI (also known as dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI)
and arterial spin labelling (ASL). Bolus tracking techniques measure perfusion by
monitoring the passage o f an exogenous, intravascular tracer through the vascular system,
in a similar manner to the CT perfusion techniques described above. It is becoming a wellestablished technique and is now in routine clinical use in many centres. ASL uses
magnetically labelled water protons as an endogenous, diffusible tracer, and is therefore a
truly non-invasive technique. Currently, ASL is primarily a research tool, and is the focus
o f much developmental work. The methodologies o f these two techniques are explained in
detail in Chapter 3, where alternative MR perfusion techniques are also outlined.
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1.3 PHD PROJECT
This work focuses on the measurement o f perfusion using MRI techniques. Aspects o f both
bolus tracking and ASL are explored, with the aim o f investigating the reliability o f
obtaining accurate perfusion quantification and the practical issues relating to technique
implementation and the acquisition o f robust perfusion measurements. The following
section outlines the content o f each chapter.

1.3.1 Thesis outline
Chapters 2 and 3 contain background information necessary for an understanding o f
perfusion-weighted imaging. Chapter 2 describes some concepts fundamental to MRI,
namely relaxation mechanisms, imaging techniques, and radiofrequency pulses. Chapter 3
details the various MRI approaches to perfusion measurement, with particular emphasis on
the bolus tracking and ASL methodologies.

It is widely accepted that reliable perfusion measurements can be obtained using bolus
tracking MRI, by analysing the data using the ‘deconvolution’ approach (0stergaard et al.,
1996a). However, in cases o f severe cerebrovascular disease, the deconvolution method is
not appropriate, and an alternative data analysis approach is to use ‘summary parameters’
as indicators o f tissue perfusion status. However, these parameters have many theoretical
drawbacks, including dependence on the shape o f the bolus o f contrast agent entering the
tissue. In Chapter 4, simulations are presented that investigate the reliability o f summary
parameter values.

Although many studies have been reported in which perfusion is calculated using the
deconvolution o f bolus tracking MRI data, most o f these are restricted to the adult
population, such that very few paediatric studies have been described. The analysis o f bolus
tracking data in the paediatric population is potentially confounded by the small volumes o f
tracer injected, which can make adequate characterisation o f the tracer time-course
difficult. Furthermore, an age dependence in perfusion or perfusion-related parameters
measured in young children has been reported by studies using alternative modalities
(Chiron et al., 1992, Chugani et al., 1987), and a possible age dependence o f bolus tracking
perfusion parameters must therefore be considered when studying data from young
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children. Whether such perfusion changes with age are significant with respect to other
sources o f variance has not yet been ascertained. Bolus tracking data from healthy young
children are, however, extremely difficult to acquire for ethical reasons, making the
investigation o f perfusion measurement in children difficult. The large paediatric
population at our institution has enabled the identification o f 13 normal infants o f less than
30 months o f age, in whom bolus tracking data have been collected. The analysis o f these
data is presented in Chapter 5. The precision with which perfusion measurements in
children can be made is discussed, including the possibility o f the characterisation o f the
changes in MR perfusion parameters that occur during normal development.

Current MR bolus tracking methods have many drawbacks that include the following: the
quantification o f perfusion in absolute units is unreliable, the administration o f the contrast
agent is problematic in patients with allergies or difficult vascular access, and repeat
measurements are limited due to maximum dosage restrictions. Thus, the implementation
o f an alternative perfusion technique may be o f use in any institution. The ASL approach to
perfusion measurement has many advantages, including its use o f an endogenous tracer, its
unlimited repeatability and its potential to quantify perfusion in absolute units. However,
ASL sequences are not straightforward to implement since measurements are very sensitive
to system instabilities. Flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) (Kwong et al.,
1995, Kim 1995) is one o f the most popular ASL techniques, and Chapter 6 describes its
implementation at our institution, including a discussion o f the problems highlighted by the
implementation process.

The quantification o f perfusion using ASL techniques is not straightforward due to the
many inherent problems associated with these approaches, including low signal-to-noise
ratio in the perfusion-weighted images, and sensitivity to arterial transit times. In Chapter 7,
a new sequence named ‘saturation-recovery with alternating perfusion preparation’
(SWAPP) that is designed to overcome some o f these issues is proposed and implemented.
The SWAPP sequence is investigated in vivo, where results are compared to those obtained
using a standard FAIR sequence, and through numerical simulation.

Finally, Chapter 8 contains a general discussion o f the implications o f the work presented
for perfusion imaging.
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

A full and detailed description o f the concepts underlying MR imaging is beyond the scope
o f this chapter. Instead, it is designed to give an outline o f the most important
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mechanisms/issues necessary for an understanding o f perfusion-weighted imaging. The
reader is referred to the referenced texts for further information.

MRI has the ability to produce high resolution images, whose contrast can be manipulated
to reflect a variety o f different mechanisms. For instance, an image may be obtained where
contrast results from the effects o f perfusion, diffusion, spin-lattice relaxation time, spinspin relaxation time, proton density, etc. In practice, the contrast observed in any MR image
is the result o f the interplay between many effects; it is important that the origins o f image
contrast are understood to allow effective interpretation o f the images acquired. A source o f
image contrast that requires consideration in any MRI experiment, including perfusion
imaging, is spin relaxation. In particular, perfusion imaging using the MR technique o f
bolus tracking relies upon spin-spin relaxation for image contrast, whereas the alternative
perfusion technique o f arterial spin labelling (ASL) makes use o f spin-lattice relaxation.
Both relaxation mechanisms are described in the following section. The ASL technique
requires the measurement o f the spin-lattice relaxation time, Ti, to enable perfusion
quantification, and approaches to Ti measurement are discussed in section 2.3.

In the clinical context, the speed o f image acquisition is very important. For some new
imaging modalities (e.g. perfusion and diffusion imaging), fast image acquisition is vital.
Advances in hardware and sequence design over the last 20 years have made possible the
acquisition o f images on particularly short timescales (of the order o f < 100ms). Many MR
applications, including perfusion imaging, now rely on these fast imaging techniques. In
section 2.4, conventional approaches to image formation as well as fast imaging methods
are described.

Radiofrequency (RF) pulses are an integral component in any MR sequence, being
responsible for the perturbation o f magnetisation into the transverse plane, where it can be
sampled. RF pulses are o f particular importance in ASL sequences, where their appropriate
application produces the desired perfusion contrast. The design o f RF pulses is discussed in
section 2.5.
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2.2

MR RELAXATION THEORY

Nuclear spins placed within a uniform magnetic field, B q, precess around the direction o f
the field with a frequency known as the Larmor frequency, ©o, where

(d^=YB q

[2.1]

and y is the gyromagnetic ratio o f the nucleus in question. Following the perturbation o f the
spins by application o f an appropriate RF pulse, processes take place whereby the spin
population is restored to a state o f equilibrium. Two relaxation processes are involved:
spin-lattice relaxation and spin-spin relaxation.

2.2.1 Spin-lattice relaxation
Spin-lattice relaxation involves the exchange o f energy between the spin system and the
lattice (the local environment), thus restoring the longitudinal magnetisation (i.e. that in the
direction o f the Bo field) to its equilibrium value. The timescale for this process is
characterised by the so-called spin-lattice (or longitudinal) relaxation time, Ti.

2.2.2 Spin-spin relaxation
Spin-spin relaxation, as the name implies, involves the exchange o f energy between nuclear
spins (with no loss o f energy from the spin system), and is the means by which the
macroscopic transverse magnetisation (i.e. the total magnetisation o f the spin population in
the plane perpendicular to the Bo direction) decays. This process is characterised by the
spin-spin (or transverse) relaxation time, T2 .
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2.2.3 The Bloch equations
The evolution o f the macroscopic magnetisation o f a spin system can be described by a
single vector equation, the Bloch equation (Bloch 1946), which includes both relaxation
terms:

where M =

is the total magnetisation o f the nuclear spins, M q is the

equilibrium longitudinal value o f M (i.e. in the k direction), B is the magnetic field
experienced, and ij_,k are unit vectors along the xj;,z axes. In the absence o f an applied RF
field or gradient, B =_k B q, where B q is the static magnetic field, and the Bloch equation is
simplified. The components can then be written:

It can be seen that both relaxation terms describe exponential recovery o f either the
longitudinal (T% term) or transverse magnetisation (T2 terms) towards its equilibrium value
(Mo and zero respectively).

2.2.4 Correlation time and spectral density
The transfer o f energy within the spin system and between the spin and the lattice systems
is mediated by fluctuations in the local magnetic field (AR(/)) experienced by the spin.
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These perturbations have a range o f frequencies and arise due to movement o f the spin
relative to other magnetic sources in its local environment.

Following perturbation from its equilibrium state, the rate o f change o f the magnetisation o f
an individual spin (^) is given by:

—= = Y
dt
-

A£> = Y
-

[2 .6]
ABy,/J.x' ~ ^x'My' J

where ( x \ y \ z ' ) is the rotating frame, which rotates about the z-direction (the B q direction)
at the Larmor frequency (cOo), and y is the gyromagnetic ratio. It can be seen from Eq. [2.6]
that changes in the //^.component o f / i , i.e. the T% processes, are affected by AB^, and
ABy only. However, T2 processes, associated with changes in

and jUy, are affected by

field fluctuations in all three directions. In the laboratory frame, the field fluctuations
and AiBy appear as frequencies close to the Larmor frequency, (Oq, whereas the AlB^.
components represent fluctuations close to zero frequency. Thus, T2 processes have an
important additional contribution in comparison to T 1 processes; both relaxation processes
are mediated by fluctuations in frequencies close to cOq (the ‘dynamic contribution’),
whereas T2 processes are also mediated by those close to co=0 (the ‘static contribution’). It
is this low frequency contribution that often causes T 2 to be appreciably shorter than Ti. It
should also be noted that since cOo is dependent on the main field, all T 1 processes are field
dependent. T2 is also field dependent, but less so due to its static contribution.

In order to understand the particular T 1 and T2 properties o f different substances, it is useful
to introduce the concepts o f correlation times and spectral densities. The correlation time,
Tc, is defined as the average time it takes for a molecule to rotate through one radian, and is
therefore a measure o f the rotational tumbling time for a particular molecule. Since the field
fluctuations that cause relaxation arise due to molecular movements, ic is a measure o f the
time constant for these field fluctuations. In a non viscous liquid, correlation times are
typically on the order o f 10'^'s. Solids and viscous liquids have longer correlation times.
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since the molecules present are less mobile. The spectral density,

defines the

distribution o f frequency components present in the field fluctuations. J(co) is related to Tc
via (Farrar and Becker, 1971):
J((o) =

[2.7]

1+ 6 ; V

The correlation time, and therefore spectral density, o f a substance influences its relaxation
properties. A schematic diagram, showing the spectral densities for solids, nonviscous and
viscous liquids is shown in Fig. 2.1. It can be seen that the viscous liquid has a large
component o f molecular motion at the resonant frequency, coo- However, for solids and
nonviscous liquids (where Xc is comparably shorter or longer, respectively), this
contribution is smaller, leading to longer Ti values. The other important frequency
contribution is that at co~0, which can be seen to increase as the viscosity o f the liquid
increases (due to the lower correlation times o f these substances), shortening the T] value.

/(o )
Solid

Viscous liquid
Non-viscous
liquid

COq

CO

Fig. 2.1. Schematic plot showing the spectral densities, J((o), as a function o f
frequency for a solid (solid line), viscous liquid (dashed line), and non-viscous
liquid (dotted line). In this example, the resonant frequency, ©o, is such that the
viscous liquid contains the highest fraction o f protons with correlation time that
matches the resonant frequency ©o (within shaded area).
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The relaxation times Ti and T2 can be expressed as functions o f /(coo) and ic (Bloembergen
et ah, 1948):
^ = K[ J( m, ) + AJ(2m,)-\

[2.8]

and
— - — [3>Tc +5J{(Dq) + 2 J {1 o) q)'\
^2
^

[2.9]

where AT is a constant. The term in Eq. [2.9] independent o f coo represents the static
contribution to the transverse relaxation time. The terms in 2coo cannot be explained using
the classical model, but require a quantum mechanical description; they are present to take
into account relaxation occurring in the presence o f field fluctuations at twice the Larmor
frequency, due to the exchange o f two energy quanta simultaneously.

The dependence o f Ti and T%on %c can be seen in Fig. 2.2. It should be noted that the value
o f coo is dependent on the field strength used, and that Xc is dependent upon temperature,
such that any changes in these factors will change the observed relaxation properties o f the
system.

The concepts regarding relaxation, as given in the present section, were first described by
Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound (1948) and are commonly referred to as BPP theory. This
theory is only valid for Xc<T2 , i.e. for spins in the liquid state, where only dipole-dipole
interactions need to be considered. However, the situation is much more complex when
considering water in brain tissue, since multiple compartments o f differing substances are
present.
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Fig. 2.2. T he d ep endence o f T] and T] on the correlation tim e, Xc. The effect o f
varying field strength is also show n. M agnetic field strength is expressed in Tesla
(T); fo is the p ro to n resonant frequency in M H z. (R edraw n from F ullerton, 1992).

2.2.5 Relaxation mechanisms
A s described, the general requirem ent for Ti relaxation is a m agnetic interaction fluctuating
at the resonant frequency, or tw ice the resonant frequency. A static com ponent o f the
m agnetic in teraction is also effective for T] relaxation. T here are a num ber o f physical
m ech an ism s that p rovide the appropriate conditions, and th erefo re lead to spin relaxation.
In the case o f the relaxation o f hydrogen nuclei, w hich are the nuclei o f interest in m ost
M R I experim ents, the tw o m ost im portant m echanism s are m agnetic dipole-dipole
in teractions w ith o th er nuclei, and interactions w ith unpaired electrons.

T he m agnetic d ipole-dipole interaction arises because each hydrogen nucleus possesses a
m agnetic m om ent, w hich generates a m agnetic field. E ach p ro to n therefore experiences a
sm all additional co n trib u tio n to the B q field, due to its local environm ent. T he rotational
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motion o f the water molecule means that the magnetic field experienced by each proton is
time dependent; these field fluctuations constitute an important source o f relaxation for
both T 1 and T2 . The presence o f unpaired electrons (a paramagnetic material) can have very
dramatic effects on relaxation times, since dipolar interactions with electrons are much
larger than those with nuclei due to the large magnetic moment o f an electron.

There are a number o f other sources o f local time dependent magnetic fields, which are
therefore also potential sources o f relaxation. These other mechanisms are electric
quadrupole interactions, chemical shift anisotropy, spin-rotation interactions and scalarcoupling interactions. For further details regarding all o f the relaxation mechanisms, see
Farrar and Becker (1971), and Harris (1983).

2.3 MEASURING Ti
There are two general classes o f MR perfusion techniques, both o f which are described in
subsequent chapters. One o f these techniques, arterial spin labelling (ASL), relies on the
magnetic ‘labelling’ o f water protons. Since this ‘label’ decays by Ti relaxation, the
measurement o f Ti plays a key role in ASL perfusion quantification. There are various
methods by which T 1 can be measured, and those most relevant in an imaging context are
outlined below.

2.3.1 Inversion recovery methods
In this approach, a 180° RF pulse is used to invert the longitudinal magnetisation, such that
it is aligned anti-parallel to the direction o f the main field (see section 2.5 for a discussion
o f RF pulses). This inversion is followed by a variable time delay (the inversion time, TI),
during which recovery takes place with a time constant equal to Ti. The application o f a
90° pulse then allows measurement o f the recovered signal. If TI is varied over a suitable
range, T 1 can be found by fitting the recovery curve to the equation:
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M^{t) = M , ( \ - 2 a e '’*)

where a ,

the inversion efficiency,

[2.10]

depends upon the longitudinal magnetisation

immediately following the RF pulse, Mz(0), and is given by:

[2.11]

a =

2M„

For perfect inversion, M^(0) = - M q, and a = l. Commonly, data are fitted for parameters
T], Mo and a simultaneously. It should be noted that Eq. [2.10] is simply the integrated
form o f Eq. [2.5].

Although thismethod is straightforward and reliable, it is alsotime-consuming,
lengthy intervals(>4Ti) between each image acquisition toallow

requiring

themagnetisation to

return to its equilibrium value between RF pulses.

2.3.2 Progressive saturation methods
A faster alternative to the 180°-TI-90° inversion recovery approach is that o f progressive
saturation. In this method, 90° pulses are repeated at regular intervals, t, which are short
compared with Ti. This 90°-/-90°-?-90°-”- sequence establishes an equilibrium condition
after a few pulses. As t is reduced, the time available for recovery reduces, and the spin
system is ‘progressively saturated’. As in the inversion recovery approach, repeating the
sequence for differing values o f t permits fitting o f the measured signal to obtain a measure
o f T[. This sequence has the advantage that it offers a saving in time when Ti is long;
however, the inversion recovery sequence is generally regarded as affording a more
accurate T i measurement.
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2.3.3 Fast Ti mapping
An alternative method, providing an even faster T i measurement, was developed by Look
and Locker (1970) for use in MR spectroscopy, and later applied and optimised for MR
imaging (see, for example, Kay and Henkelman, 1991, and Freeman et ah, 1998). The
Look-Locker method employs a single inversion pulse, which is followed by multiple low
flip-angle excitation pulses. An image can be acquired following each excitation pulse
using a fast imaging technique such as echo planar imaging (EPI, see section 2.4.4.2). The
repetitive perturbation by the RF pulses during recovery drives the magnetisation to a
steady state, and an effective longitudinal relaxation time that is shorter than Ti is observed.
This relaxation time depends on the flip angle used, and the time between the equally
spaced RF readout pulses. The fact that the measured Ti value depends on the flip angle
used is a disadvantage o f this approach, since this angle can vary across a slice due to
inhomogeneities in the applied RF. Correct estimation o f the flip angle may require
mapping o f the RF field. However, if these issues can be dealt with, the Look-Locker
technique has the important advantage o f being very fast; if used in combination with
single-shot EPI acquisition, a high resolution Ti map can be acquired in a few seconds.

2.3.4 Effect of blood flow on T%measurements
It should be noted that any in vivo T i measurements are contaminated by the presence o f
blood flow, making the true tissue Ti difficult to measure. Blood flows into the imaging
slice and exchanges with tissue water during the period between the inversion and
excitation pulses. The measured (or effective) Ti therefore depends upon the magnetisation
state o f the inflowing blood with respect to the imaging slice. Even if a global inversion
pulse is used in an inversion recovery experiment, the fact that blood and tissue have
different Ti values results in a measured Ti that differs from the true value. These changes
in T 1 are very small and are usually neglected in Ti measurements. However, in the ASL
perfusion technique, it is these small changes in Ti that are exploited to provide the desired
perfusion contrast (see Chapter 3).
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2.4 IMAGE ACQUISITION
As mentioned, nuclear spins placed within a uniform magnetic field, B q, precess around the
direction o f the field with a characteristic resonant frequency, the Larmor frequency, cOq, as
given by Eq. [2.1]. Thus, an entire sample within a uniform field gives rise to a signal with
frequency ©o- If a small linear field gradient is now superimposed upon Ro, a linear
relationship results between the resonant frequency o f an individual nuclear spin and its
spatial position. Since a spin’s resonant frequency is determined by its position, and the
amplitude o f that frequency is determined by the number o f spins at that position, a Fourier
transform o f the detected signal will result in a projection o f the object along the gradient
direction. This concept, o f the spatial encoding o f nuclear spins by the application o f
magnetic field gradients, is the basis for MR imaging.

2.4.1 Slice selection
In the presence o f a field gradient, for example Gz=dBJdz, the effective field, Bgff,
experienced by nuclei positioned at any location z is

[2 . 12]

Beff=BQ+G^z

The resonant frequency o f these nuclei is therefore given by

0)^ = r (^ o + G z ^ )

[2.13]

i.e. the resonant frequency o f each nucleus is determined by its position along the z-axis. In
order to produce a 2D image, it is desirable to excite only a slice o f spins, leaving the two
remaining spatial directions to be resolved. This slice selective excitation can be achieved
by the application o f a frequency-selective RF pulse, which excites only those spins within
a

specified

frequencyrange (called the frequencybandwidth

o f the pulse,Aco). The

thickness o f the excited slice is therefore determined by themagnitude o f the field gradient
applied, and the RF pulse bandwidth. The slice thickness, Az, is given by
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Az = —
rG.

[2.14]

The design o f RF pulses for effective slice selective excitation, as well as other
applications, is discussed in section 2.5.

In order to describe how data are collected to allow spatial resolution o f the remaining two
dimensions, it is helpful to first introduce the concept o f ^-space.

2.4.2 The concept of A-space
The signal, S(t), within a sample o f volume V, can be expressed as:

‘S'W =

[2.15]
V

where p(r) is the density o f nuclear spins as a function o f position, and

represents

their phase. The phase o f the signal increases at a rate given by its angular velocity,
such that:
t
(!>{L,t) = \co{r,t')dt'

[2.16]

0

As before (see Eq. [2.13]), the angular frequency can be expressed as

coiZ^t) = r(^o +G(r) r)

[2.17]

Since it is relative phases between spins that are o f interest, the B q term can be ignored, and
the relative phase is given by

t
y \G {t'W

-r = k { t ) ’r

[2.18]
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such that a A:-space vector, k{t), can be defined as

t
k(t) = r \ G i t y t '

[2.19]

0

Combining Eqs [2.15] and [2.18] gives

S{k) = \ p { r ) e ' ‘- - d \

[2.20]

V

This is the Fourier transform equation, stating that S(k) is the Fourier transform o f the spin
density distribution p(r).

As previously described, the application o f an RF pulse in the presence o f a gradient can
result in the excitation o f a slice o f the volume o f interest. This reduces the volume integral
above to its 2 dimensional equivalent:

S{k) = d \ p { r ) e - ‘^ '- d \

[2.21]

A

where d is slice thickness selected, A is the area sampled, and r can now be thought o f as a
2 dimensional vector in the image plane. Therefore, the application o f gradients can be seen
as a change o f position within A:-space, such that any signal detection can be described by a
discrete location in A:-space. The acquisition o f data covering an appropriate area within kspace can then be Fourier transformed into an image. Application o f these concepts allows
a sequence to be described in terms o f its mechanism o f A:-space coverage, and several
imaging sequences are described in this way in sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. First, however,
some properties o f A-space are outlined.

During an imaging experiment, the MR signal will be sampled at discrete time points. The
Nyquist criterion states that in order to characterise the frequency o f a signal accurately, it
must be sampled at least twice per cycle, i.e. the highest frequency that can be resolved is
half the sampling rate (Bracewell 2000). It follows that, as the A:-space sampling rate
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increases, it is possible to resolve higher frequencies. This results in an increase in the
frequency width across the resulting image, and therefore an increase in the spatial extent
o f the image, or field o f view (FOV):

Ik
FOV = —
M

[2.22]

where 1/M is the A:-space sampling rate. The resolution o f the image is determined by the
maximum displacement along the A:-axis, such that

Ax = —
max

[2.23]

where Ax is the image resolution (or pixel size), and ^max is the maximum Â:-space value
sampled.

Data acquired in the centre o f

space contain information about the low spatial frequency

components contained within the sample spin density distribution, and therefore give the
image its gross contrast. An image formed from a ^-space sample where the outermost
regions o f A:-space have been discarded thus contains very little fine detail or edge
information; it is equivalent to acquiring a very low resolution image (see Eq.[2.23]). The
outer regions o f A:-space supply information about the high spatial frequency components,
i.e. the fine detail and edge information. Therefore, if the central region o f the ^-space
sample is discarded, the resulting image contains primarily edge information. These points
are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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Fig. 2.3. Top: Uspace data. Bottom: image reconstructed by Fourier transform of
the A-space data. The left hand column shows the original k-space data and
corresponding image. The central column shows the effect o f removing the data
from the outer regions o f k-space; the image contains only low spatial frequency
information. The right hand column shows the effect o f removing the central
region o f Uspace; fine detail has been restored to the image, but information about
the overall intensity has been lost. (Adapted from Toumier (2003)).

2.4.3 Conventional imaging methods
As mentioned, one dimension within a sample volume can be resolved using slice selection
(section 2.4.1). A 2D image can then be produced by the acquisition and Fourier transform
of data covering a suitable region of ^-space.

Since the Uspace location for data collection can be shifted by the application o f magnetic
field gradients (Eq. [2.19]), an imaging sequence must consist o f appropriately timed
gradient pulses and signal detection to allow effective sampling o f /t-space. The simplest
imaging sequence is the conventional gradient echo (GE) sequence, as illustrated in Fig.
2.4(a); Fig. 2.4(b) shows the corresponding mechanism o f Uspace coverage (or ‘Uspace
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trajectory’). The simultaneous application o f the excitation pulse (labelled ‘90°’ in the
figure) and a gradient in the Gsiice direction results in the excitation o f only a slice o f spins,
as described in section 2.4.1. Following the 90° pulse, the Gsiice gradient is reversed (the
‘slice refocusing gradient’). The reason for this is that the presence o f the z-gradient during
the pulse causes a variation o f phase across the thickness o f the slice, and if this were not
compensated for, a loss o f signal would result. The slice-refocusing gradient achieves this
compensation, ensuring that the signals across the thickness o f the slice are in phase with
each other. The gradients applied within the slice, termed the readout (Gread) and phaseencoding

(G p e )

gradients, shift the position in A-space to a desired location. Figure 2.4(b)

illustrates this; the evolution o f the readout and phase-encoding gradients corresponds to
movement in the kx and ky directions in A:-space, respectively. The dashed arrows represent
the effect o f the combination o f the PE gradient and the readout dephase gradient; the solid
lines show the effect o f the readout gradient, and it is during this gradient that sampling
occurs. One line o f ^-space is sampled in the period following each excitation pulse, such
that multiple excitation pulses are required to achieve full ^-space coverage. The sequence
shown is repeated, until the total number o f gradient steps has been acquired

(N p e ),

before

Fourier transformation.

The signal intensity in the image resulting from Fourier transformation o f the A:-space data
depends upon the relaxation properties o f the sample. The peak amplitude o f the detected
echo is proportional to

, where TE is the time between the 90° pulse and the echo

peak amplitude (see Fig. 2.4(a)), and the time constant, T2 *, is shorter than T2 . The signal
decays more quickly than might be expected because, as well as the relaxation mechanisms
previously described, magnetic field inhomogeneities also contribute to the dephasing o f
the transverse signal. Although gradient echo formation compensates for the dephasing
caused by the magnetic field gradient pulses, it does not refocus the effects o f magnetic
field inhomogeneities.
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Fig. 2.4. (a) Basic gradient-echo (GE) pulse sequence. The components are
explained in the text. Gsiice, Gread, and Gpe represent the gradients applied in the
slice-select,

readout

(frequency-encoding)

and

phase-encoding

directions

respectively. TE: echo time, Npe: number o f phase-encoding steps, (b) ^-space
trajectory; kx corresponds to the read direction o f Ar-space, and ky to the phaseencoding direction. One line o f ^-space is acquired following each excitation
pulse.

An alternative to the GE sequence is a spin echo (SE) sequence; a basic SE sequence and
the resulting A-space trajectory are shown in Fig. 2.5. An SE sequence incorporates a 180°
pulse (or refocusing pulse), which reverses the position in A:-space as shown in Fig. 2.5(b).
Data acquisition occurs during the application o f the readout gradient, as for the GE
sequence. Since the 180° pulse inverts the phase o f the transverse magnetisation, it reverses
any dephasing that progresses identically before and after the 180° pulse: thus, dephasing
due to magnetic field inhomogeneities is refocused, in contrast to the GE sequence. The
spin echo amplitude is therefore dependent upon T2 rather than T%*, and the measured
signal is thus proportional to
the echo centre.

, where TE is again the time between the 90° pulse and
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Fig. 2.5. (a) Basic spin-echo (SE) pulse sequence. The components are explained
in the text. Gsiice, Gread, and Gpe represent the gradients applied in the slice-select,
readout and phase-encoding directions respectively. TE: echo time, Npe: number
o f phase-encoding steps, (b) A:-space trajectory;

corresponds to the read direction

o f A-space, and ky to the phase-encoding direction. The application o f the 180°
pulse reverses the position in ^-space, as indicated by the curved dashed line. The
dashed lines are shown for only one o f the Npe steps. As for the GE sequence, one
line o f A:-space is acquired following each excitation pulse.

Again, multiple repetitions o f the sequence shown in Fig. 2.5(a) are required for full image
acquisition. The conventional GE and SE approaches described are therefore fairly timeconsuming; a typical SE image takes on the order o f 2 minutes to acquire. Many
applications require much faster image acquisition times, including perfusion imaging, and
fast imaging methods are discussed in the following section.

2.4.4 Fast imaging methods
Many MRI sequences aimed at speeding up image acquisition time have been proposed.
Two o f the most widely used sequences o f this type are fast low-angle shot imaging
(FLASH) (Haase et al., 1986) and echo planar imaging (EPI) (Mansfield, 1977); both o f
these sequences are used in later chapters and are described in the following sections. Other
fast imaging approaches include turbo (or fast) spin echo (Hennig et al., 1986), gradient and
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spin echo (GRASE) (Oshio and Feinberg, 1991), and reduced ^-space techniques (e.g. half
Fourier) (Stark and Bradley, 1992); these approaches are not described here in the interests
o f brevity.

2.4.4.1

FLASH imaging

Image acquisition using the standard GE pulse sequence shown in Fig. 2.4 is timeconsuming because sufficient time for recovery o f the longitudinal magnetisation must be
allowed between the acquisition o f each line in ^-space. Image acquisition can be speeded
up by reducing this time, i.e. by reducing the interval between successive excitation pulses,
defined as the repetition time (TR). The excitation flip angle producing maximal signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) per unit time depends upon the ratio o f TR/Ti; the optimum angle is
given by the Ernst angle, an (Ernst 1966), where

-7%,
cosa^=e

[2.24]

This reduction o f TR is the premise for FLASH sequences (Haase et al., 1986), where a
succession o f low angle RF pulses is applied, each followed by the acquisition o f a gradient
echo, corresponding to a line in ^-space. This approach allows image acquisition on
timescales o f tens o f seconds. However, since a low flip angle is used, the images suffer
from lower SNR than more conventional sequences. In practice, the echo time is typically
minimised to maximise SNR.

2.4.4.2

Echo-planar imaging

EPI (Mansfield, 1977) allows the acquisition o f a complete image following a single
excitation pulse, in as little as a few tens o f milliseconds. The Gpe and Gread gradients are
switched rapidly during sampling o f either a spin or gradient echo, such that the entire kspace is covered following a single excitation pulse. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic GE EPI
pulse sequence with ‘blipped’ phase-encoding gradient (see below), and the associated kspace trajectory. In this case, an ‘effective’ echo time (TEgfr) is defined as the time to the
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maximum echo amplitude (typically at the centre o f the echo train), and coincides with the
acquisition o f the central line o f A:-space.

(a)
TEeff
90°

Echo train

RF
Gsiice

G pe

n

A A A A A A A A

Gread

(b)

Ky ; <

iL

,
/ '
,

Fig. 2.6. (a) Schematic GE EPI sequence diagram. Gsiice, Gread, and

G ?e

represent

the gradients applied in the slice-select, readout and phase-encoding directions
respectively. TEgfr: effective echo time, (b) Corresponding trajectory through kspace; the entire A:-space is scanned following a single excitation pulse.

The EPI pulse sequence depicted in Fig. 2.6 has a blipped phase encoding gradient; as
before, these gradients are responsible for movement along the ky direction in A-space, and,
in combination with the readout gradients, produce a matrix o f sampled points that lie on a
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Cartesian grid in ^-space. It should be noted that, in practice, the gradients do not switch
instantaneously from ‘o f f to ‘on’, but have finite rise times (gradient ramps). Since signal
sampling occurs during these ramps, it is necessary to sample the echo non-linearly in time
in order that the matrix o f points lies on a Cartesian grid, which then enables direct use o f
the Fourier transform (no interpolation is required). There are two commonly used
alternative EPI gradient designs to that shown. Firstly, a constant (rather than blipped)
phase-encoding gradient can be used, which produces a zigzag A:-space trajectory
(Mansfield, 1977). Alternatively, ^-space can be sampled using a spiral trajectory by
applying oscillating gradients in the readout and phase-encoding directions (Ahn et al.,
1986). Neither o f these approaches produces a matrix o f sampled points that is collinear
with the Cartesian grid, and image reconstruction is therefore more complex, requiring
interpolation o f the data before the Fourier transform can be applied.

In order to scan the whole o f ^-space following a single excitation pulse, considerable
demands are imposed on machine performance. Gradients with exceptionally fast rise times
and high maximum gradient strengths are required, and EPI has only recently become
widely available, due to advances in hardware design. EPI is now used extensively in the
field o f MRI; its main advantage is the timescale o f image acquisition, allowing dramatic
reduction in scan times. A further advantage o f EPI is that the resulting image represents a
‘snapshot’ in time; the millisecond timescales mean that patient motion (including cardiac
and respiratory motion) is effectively frozen during image acquisition. However, EPI is
more prone to image artefacts than conventional MRI, primarily for two reasons. Firstly,
the readout period is very long, which results in a low bandwidth per pixel in the phaseencoding direction. Image distortions in the phase-encoding direction are therefore
common, primarily caused by field inhomogeneities and chemical shift (e.g. shifting o f the
fat signal with respect to the water signal). Furthermore, there will be considerable T2 *
signal decay during the long readout period, which results in image blurring along the
phase-encoding direction. Secondly, since alternate lines o f k-space are acquired by
traversing A-space in opposite directions along the frequency encoding axis, they are
reversed with respect to time. This makes EPI prone to an artefact known as Nyquist
ghosting, due to inconsistencies in the signal between alternate ^-space lines. This
introduces an extra frequency component at exactly half the sampling frequency, such that
a ghost o f the image is formed that is shifted with respect to the original image by half the
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field o f view along the phase-encoding axis. Full details regarding EPI artefacts, as well as
EPI techniques in general, can be found in Schmitt et al. (1998).

2.5 RF PULSES
The application o f short pulses o f a radioffequency (RF) magnetic field, in addition to the
static B q field, is the means by which the equilibrium magnetisation state is perturbed, or by
which a SE is formed. The use o f such RF pulses for slice selection is fundamental to MR
applications, and pulse design for improved slice selection remains the subject o f much
research. Slices with good profiles are particularly important in ASL perfusion imaging, as
will be discussed further in Chapters 3, 6 and 7.

The behaviour o f an ensemble o f spins under RF irradiation can be understood by
consideration o f the Bloch equations, which were presented in section 2.2.3 (see Eq. [2.2]).
In the general case, the magnetic field B can be expressed as a sum o f contributions from
the static field (5o), the applied gradients {G{t)), and the applied RF field {B\{t)), such that

B{r_, t) = k(B, + G{t) -r) + B, {t)

[2.25]

describes the magnetic field at position r and time t.

The solution

must now be considered in the case o f a non-zero appliedRF field, B\{t)^

where ^\{t) describes an envelope that modulates the magnitude o f a magneticfield rotating
at frequency cOrf. The effect o f the field can be understood by considering the circularly
polarised component o f the ^\{t) field that is rotating in the same sense as the spin
precession, namely:

B^ (t) = iB^ {t) cos(ru^r -t- 9{t)) - jB^ {t) sm{co^t -t- 0{t))

[2.26]
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where B\(t) and 0(0 are the amplitude and the phase o f the applied RF pulse, respectively,
and it is assumed that Bi(t) is independent o f position. The components o f the Bloch
equation (Eq. [2.2]) can then be written:

+

^

(0

+ e(t)) +

+

( 0 cos(g)^/ + 0 (0 )] +

[2.27]

^

[2.29]

and their solution gives the equations o f motion o f the spin ensemble.

There are many types o f RF pulse, and the appropriate one for any particular application
will depend upon the desired result. Various pulse types are discussed below, beginning
with so-called hard pulses, which are the simplest.

2.5.1 Hard pulses
The term ‘hard pulse’ typically refers to a rectangular B\{t) pulse profile, usually with a
high amplitude and short pulse duration. The effect o f a hard pulse is to cause the
magnetisation to simultaneously precess about the longitudinal field Bq at coo, and about the
B\ field at frequency coi, where coi=y5i. This mechanism becomes easier to visualise when
referred to a set o f axes, (x',y',z') rotating with the frequency o f the applied field, cOrf, about
Bq, In this rotating frame o f reference, the direction and magnitude o f the B\ field is
stationary during the pulse. In the simplest case, where cOrf is equal to the resonant
frequency, (Oq, the magnetisation, M, simply processes about Bi at a rate coi during the
pulse, such that it will have rotated by coiTp radians at the end o f a pulse o f duration Tp. This
result is a simplified solution o f the Bloch equation, where relaxation effects during the
pulse are neglected, and all spins are assumed to be on resonance. The value o f Tp can be set
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such that the magnetisation is turned through a specified angle; for example 90°, such that
the magnetisation is rotated into the transverse plane, or 180°, such that at the end o f the
pulse, M is aligned with the -z' direction. Following the pulse, equilibrium within the spin
population is restored by relaxation, as described in section 2.2.

A hard pulse with a rectangular profile effectively contains a range o f frequencies centred
on COrf, where the time and frequency domains are related by the Fourier transform. Thus a
rectangular pulse can be represented in the frequency domain by a sine profile; see Fig. 2.7.
The spread o f frequencies present in the pulse makes hard pulses unsuitable for the
selective excitation o f a well-defined slice, and they are therefore normally used as nonselective pulses, affecting the spins within the entire sample. In order that the response
across the sample volume is fairly uniform, the pulses are typically designed to have a very
short length such that the frequency range o f the sample under study lies within the central
portion o f the frequency response. However, if the pulse length is shortened, the B\
amplitude must be increased to achieve the same the flip angle. The maximum B\
amplitude is limited by hardware capabilities and power deposition restrictions.

(a)

(b)

•4-

Fig. 2.7. A pulse o f frequency cOrf, and length Tp, depicted in (a) the time domain
(showing only the ‘on’ or ‘o f f status o f the RF), and (b) the frequency domain.
The two profiles are related via the Fourier transform.
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2.5.2 Soft pulses
Soft pulses, in contrast to the hard pulses described above, are pulses with modulated B\
profiles. A primary aim o f RF pulse design is the production o f a rectangular shaped
frequency response, such that in the presence o f a magnetic field gradient, the frequency
selection translates into the excitation o f a well-defined slice. The importance o f effective
slice-selection using RF pulses was outlined in section 2.4, and soft (or ‘shaped’) RF pulses
are used extensively in MR imaging and spectroscopy for frequency selective excitation.

The design o f the Bi(i) modulation functions for soft pulses is aimed at producing optimal
frequency selection: ideally, a pulse that produces a perfectly rectangular frequency
response is required. However, the Bloch equations cannot generally be solved analytically
for amplitude-modulated pulses, and the determination o f the evolution o f the
magnetisation is therefore not straightforward. Typically, the RF pulse is divided into a
number o f small time steps, over which Bi(t) and ())(/) are assumed constant, and the Bloch
equation solved for each pulse segment (i.e. the pulse is viewed as a series o f hard pulses).
Further approximations can be applied to simplify this computation. For example, the small
flip angle approximation, where it is assumed that the longitudinal magnetisation is not
significantly changed during the pulse. In this approximation, it can be shown that the slice
profile and the RF pulse profile are related via the Fourier transform, for the case o f a
constant gradient (Pauly et al., 1989). This approximation continues to work reasonably
well for flip angles o f the order o f 90°, such that the Fourier transform o f the pulse gives a
reasonable approximation to the resulting slice profile. Since the Fourier transform o f a sine
pulse is a rectangular pulse (see Fig. 2.7), sine shaped RF pulses are commonly used for
excitation (see below); some general properties o f RF pulses are also described during the
discussion o f sine pulses.

2.5.2.1

Sine pulses

The sine is perhaps the most widely used pulse shape in MRI. The function B](t) is
commonly defined as
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where m is the number o f zero crossings on each side o f the pulse centre. The deviation o f
the slice profile from a perfect rectangle is not only due to the approximation o f a small flip
angle, but also results from the fact that in practice, the sine pulse must be truncated in
time. In particular, this truncation o f the pulse produces ripples in the slice profile; see Fig.
2.8(a), where the RF pulse and slice profile for a sine pulse are plotted. Filtering the pulse,
using for example a Hanning filter, can help to improve the slice profile by reducing the
ripples, therefore minimising excitation o f areas outside the slice; see Fig. 2.8(b). This
filtering, however, produces a slice with wider transition bands (i.e. a less ‘square’ slice
profile).

The slice profile obtained is affected by the properties o f the specific RF pulse and gradient
applied. In the general case:
•

Lengthening the pulse duration sharpens the slice profile, and increases the
frequency o f any ripples within and outside the pulse. However, a long pulse will
also prolong the minimum TE and increase the relaxation that occurs during the
pulse.

•

The pulse bandwidth (the frequency range over which the pulse affects the
magnetisation) is defined by the pulse shape; in the case o f a sine pulse, the
bandwidth is 27t/^, where t is the time from the pulse centre to the first zero crossing.

•

The thickness o f the excited slice, J, depends upon the pulse bandwidth and the
magnitude o f the applied gradient, Gsiice- In the case o f a constant Gsiice,
bandwidth (ggggq [2.14]).
slice

The design o f sine pulses involves tradeoffs between various parameters in an attempt to
obtain the slice profile desired for a particular experiment. It should be remembered that the
performance o f the pulse in practice will be compromised to some degree by any
inhomogeneity in the applied B\ field, as well as by nuclear relaxation during the pulse.
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Many alternatives to sine-shaped pulses have been proposed in the fields o f MR
spectroscopy and imaging, in attempts to improve slice profiles. Two specialised soft
pulses, which are employed in later chapters, are considered in the following section.

(a)

1
1
c/3

time

frequency/position

time

frequency/position

(b)

Fig. 2.8. (a) B\{t) profile (left) and corresponding slice profile (right) for an
unfiltered 90° sine pulse, (b) B\{t) profile and slice profile for a Hanning-filtered
90° sine pulse. Note that ripples are very evident in the unfiltered slice profile, but
much reduced in the filtered profile.
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2.5.3 Specialised RF pulses
2.5.3.1

Adiabatic pulses

Sine pulses, and other conventional pulses, are typically applied at a constant frequency,
COrf, at the centre o f the spectral region o f interest. The pulse amplitude, and sometimes
phase, is then modulated. In an alternative approach, the pulse frequency can be varied with
time during the pulse, to form so-called adiabatic pulses (Garwood and DelaBarre, 2001).
The main advantage o f these pulses is their insensitivity to Bi field inhomogeneities that
result from non-ideal transmitter coil characteristics. For non-adiabatic pulses, B\ field
inhomogeneities cause variation in the flip angle throughout the volume o f the transmitter
coil; the resultant slice profile degradation can significantly affect image quality. Adiabatic
inversion pulses are not only able to produce slice profiles with uniform inversion over the
slice width, but also produce sharp slice profiles. For these reasons, they are regularly used
in many MR applications, including arterial spin labelling (see Chapters 3 and 6), where
uniform magnetisation inversion over a well-defined bandwidth is required.

One o f the most popular forms o f adiabatic pulse is the adiabatic full passage (AFP) pulse,
which effects inversion o f the magnetisation. AFP pulses are modulated in both amplitude
and frequency; the pulse frequency, cOrKO? sweeps from far above to far below resonance,
whilst the applied Bi amplitude starts and ends at a very small value, and increases at the
centre o f the pulse. The mechanism o f the pulse can be understood by consideration o f the
components o f the magnetic fields and the magnetisation in a frame rotating at frequency
C0rf(0* This frame is conventionally called the frequency modulated (FM) frame, labelled
(x',y',z') as before. In the FM frame, the direction o f the RF field vector, B\(t), remains fixed
during an adiabatic passage. When

an apparent magnetic field o f amplitude Aco/y is

present in the z' direction, where Aco=coo-(Orf- A net effective magnetic field, Beff^ can be
defined in the rotating frame as the vector sum o f B\{f) and the longitudinal field Aco/y, as
illustrated in Fig 2.9.
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Fig. 2.9. Vector diagram showing the effective field, Be/f (black), and its
components, Aco/y (red) and B\ (blue). The vectors are shown in the FM frame,
which rotates at cOrt, the frequency of the applied pulse (note that cOrf is time
dependent).

At the beginning of the pulse, B\^Q, and cOrf«coo. Aco is therefore large relative to B\, such
that Beff\s initially approximately collinear with z'. As time evolves, B\ and C0rf(0 increase,
Aco therefore decreases and Beff rotates towards the transverse plane. When cOrf(0^®o,
BefpB\. At this point, an adiabatic half passage (AHP), i.e. a 90° rotation, has been
completed. To perform an AFP, C0rf(/) continues to sweep past resonance and B\ decreases,
such that B\^0, and C0rf»coo at the end o f the pulse. B^/f is then oriented along -z% During the
adiabatic passage, the spins in the slice of interest remain aligned with Be/f (i.e. the
magnetisation processes around Bg/f) and are therefore inverted, provided that the adiabatic
condition is satisfied (Garwood and DelaBarre, 2001). This condition states that the
frequency sweep (i.e. the rotation frequency o f the

field) must be slow compared to the

rate at which the magnetisation processes around Bgff,

rI

da
1 »

dt

[2.31]

where a is the angle between Bgff and Aco/y (see Fig. 2.9). In addition, this process must
occur quickly with respect to T] and T], such that significant relaxation does not occur
during the pulse. Under the adiabatic condition, the macroscopic spin magnetisation is able
to follow the Beff field as it sweeps. Above a certain B\ threshold, the magnetisation is
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inverted regardless o f the actual B] amplitude, since changing the Bi amplitude does not
alter the start and end positions o f Beff. Thus these pulses are insensitive to B\ field
inhomogeneities, since the B\ amplitude can be increased such that the inversion is uniform
over the desired area. Furthermore, the slices have sharply defined edges; this can be
understood by considering the behaviour o f off-resonance spins. In the presence o f an
applied gradient in the slice select direction, Aco will include an additional, spatially
variable term determined by the size o f the gradient at any particular point. When the
magnitude o f this additional term is larger than |coo-oOrf(OI for all t, Bgff is not inverted, and
returns to its original position at the end o f the pulse. Thus, at the end o f the pulse, spins are
either aligned with the +z' or - z ' direction, giving sharp slice edges. It should be noted that
a good slice profile is only achieved if the inversion occurs in a short time compared to the
spin relaxation rates, such that significant relaxation during the process is avoided.

Figure 2.10 shows the amplitude and frequency modulation for an example adiabatic
inversion pulse. Also shown are schematic representations o f the vectors Aco/y, Ri, and Beff
at various time points during the pulse, showing that the Beff vector sweeps from parallel to
antiparallel with the main field during the course o f the pulse.

It is possible to create adiabatic pulses using many different amplitude and frequency
modulation functions. Perhaps the most common are those that define the hyperbolic secant
(HS) pulse (Silver et al., 1984, 1985):

B](t)=A sech(fit)

[2.32]

Aco(t)=-/2^tanh(j3t)

[2.33]

where the parameters p, p and A define the pulse characteristics, and must be chosen such
that the pulse satisfies the adiabatic condition. It should be noted that this frequency
modulation o f the pulse can be converted into phasemodulation, which is

the more

common approach in practical HS pulse implementation. An exampleo f an HS pulse and
corresponding slice profile is shown in Fig. 2.11.
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Fig. 2.10. Example o f an adiabatic inversion pulse, showing (a) B\ amplitude and
(b) Aco as functions o f time, (c) Vectors Aco/y (red), B\ (blue) and

(black), in

the rotating frame, at times ti, t2 , t] and U, as marked on (a). The interaction o f the
offset o f the pulse frequency (Aco) with the B\ amplitude results in an effective
field, Beff, which sweeps from being parallel to anti-parallel with the main field.

More recently, frequency offset corrected inversion (FOCI) pulses were proposed by
Ordidge et al. (1996). These pulses are a variant of HS pulses in which the applied B\
amplitude, pulse frequency and accompanying slice selection gradient are all multiplied by
a modulation function. This increases the usable gradient amplitude without requiring a
corresponding increase in the maximum B\ required for inversion (since the modulation
function is large at the start and end o f the pulse, but unity in the centre), and leads to slice
profiles with sharper transition regions than the HS. However, the implementation and use
of these pulses is not straightforward, particularly the selection of a volume of interest
displaced from the magnet centre; although this is easily achieved for a standard HS pulse
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(by using a constant frequency offset), for the FOCI pulse, this frequency offset must be
varied as a function o f time and incorporated into the expression for Aco(/), requiring
reprogramming o f the pulse for each offset (Ordidge et ah, 1996). Furthermore, the FOCI
pulse has a higher total RF power deposition than a comparable HS pulse. However, FOCI
pulses have been successfully implemented in AST perfusion imaging sequences (Yongbi
et al., 1998, 1999), where the use o f pulses with sharp inversion profiles is required.

(c)

I

I

3

3
II

I
frequency/position
time

Fig. 2.11. (a) Bi(t) and (b) Ao(/) profiles for an example HS adiabatic inversion
pulse and (c) corresponding slice profile.

The inversion process described relies upon the sweeping o f the effective magnetic field,
about which the macroscopic magnetisation processes, provided that the adiabatic condition
is fulfilled. An alternative approach, which can be used to invert flowing spins, is to apply a
static field, and use the motion o f spins to effect the field sweep. This is the concept behind
flow-driven adiabatic inversion (Dixon et al., 1986). In this approach, the inversion is
realised by continuously applying a low-power RF field, B\, in the presence o f a magnetic
field gradient, G, aligned with the flow direction. The RF field is on resonance through a
plane perpendicular with the flow direction, and as the flowing protons approach and pass
through this plane, their frequency sweeps from far below to far above resonance, causing
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inversion o f the effective field and the spin magnetisation. As above, there is an analogous
adiabatic condition, which must be satisfied in order that inversion o f the magnetisation is
achieved (Dixon et al., 1986):
[2.34]
i1 i2

where the protons have velocity v. The left-hand inequality states that the inversion must
occur rapidly with respect to Ti and T2 , such that significant relaxation does not occur
during the pulse. The right-hand inequality, however, states that the blood flow should be
sufficiently slow to allow the magnetisation to follow the effective field as it sweeps (as in
Eq. [2.31]). If this condition is not satisfied, a rotation o f less than 180° results (Maccotta et
al., 1997).

Flow-driven adiabatic inversion is commonly used in continuous arterial spin labelling, to
achieve the continuous inversion o f fast moving blood as its passes through a plane in the
neck; see Chapter 3.

2.5.3.2

Shinnar-Le Roux pulses

Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) pulses are amplitude modulated pulses designed for optimal slice
selection, in common with the sine pulses presented previously. These pulses were
proposed independently by Shinnar and colleagues (1989) and Le Roux (1988), and are
designed using methods that were originally developed for the design o f digital filters. The
SLR approach is computationally efficient, and has an added advantage, in that it allows the
design o f amplitude-modulated pulses that produce slice profiles with specified
characteristics. In other words, the SLR method allows the specification o f the slice profile
required, and this information is used in the calculation o f the pulse. There is therefore no
uncertainty as to whether an optimal solution has been obtained, within the construct used
(the hard pulse approximation). This is in contrast to alternative amplitude modulated
pulses, where the pulse parameters are specified and the Bloch equations then used to
calculate the resulting slice profile. These alternative approaches are generally more
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computer intensive, and leave uncertainty as to whether an optimal design has been
achieved.

An overview o f the SLR algorithm used for RF pulse design can be found in a detailed text
by Pauly et al. (1991), and the reader is referred to this text for a full description o f the
method. In short, the SLR approach uses the hard pulse approximation; the pulse is divided
into segments, each o f which is assumed to occur instantaneously, followed by a brief
interval o f free precession. The RF pulse can be mapped into a pair o f complex
polynomials; this mapping is referred to as the ‘forward SLR transform’. The resulting
polynomials can be regarded as finite impulse response filters, and the slice profile
produced can be related to the polynomials using well known digital filter design
algorithms. The significance o f this representation is that it is invertible; it is possible to
specify the desired slice profile, then calculate the two complex polynomials (using digital
filter design algorithms), then calculate the required RF pulse from these, using the ‘inverse
SLR transform’.

The SLR algorithm has been shown to produce excitation, saturation and inversion pulses
with highly improved slice profiles compared to conventional sine pulses (Pauly et al.,
1991). An implementation o f the SLR algorithm can be found in the program ‘Matpulse’,
designed by Matson (1994) to run in Matlab (The Mathworks inc., Natick, MA). Matpulse
allows the specification o f a range o f parameters for the RF pulse as well as the slice profile
required, and calculates the corresponding optimal amplitude modulated pulse using the
SLR algorithm. An example o f an SLR pulse and the resulting slice profile slice profile are
shown in Fig. 2.12; note the significant improvement in the slice profile in comparison to
the sine pulse (Fig. 2.8).
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Fig. 2.12. (a) B\{t) profile for an example 90° SLR pulse and (b) corresponding
slice profile. The profile is considerably improved in comparison to the sine pulse
shown in Fig. 2.8.
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3.1

INTRODUCTION

Many MR techniques have been proposed to allow the measurement o f cerebral perfusion,
or perfusion-based parameters. These can be divided into two categories: those methods
requiring the administration o f an exogenous agent to act as a tracer, and those that exploit
purely endogenous tracers to provide perfusion contrast. In current MR practice, most
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cerebral perfusion measurements are performed using one o f two methodologies. Bolus
tracking MRI (also known as dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI) uses an exogenous
tracer, and is the most commonly used technique for MR perfusion measurement, being in
clinical use in many institutions. Arterial spin labelling (ASL) uses magnetically labelled
blood as an endogenous tracer. This approach shows considerable promise for perfusion
measurement, but several major drawbacks mean that its clinical use is currently limited in
comparison to bolus tracking methods.

In this chapter, the bolus tracking and ASL methodologies are described, and these
approaches are further investigated in the following chapters. Alternative MR techniques
for cerebral perfusion measurement, using both exogenous and endogenous agents, are also
briefly covered for completeness.

3.2 PERFUSION MEASUREMENT USING EXOGENOUS AGENTS
3.2.1 Clearance techniques
Many diffusible nuclides have non-zero magnetic moments, and these have been exploited
in early MR approaches to measure perfusion. For example, ^D, ^ O, and

nuclei have all

been used in MR perfusion studies; since their natural abundance is low, the amount o f
signal detected can be directly related to the amount o f tracer in the tissue. Blood flow
quantification is then generally based on the clearance approach, initially proposed by Kety
and Schmidt (1945). Many animal studies have been reported, involving the intravenous
administration o f ^H20 or H2^^0, or inhalation o f ’^F-containing compounds; see Barbier et
al. (2001b) and references therein for further details.

These techniques are difficult and costly to perform in practice. O f the many MR methods
proposed that use diffusible tracers to map perfusion, ASL has become the most popular
since water is an endogenous and abundant tracer (see section 3.3.3).
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3.2.2 Steady-state techniques
Certain contrast agents, e.g. ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) particles, are
confined to the intravascular space (i.e. they are nondiffiisible), and are only slowly
eliminated from the vascular pool (Enochs et al., 1999). Measured changes in the relaxation
rate o f the tissue are directly related to the blood volume containing the contrast agent
(Barbier et al., 2001b). It is therefore possible to use these steady-state techniques to
estimate dynamic changes in CBV by measuring changes in tissue relaxation rates (see, for
example, Lin et al., 1999). These methods provide no direct perfusion measurement, and
the measurement of CBV alone can provide only a limited amount o f information regarding
tissue perfusion status.

3.2.3 Bolus tracking techniques
MR bolus tracking methods are based upon the monitoring o f the effects induced by the
passage o f a bolus o f nondiffiisible contrast agent through the cerebral vascular system.
The dynamic information collected can provide information about cerebral blood flow
(CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean transit time (MTT), using tracer kinetic
models (Zierler 1962, Zierler 1965, Axel 1980). This technique is the most widely used MR
technique for perfusion measurement, and is discussed in detail in this section.

The most commonly used contrast agents in bolus tracking studies are paramagnetic
gadolinium chelates. These agents do not cross the intact blood-brain barrier (BBB) but
remain in the intravascular compartment, where they have two effects: they shorten Ti,
causing signal enhancement on T%-weighted images, and shorten T], causing signal
decrease on T2 -weighted images (Rosen et al., 1990). The Ti effects take place at very short
range (Farrar and Becker, 1971), i.e. they are confined to the vascular space, which is a tiny
proportion o f the total brain volume (-4% in grey matter). However, the T] effects extend
over a longer distance due to the induction o f local field gradients via the magnetic
susceptibility effect (Villringer et al., 1988), and therefore extend outside the capillaries
into the extravascular space. Thus, the Ti effect is smaller than the T2 effect in the case o f
an intact BBB, and the contrast agent can therefore easily be observed using T2 /T 2 *-
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weighted imaging (depending on whether spin-echo or gradient-echo image acquisition is
employed). However, if the BBB is disrupted (in some brain lesions, for example), the
contrast agent can move into the extravascular space, and the Ti effects become more
important.

In practice, a bolus o f contrast agent (eg. Gadolinium DTPA (Gd-DTPA)) is injected
intravenously, and the time-course o f the transient MR signal drop caused by the resulting
shortening o f the T2 /T 2 * relaxation time is monitored. The use o f rapid imaging techniques
is essential to capture and adequately characterise the fast passage o f the contrast agent over
several slices, and echo planar imaging (EPI) is typically employed (see Chapter 2).

3.2.3.1

Theory

The measured drop in signal intensity caused by the passage o f a bolus o f contrast agent
through a region o f interest (ROI) can be converted to a concentration-time curve o f
contrast agent, C/?oXO- Current models (Villringer et al., 1988, Fisel et al., 1991) assume
that CRoi(t) is proportional to the change in T2 relaxation rate, AR2 (or AR2 * in a gradient
echo sequence), i.e.
= f^Roi ‘ ^

2 ( 0

=

—

Ih

ln (— 1 ^ --)

[3.1]

Oq

where SRoi{t) is the signal intensity measured in the ROI at time /, 5*0 is the baseline signal
intensity before contrast administration, and TE is the echo time o f the MR pulse sequence.
The proportionality constant Kroi depends on the tissue, contrast agent, field strength, and
pulse sequence parameters. This relationship between

AR2(0 in normally

perfused tissue was established empirically (Villringer et al., 1988, Rosen et al., 1990,
Hedehus et al., 1997) and using Monte Carlo simulations (Fisel et al., 1991, W eisskoff et
al., 1994, Boxerman et al., 1995, Kerman et al., 1994). Although its validity has been
questioned in recent research (Kiselev 2001), it nevertheless remains the most wellaccepted model.
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Cnoiit) can be expressed in terms o f two functions (Axel 1995, 0stergaard et al., 1996a):

•

The residue function, R(t), describes the fraction o f contrast agent remaining in the
ROI at time t following the injection o f an instantaneous (ideal) bolus at ^=0:
t

[3 2]

R{t) = \ - ^ h ( j ) d T
0

where the transport function, h{t), is the probability density function o f transit times
through the vascular bed within the ROI, following the injection o f an instantaneous
bolus at time t=Q. h{t) reflects the flow and vascular structure o f the particular ROI.
By definition, R(0)=1, i.e. all o f the tracer is present in the ROI at time /=0.
•

The arterial input function (AIF), CAiAt), is the concentration o f tracer entering
the ROI at time t.

Using principles o f indicator dilution theory, CRoÂf) can be expressed as a convolution in
terms o f these functions (Ostergaard et al., 1996a, Calamante et al., 1999):

Q o / ( 0 = '~ C '5 F * (C ^ ^ ^ (0 ® ^ (0 ) =

^jp{r)R{t - z)dT

[3.3]

0

where CBF iscerebralblood
to

provide

flow (or perfusion), pis the density o f brain tissue (included

thecorrectflow units), and kn accounts for the difference inhaematocrit

between capillaries {Heap) and large vessels {Hart), since only the plasma volume is
accessible to the tracer:
l-H
4 = 7 - ^

[3.4]

cap

Another important physiologic parameter obtainable from bolus tracking data is CBV,
which is proportional to the normalised total amount o f tracer passing through the ROI
(Calamante et al., 1999):

=

[3.5]

p

\c ,A t)d t
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Normalisation to the AIF area is necessary to account for differences in injected volumes.
Again, this approach applies only in the presence o f an intact BBB.

The MTT is the average time taken by tracer particles to travel from the arterial input to the
venous drainage of the vascular bed, after the injection o f an ideal bolus. It can be defined
in terms o f the transport function:
M t t = ^.-------\h (t)d t

[3.6]

It should be noted that this definition o f MTT is distinct from the first moment o f the tissue
concentration time curve (Weisskoff et al., 1993), which is often used to approximate MTT.
MTT can also be calculated if CBF and CBV are known, via the central volume principle
(Stewart 1894, Meier and Zierler, 1954):

CBV
MTT = ^ ^
CBF

[3.7]

Figure 3.1 illustrates the bolus tracking approach; EPI images, acquired in a patient with an
infarct in the left basal ganglia, show the transient signal drop caused by the passage o f the
contrast agent through the cerebral vasculature. Also shown is a plot o f the signal intensity
time-course for an ROI within the right basal ganglia. The curve shows three distinct time
periods, the first o f which is the baseline, i.e. the period before the tracer reaches the brain.
Next is the first pass o f the bolus through the tissue, following its transit from the
intravenous injection site to the brain via the heart and lungs. Finally, the recirculation (or
‘second pass’) o f the bolus is seen as a later, smaller signal drop and results from tracer
reaching the brain following a second passage through the heart. The CBF, CBV and MTT
maps created using the signal time-course data (as described in section 3.2.3.2) show good
contrast between the grey and white matter, with MTT the most uniform o f the three maps.
The infarct in the left basal ganglia region is visible in all three maps.
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Fig. 3.1. B olus tracking data from a 4-year-old child, 12 hours after the onset o f a
stroke in the left basal ganglia region (right side o f the im ages), (a) S pin-echo EPI
im ages (T R =1.5s), show ing signal decrease as a result o f the contrast agent
passage through the vascular system . T he acquisition tim e (in seconds) is m arked
on each im age, (b) Signal intensity as a function o f tim e w ithin the R O I m arked,
show ing the baseline, first pass and recirculation tim e periods, (c) C B F, C B V and
M T T m aps (see section 3.2.3.2), all o f w hich show the ischaem ic region. (A dapted
from C alam ante (2000b)).
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3.2.3.2

Methodology and quantification issues

The quantification o f bolus tracking data requires consideration o f several issues, as
described below.

1. Quantification using deconvolution
The measurement of the functions CRoi(t) and CAjf{t) allows the deconvolution o f Eq. [3.3],
to give the product {{p Ik ^ )-C B F - R {t)). Since R(0)=1, CBF can theoretically be found
using the initial value o f this function, if values o f p and kn are known. Many methods can
be used to perform the deconvolution procedure, but since R{t) is an unknown function
dependent on local vascular structure, none is

straightforward. 0stergaard et al.

(0stergaard et al., 1996a, 0stergaard et al., 1996b) have compared the performance o f some
o f the deconvolution methods proposed, and concluded that the most accurate in the
quantification o f bolus tracking data is that o f singular value decomposition (SVD). This
method is independent o f the underlying vascular structure (R(0) and blood volume (CBV),
and is currently the most popular approach to CBF quantification using bolus tracking data.
The deconvolution method is described schematically in Fig. 3.2.

The deconvolution approach to bolus tracking data produces direct information on cerebral
perfusion, but requires time-consuming post-processing o f the data. Furthermore, its
practical application has several drawbacks. Firstly, the definition o f the AIF is required for
deconvolution. This must be performed on a subject-by-subject basis since differences in
injection procedure and physiological conditions can lead to AIFs whose profiles differ
between subjects (see Chapter 4). In practice, the AIF is usually measured by manually
selecting pixels within a major cerebral feeding vessel, such as the middle cerebral artery
(MCA) or carotid artery (Porkka et al., 1991, Rosen et al., 1991, Perman et al., 1992), to
minimise partial volume effects with adjacent tissue regions. The arterial AR2(0 measured
is related to the tracer concentration using Eq. [3.1], and the same proportionality constant
between these two parameters is typically assumed in both the tissue and arterial cases,
although there is some concern regarding the validity o f this assumption (Kiselev 2001).
Since user input is required for selection o f appropriate pixels to define the AIF, an element
o f subjectivity is introduced into the analysis. Automated protocols for selection o f AIF
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pixels m ay help to rem ove the subjective elem ent o f this data p ro cessin g step (D uham el et
al., 2003a).
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Fig. 3.2. S chem atic diagram show ing the d econvolution procedure used for
extracting C B F , C B V and M T T m aps from EPI bolus tracking tim e-course data.
S A if i t) and S R o iiO are the m easured signal intensities, C A ip it) and C r o i { î ) are the

corresp o n d ing

concentration-tim e

data,

and

® ''

represents

m athem atical

d eco n volution. S R oi{t) is m easured in each tissue pixel (top row ) and converted to
C R o i{t). C B V

is calculated using the area under the curve, and CBF-/?(/) by

deco n v o lu tion o f the

(w hich is com m only m easured in a feeding artery

(bottom row )). T he ratio o f C B V to C B F values produces an M T T m ap.

T he fact that the A IF is m easured in a m ajo r artery in o rd er to m inim ise partial volum e
effects introduces further problem s. T he m easured bolus shape w ill be affected by both
delay and d isp ersio n betw een its m easurem ent and its arrival at the tissu e R O I, due to the
intervening transit through the vascular tree. T hese effects cause a change in shape o f the
deconvolved R { t ) curve, introducing significant errors in the calcu lated perfusion value
(C alam ante et al., 2000a). E xaggeration o f these effects is expected in pathological low
flow states, w hich are precisely the conditions o f interest in m any clinical investigations.
T hese effects can b e m inim ised by m easurem ent o f the A IF as close as p o ssib le to the ROI,
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and recent, preliminary work by Alsop et al. (2002), where the measurement o f a TocaT
AIF allows deconvolution on a regional basis, may improve current approaches. However,
increased partial volume effects can be expected in these cases, since narrow vessels are
used for AIF definition. The use o f the MCA remains the most popular approach.

Following intravenous injection, the bolus o f contrast agent travels to the heart before
continuing to the brain. However, contrast agent also reaches the brain following a second
passage through the heart, and is seen as a second, smaller concentration peak (the
recirculation; see Fig. 3.1). The kinetic model assumes that the effects o f recirculation o f
the bolus are negligible. However, in practice, this is not the case, and these effects must be
dealt with in one o f two ways. One option is to fit the AIF and tissue first pass data to an
assumed bolus shape function, typically a gamma-variate function (Starmer and Clark,
1970), thus removing the recirculation contribution to the concentration curves before
performing the deconvolution. Alternatively, the curves can be truncated before the
recirculation effects are seen, and these truncated curves used in the analysis.

2. Absolute perfusion quantification
Many studies employing the deconvolution approach attempt to quantify perfusion in
absolute units o f ml/lOOg/min. This is done either by assumption o f the values o f the
constants in Eqs [3.1] and [3.3], or by reference to another technique by which absolute
perfusion values can be obtained. In the former, more common approach, kn is typically
assigned a value o f -0 .7 {Harr^AS, i/cap-0.25), and brain density assigned a value o f
1.04g/ml (Rempp et al., 1994). A number o f studies (see, for example, Schreiber et al.,
1998, Rempp et al., 1994, Smith et al., 2000) have shown that perfusion values in the
expected range can be produced by assumption o f these values. However, errors may arise
through expected variations in kn or p within and across subjects. These variations, which
may occur with age or pathology, have not yet been characterised, and it is generally
considered that bolus tracking techniques do not provide reliable absolute perfusion vaules
(Calamante et al., 2002, Latchaw et al., 2003, Carroll et al., 2002, Kiselev 2001, Sorensen
2001). The use o f an alternative technique (e.g. positron emission tomography (PET)) to
provide reference perfusion values to allow cross-calibration o f MR measures has also been
reported (see, for example, 0stergaard et al., 1998a, 0stergaard et al., 1998b, Mukheijee et
al., 2003). However, the use o f a single conversion factor for scaling perfusion values
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obtained with two different methodologies is unlikely to be valid across all tissue types and
pathologies (Lin et al., 2001, Mukheijee et al., 2003). Furthermore, this approach assumes
that the technique used as a reference provides accurate perfusion values.

An alternative approach to absolute quantification is the use o f relative parameter values. In
this approach, the CBF for a particular ROI is calculated by reference to another brain
region, e.g. a region o f normal appearing tissue on the contralateral side. This approach
avoids the need to assume actual values for kn and p (though they are still assumed to be
constant) and is therefore generally regarded as less error prone than absolute
quantification.

3. Use of summary parameters
An alternative approach to the analysis o f bolus tracking data is the calculation o f
‘summary parameters’ directly from the profile o f the Cro^ î) curve (or in some cases
directly from the signal intensity curve, SRoi{t)). These parameters, such as time to peak and
maximum peak concentration, are relatively quick to calculate, with little user input
required. Typically, summary parameters are used to provide a qualitative indicator o f
cerebral perfusion status; maps are interpreted visually and areas of, for instance, prolonged
time to peak may be assigned as haemodynamically impaired tissue. Several o f the
commonly used summary parameters are illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Many groups use the summary parameter approach for all bolus tracking data analysis
because o f its speed and simplicity, in contrast to the lengthy processing involved in
deconvolution methods. However, this method introduces two potential problems. First,
none o f these parameters has a direct relationship to perfusion (Weisskoff et al., 1993), and
they are therefore difficult to interpret physiologically. For instance, a prolonged time to
peak in a particular tissue region cannot be assumed to reflect reduced perfusion. Second,
they do not take into account variability in Q/XO

^ (0 when comparing different

subjects or regions. As can be seen from Eq. [3.3], the profile o f the concentration-time
curve depends not only upon CBF, but also upon the functions Q/XO

^(0- Variations

in both o f these functions can be expected; differences in injection conditions and patient
physiology will produce AIFs that differ between individuals, and R(t) can also vary
between patients as well as regionally within the brain, particularly in the presence o f
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pathologic h aem olynam ics. T herefore, any observed variation in sum m ary p aram eter
v alues m ay refleci changes in

and R { t ) as w ell as changes in perfusion. The

reliab ility o f sum m ary param eters as m easures o f haem odynam ic status is in v estig ated in
C h ap ter 4, using num erical sim ulations.
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p aram eters tim e to peak { T I P ) , m axim um peak concentration (M P C ), full w idth at
h a lf m axim um { F W H M ) and bolus arrival tim e { B A T ) . T he im ages below show an
axial T 2 -w eighted im age (baseline im age before bolus arrival), and the T T P and
M P C m aps calculated from data collected in a 12 year old child, 2 days after an
ischaem ic event. A region o f abnorm al T%, prolonged T T P and reduced M P C can
b e seen in the left side o f the brain.
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The deconvolution approach is therefore considered the more robust method for bolus
tracking data analysis. However, since current deconvolution techniques do not account for
delay and dispersion o f the bolus between the measurement site and the ROI, deconvolution
is not an appropriate method for bolus tracking data analysis in some cases. In general, the
presence o f cerebrovascular disease introduces delays to some extent, and therefore CBF
errors. However, the severity o f the delay depends upon the particular pathology. In cases
o f severe cerebrovascular disease, e.g. moyamoya syndrome (characterised by terminal
internal carotid artery (ICA) occlusion and the formation o f basal collateral vessels),
extended delays between the MCA and capillary bed result, making the deconvolution
approach particularly unsuitable in these patients (Calamante et al., 2000a). Summary
parameter maps can be helpful in cases where the deconvolution approach is not
appropriate, or not possible, and have been shown to be effective in the identification o f
abnormal regions (Calamante et al., 2001).

3.2.3.3

Practical considerations

Bolus tracking studies require the use o f rapid imaging techniques to properly resolve the
first pass o f the contrast agent. A time resolution o f <2s is necessary (van Osch et al.,
2003b), and in order to acquire multiple slices within this time frame following a single
injection o f contrast agent, EPI is the obvious choice o f image acquisition scheme. The type
o f EPI sequence is also important, since spin-echo (SE) and gradient-echo (GE) sequences
will produce CBF maps weighted towards different vessel sizes. Monte Carlo simulations
have shown that the susceptibility contrast in T2 *-weighted GE images arises from both
large and small vessels, whereas in T2 -weighted SE images, it is dominated by small,
capillary-sized vessels (Weisskoff et al., 1994, Boxerman et al., 1995, Kennan et al., 1994).
Since the detection o f microvascular perfusion is desired, the use o f SE techniques is
advantageous; large vessel signal can dominate GE perfusion maps and obscure image
contrast. Two recent in vivo studies in humans (Speck et al., 2000) and pigs (Simonsen et
al., 2000), in which GE and SE sequences are directly compared, confirm that SE methods
result in images weighted more towards capillary perfusion.
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The volume o f contrast agent administered is commonly based on the weight o f the subject
and the type o f sequence used (SE or GE). The injection is often performed using a power
injector, to enable a fast, uniform bolus injection. This minimises the width o f the bolus,
which aids the deconvolution procedure by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
enabling easy differentiation between the first and second pass o f the bolus. The signal
during bolus passage must not, however, drop to noise levels, since good characterisation o f
the signal at all time points is required. This consideration is particularly relevant for the
AIF curve, where the largest signal drops are seen. It should be noted that adjustment o f the
volume, concentration and injection rate o f the contrast agent affects the perfusion maps
obtained (Heiland et al., 2001); the optimal injection protocol is not yet clear and will differ
depending on the sequence used and the population studied (for example, adult vs
paediatric). However, a typical bolus tracking protocol may have conditions: TE 70 -100ms
for SE EPI, or 30-60ms for GE EPI, TR 1.25-2.0s, 0.1-0.2mmol/kg bodyweight dose GdDTPA, injection speed 3-6ml/s.

Bolus tracking measurements are not straightforward to repeat due to maximum contrast
agent dosage limits, and the influence o f one study on subsequent results due to tracer
accumulation (Levin et al., 1995). The administration o f a small contrast agent predose
before a bolus tracking study can help to make serial measurements comparable (Levin et
al., 1995, Sorensen and Reimer 2000). However, the number o f sequential studies possible
is ultimately restricted by maximum dosage limitations.

The previous section highlighted the importance o f implementing a robust approach to the
analysis o f bolus tracking data. Semi-automated post-processing packages based on the
deconvolution approach are currently being developed and released by major systems
manufacturers. It is hoped that these tools will allow the calculation o f robust and
reproducible maps o f haemodynamic parameters in a clinically acceptable length o f time.

3.2.3.4

Current applications

Perfusion measurement using bolus tracking methods is common in the investigation o f
cerebrovascular disease. Its widest application is within the stroke population, providing
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functional information that is not available using conventional MRI techniques. Data
acquired in the acute phase, when affected areas are not yet visible on T2 -weighted images,
can be useful in early diagnosis and therapy selection (for an overview, see Ozsunar and
Sorensen, 2000 or Baird and Warach, 1998). The combination o f diffusion and perfusion
imaging has been shown to define a ‘penumbraP ischaemic tissue region, where the
mismatch between the abnormal areas defined by each imaging modality can indicate tissue
at risk o f infarction (Calamante et al., 1999). Defining the most helpful markers o f tissue
status using these images is the subject o f much current research (see, for example, Wu et
al., 2001, Yamada et al., 2002, Thijs et al., 2001). Applications to other pathological
conditions are also common, including tumours, dementia, migraine, epilepsy and many
more (see Sorensen and Reimer, 2000 and Calamante et al., 1999 for further details).

In summary, bolus tracking is a widely used method for the assessment o f perfusion status;
the acquisition o f data is fast (less than 1 minute), uses standard MR sequences (typically
EPI), and the contrast passage produces a significant, and therefore robust, signal decrease
(-30% in grey matter). Both the deconvolution and summary parameter data analysis
approaches outlined above are in common use. The deconvolution method is generally
regarded as the more robust method, but the time-consuming data processing and user input
required mean that summary parameters are a popular alternative. Both approaches have
significant limitations (Calamante et al., 2002, Petrella and Provenzale, 2000), and it is
essential that these are well investigated and documented in order that data can be used in
the most appropriate way for a particular application.

Section 3.3.3.5 contains a comparison o f bolus tracking and ASL methods, and the analysis
o f bolus tracking data is discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.3 PERFUSION MEASUREMENT USING ENDOGENOUS AGENTS
Several approaches to perfusion measurement do not require the administration o f an
exogenous agent, and instead exploit endogenous tracers or tissue properties to provide
perfusion contrast in MRI. The most promising o f these is ASL, which has the potential to
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measure absolute CBF, and is described in section 3.3.3. Firstly, two other techniques,
which derive their contrast from parameters closely related to perfusion, are briefly
mentioned.

3.3.1 Intravoxel incoherent motion
The structure o f the microvasculature o f the brain is such that a typical imaging voxel will
contain several thousand randomly oriented capillaries. Thus, the flow o f blood through
capillaries on the voxel scale can be viewed as incoherent, pseudo-random motion. One o f
the first perfusion weighted MR imaging techniques, proposed by Le Bihan et al. (1986),
uses diffusion gradients to sensitise image contrast to this random motion, and hence allows
estimation o f blood flow. This technique, named intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM),
suffers from dynamic range problems (due to low CBV compared to tissue volume) and
uncertainty o f a correct vascular model, and so has found limited use (King et al., 1992,
Pekar et al., 1992).

3.3.2 BOLD imaging
Blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) MRI is based on the magnetic properties o f
blood, which are dependent on the oxygenation state o f haemoglobin (Thulbom et al.,
1982, Ogawa et al., 1990, Bandettini et al., 1992). Because deoxyhaemoglobin is
paramagnetic (in contrast to oxyhaemoglobin), it can act as an intravascular contrast agent,
causing signal loss in T] and T2 *-weighted images, cf. the Gadolinium-based compounds
used in bolus tracking methods. Blood oxygenation levels are closely related to perfusion,
since increases in perfusion typically lead to a decrease in the oxygen extraction fraction
(Ogawa et al., 1998) and therefore an increase in the degree o f oxygenation o f venous
blood. Similarly, a decrease in perfusion typically leads to a decrease in the degree o f
oxygenation o f venous blood.

The BOLD phenomenon is widely used in functional MRI (fMRI), where BOLD contrast is
achieved by repeatedly acquiring T2 *-weighted images and observing the differences
within tissue between two states (activation and rest). Local increases in signal intensity
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have been observed in association with specific brain activation tasks. However, the BOLD
signal is influenced not only by changes in CBF, but also by many other physiological
variables, including CBV, oxygen extraction rate, haematocrit, blood viscosity and field
inhomogeneities. This makes direct interpretation o f BOLD images very difficult. For a full
review o f the BOLD technique, see Ogawa et al. (1998).

3.3.3 Arterial spin labelling
This approach uses water protons as an endogenous, freely diffusible tracer. An image is
acquired in which the blood entering the imaging slice is magnetically ‘labelled’ (or
‘tagged’) with respect to the tissue in that slice, using saturation or inversion
radioffequency (RF) pulses. The inflowing blood water exchanges with tissue water,
causing a change in local tissue magnetisation that is directly related to perfusion. The
subtraction o f a ‘control’ image, in which inflowing blood is not labelled, produces a
perfusion-weighted image (Detre et al., 1992). Quantitative perfusion maps can then be
calculated if other parameters (e.g. tissue Ti) are also measured.

There are two distinct types o f ASL: continuous (CASL) (Detre et al., 1992, Williams et al.,
1992) and pulsed (PASL) (Edelman et al., 1994), which are discussed in the following
sections.

3.3.3.1

Continuous arterial spin labelling

The CASL technique was first proposed by Detre et al. (1992). In this approach, the
magnetisation o f the arterial blood flowing through a major vessel supplying the brain is
continuously labelled using RF pulses. This labelled blood travels into the brain and
exchanges with tissue water at the capillary bed, resulting in a steady-state o f altered
magnetisation within perfused tissue in the imaging slice. The subtraction o f a control
image, in which the blood is not labelled, leaves a perfusion-weighted image. In order to
achieve the continuous labelling o f the blood, Detre et al. (1992) first suggested using trains
of saturation pulses. Shortly after, Williams et al. (1992) proposed to replace such trains o f
saturation pulses by a flow-driven adiabatic inversion scheme (see Chapter 2), previously
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used by Dixon et al. (1986) for angiography. Flow-driven adiabatic inversion has become
the labelling method o f choice in CASL experiments since the use o f continuous inversion
provides twice as much perfusion contrast as continuous saturation.

3.3.3.1.1

Theory

Quantification of perfusion using ASL is based upon the solution o f the Bloch equation for
longitudinal magnetisation, modified to take account o f flowing spins (Detre et al., 1992):

dM(t) _ Mo M (0
dt
T,

[3 g]

where M{t) is the longitudinal magnetisation o f brain tissue, Mq is the equilibrium tissue
magnetisation, Ma(t) is the longitudinal magnetisation o f arterial blood, Mv(t) is the
longitudinal magnetisation o f venous blood, Ti is the longitudinal relaxation time o f brain
tissue water, and

is flow (perfusion). If full exchange between blood and tissue water is

assumed, Mv{t) can be replaced by M ( t ) / \ where X is the blood-brain partition coefficient o f
water. The Bloch equation can then be written:

d i^ =

(t) - ^ M ( ( )

[3.9]

Using appropriate initial conditions, the magnetisation within the label and control images
can be modelled. In the case o f CASL, the steady-state solution o f Eq. [3.9] for the label
and control states leads to (Zhang et al., 1995):

where Miatd and Mcontwi are the steady-state tissue magnetisations with and without arterial
spin inversion respectively, a& is the degree o f arterial inversion (aa=0.5 for perfect

' Note that for consistency with the literature, cerebral blood flow, or perfusion, is represented by the symbol
CBF in the bolus tracking description, but b y /in ASL.
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saturation, aa=l for perfect inversion), and Tiapp is the apparent relaxation time describing
the exponential decay to the steady-state, given by:

1

1

/

=— +T

[3.11]

Thus, knowledge o f parameters À, Œa, Tiapp, M q, and the measurement o f the difference
between the tissue magnetisation in the control and label states, allows, in theory,
quantification o f perfusion in absolute units (ml/lOOg/min).

3.3.3.1.2

Quantification issues

There are many issues to be considered when attempting to quantify perfusion using any
ASL sequence. Many o f the problems are common to both CASL and PASL approaches,
and a full discussion o f all o f the issues is included in the section on PASL quantification
(section 3.3.3.2.2). Only problems specific to CASL, or with a different solution for CASL,
are discussed below.

1. Transit times
One o f the major problems affecting CASL measurements is the loss o f spin label that
occurs due to Ti relaxation during the transit time between the labelling and imaging
planes. The labelling plane is typically situated in the neck, where the blood flow is fast
enough to satisfy the adiabatic condition (see section 2.5.3), and significant transit times
result, causing a reduction in the observed perfusion signal. This effect can be taken into
account by modifying a& to reflect the degree o f arterial inversion in the imaging slice,
such that (Zhang et al., 1992):

[3.12]

where aoa is the degree o f inversion in the labelling plane (and therefore depends upon the
efficiency o f the labelling technique employed), Tia is the relaxation time for arterial blood,
and Ô is the transit time between labelling and imaging planes. When quantifying perfusion
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using this approach, it is important to remember that ô is spatially variable due to the
heterogeneity o f vascular structure and blood flow within the brain. This variability
introduces errors into perfusion quantification if not accounted for. Various approaches for
dealing with this problem have been proposed (Calamante et al., 1999), and the most
commonly used solution is that described by Alsop and Detre (1996), in which a time delay
is inserted between the end o f the labelling period and image acquisition. If the delay is
longer than the longest transit time present, the resulting perfusion maps are insensitive to
variations in transit times. This delay also helps to minimise the problems associated with
intravascular signal (discussed further in section 3.3.3.2.2), since most o f the signal in large
vessels will have washed out o f the imaging slice before image acquisition.

2. Magnetisation transfer
The long inversion pulses (lasting several seconds) used to label the blood complicate
CASE measurements due to magnetisation transfer (MT) effects. During the labelling
process, spins in the imaging slice experience an off-resonance pulse that selectively
saturates the broad resonance peak o f macromolecule-bound protons. Magnetisation
transfer between the bound and free proton pools (W olff and Balaban, 1989) results in a
decrease in the observed signal. Although not straightforward, a number o f approaches
have been proposed to allow acquisition o f a control image that has the same MT effects as
the labelled image, such that they cancel on image subtraction. One approach is simply to
place the inversion plane in the control image above the head, symmetrically opposite the
labelling plane with respect to the imaging slice (Williams et al., 1992). However, this is
only effective for single slice imaging, since the MT effects will only cancel at one slice
location. Instead, the control image can be acquired using an amplitude-modulated RF
pulse (Alsop and Detre, 1998) at the labelling plane, which returns the blood water to its
original relaxed state, but produces the same MT effects as the standard labelling pulse for
all slice locations. An alternative solution to the MT problem is to use a two-coil approach,
in which a separate coil is used for labelling, thus removing the MT effects (Zhang et al.,
1995). This approach proves effective and is compatible with multislice imaging, but
requires the use o f specialised hardware.
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3. Specific absorption rates
A further problem with CASE sequences arises because the application o f a continuous RF
labelling pulse for the required duration is often restricted due to limits on the allowable
specific absorption rate (SAR) o f the sequence, as well as hardware considerations. In
practice, an RF pulse train is instead applied (Roberts et ah, 1994). These restrictions lead
to non-ideal labelling conditions (Utting et al., 2003) that must be taken into account when
modelling the signal obtained. This is a particular problem in studies involving children,
whose low weight means that SAR limitations are particularly restrictive.

3.3.3.2 Pulsed arterial spin labelling
In contrast to CASE, the PASE approach involves the application o f a relatively short RF
pulse, which results in the labelling o f a large blood volume adjacent to the imaging slice.
This volume o f labelled blood then flows into the imaging slice, and the time-course effects
o f this ‘bolus’ can be imaged. Again, a control image is acquired, in which the blood is not
labelled. As for CASE, the static tissue in the imaging slice is in the same magnetisation
state for both images, such that a subtraction o f label and control images produces a
perfusion-weighted image due to the differing blood magnetisation in each case. Although
having an intrinsically lower perfusion signal (see later), this approach ameliorates some o f
the problems associated with CASE; PASE involves shorter transit delays, and is less
susceptible to MT effects and SAR limitations since the applied inversion pulse is relatively
short.

PASE was first introduced by Edelman et al. (1994) in the form o f echo-planar imaging and
signal targeting with alternating radio frequency (EPISTAR). A simple EPISTAR scheme
is illustrated in Fig. 3.4; the label image is prepared by inversion o f a wide slab, adjacent to
the imaging slice. Eabelled blood spins in this slab flow into the imaging slice and an image
is acquired after time TI. For the control image, the inversion pulse is applied equidistant
above the image slice. The EPISTAR approach has the drawback that only the blood
inferior to the imaging slice is labelled during acquisition o f the label image. Furthermore,
during acquisition o f the control image, the blood superior to the slice is labelled, producing
errors in the control image if this labelled blood enters the imaging slice. PICORE
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(p ro x im al inv ersion w ith control for off-resonance effects), is a p o p u lar m o d ificatio n o f
E P IS T A R p ro p o sed b y W ong et al. (1997), in w hich the control inversion p ulse is applied
in th e absen ce o f a selective gradient, thus avoiding the labelling o f blood superior to the
im aging slice w hilst still producing the sam e M T effects.

L abel im age

C ontrol im age

Fig. 3.4. S chem atic diagram illustrating the im age pairs acquired in a sim ple
E P IS T A R P A S E experim ent. T he axial im aging slices are indicated by dotted red
regions, an d regions o f inverted m agnetisation are indicated b y blue stripes. A n
im age is ac q u ired at tim e TI after the inversion pulse in each case.

A n altern ativ e

P A S E sequence, term ed flow -sensitive alternating inversion recovery

(FA IR ) w as d ev elo p ed b y K w ong et al. (1995) and K im (1995), follow ing K w ong et a l.’s
use o f an in v ersio n reco v ery sequence to obtain p erfusion-w eighted im ages during visual
stim ulation in 1992 (K w ong et al., 1992). In FA IR , a labelled im age is acquired follow ing
slice-selectiv e in v ersio n o f the im aging slice, and a control im age is acquired follow ing a
no n -selectiv e in v ersio n pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In contrast to E P IS T A R , FA IR is
sen sitiv e to b lo o d flow ing into th e slice from both superior and inferior brain regions.
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C ontrol im age

Fig. 3.5. S chem atic diagram illustrating the im age pairs acquired in a FA IR PASE
experim ent. T he axial im aging slices are indicated by dotted red regions, and
regions o f inverted m agnetisation are indicated by blue stripes. An im age is
acquired at tim e TI after the inversion pulse in each case.

M any differen t approaches to PA ST perfusion im aging have been suggested. M ost involve
the acq u isitio n o f pairs o f label and control im ages, betw een w hich the m agnetisation state
o f the in co m in g b lo o d differs but that o f the static tissue is the sam e. T he m odifications
p ro p o sed resu lt in differing sensitivity to various param eters such as transit delays, M T
effects, etc. M o d ificatio n s on the original E P IS T A R design have been num erous, including
P IC O R E (W ong et ah, 1997), S T A R -H A S T E (C hen et ah, 1997), and T ILT (G olay et ah,
1999). FA IR h as also form ed the basis for m any new sequences, including U N FA IR
(H elp em et ah, 1997) (also know n as EST (B err and M ai, 1999)), F A IR E R (Z hou et ah,
1998, M ai and B err, 1999), F A IR E S T (Lai et ah, 2001) and IT S -F A IR (G u n th er et ah,
2001). D etails o f the m any proposed P A SE schem es can be found in recent review s
(C alam ante et ah , 1999, B arbier et ah, 2001b).

A com m on m o d ificatio n o f P A ST sequences is to suppress the static signal from the
im aging slice in o rd e r to im prove sensitivity to the sm all perfusion-related signal changes.
E delm ann et al (E delm an et ah, 1994) included in-slice saturation pulses (often term ed
p resaturation) in his original E P IS T A R sequence for this reason. T he use o f m ultiple
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inversion pulses to suppress background signal has also proved effective in a number o f
AST approaches (see, for example, Alsop and Detre 1999, Ye et ah, 2000a, Duyn et ah,
2001, Blamire and Styles, 2000); these are discussed further in later sections.

Most AST techniques use global or slice-selective inversion pulses to effect the labelling o f
arterial blood. These pulses must produce uniformly inverted slabs/slices with sharp
profiles in order that inverted regions and the imaging slice can be effectively
superimposed or juxtaposed (Figs 3.3 and 3.4). Furthermore, good slice profiles result in a
well-defined ‘bolus’ o f labelled blood, allowing accurate modelling and therefore aiding
perfusion quantification. For this reason, adiabatic inversion pulses (Garwood and
DelaBarre, 2001) (named adiabatic full passage (AFP) pulses) are typically used in PAST
sequences since they are insensitive to B] field inhomogeneities and can produce good slice
profiles. AFP pulses are described in Chapter 2.

3.3.3.2.1

Theory

As for CASE measurements, the PAST perfusion related signal difference between label
and control images can be modelled using the modified Bloch equation (Eq. [3.9]).
Assuming that blood and tissue have the same T] value, the magnetisation difference
between the label and control images in a FAIR experiment is given by (Kwong et ah,
1995, Kim 1995):
AM =

f

—

[3.13]

where TI is the time between application o f the labelling inversion pulse and image
acquisition (inversion time). Comparison with Eq. [3.10] shows that this theoretical PAST
-T I/

signal difference is less than that o f CASE by a factor o f (TI/T^)e

. However, Wong et

ah (1998b) have shown that the SNR efficiency (SNR per unit time) is similar for the two
methods. Although originally derived in the case o f FAIR, this equation (and subsequent
AM equations) are also applicable to EPISTAR since the two approaches are essentially
equivalent; in both cases, a pair o f images is acquired, in one o f which the inflowing blood
is fully relaxed, and in the other, inverted. The fact that the static tissue is in a different
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state for the two sequences is inconsequential since this signal is removed on image
subtraction.

The validity o f Eq. [3.13] relies on many simplifying assumptions, and a more complete
solution was proposed by Calamante et al. (1996), where differences between blood and
tissue T 1 values are accounted for. Equations for the longitudinal magnetisation in the label
and control images (Miabei(TI) and McontwiiTI) respectively) can be obtained by solution o f
the modified Bloch equation (Eq. [3.9]) under appropriate initial conditions. For example,
when acquiring the FAIR label image, the imaging slice is initially inverted and the
incoming blood is fully relaxed. Assuming that the blood label decays with the relaxation
rate o f blood (Tu) before reaching the capillary exchange site, and with the relaxation rate
o f the local tissue afterwards (i.e. assuming complete extraction o f the water from the
intravascular space immediately after arrival in the voxel), Miatei is given by:

TI

^labeiiTI) = M o ( l- l a e

)

[3.14]

where the apparent relaxation time, Tiapp, is given by Eq. [3.11]. In the case o f the control
image, both the imaging slice and the incoming blood are inverted at time TI=0, and
solution o f the Bloch equation under these conditions gives:

TI

TI
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leading to:
TI

AM (77) = M ,,^ ( 7 7 ) - M _ ^ ,( 7 7 ) =

TI

^
( -

[3.16]
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i.e. a bi-exponential relationship between the predicted perfusion-related signal difference
(AM), and TI.
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This analysis can be extended to take account o f transit times and coil inflow effects. The
transit time, 8, is the time taken for the leading edge o f the labelled blood to reach the
exchange site within the imaging slice, following the inversion pulse. The signal in the
difference image will be zero until labelled blood reaches the exchange site, i.e. until TI>8.
Since the coil used for application o f the global inversion pulses applied during acquisition
o f the control image is finite in extent, at a certain time (the coil inflow time. A), fresh (non
inverted) spins from outside the coil will reach the exchange site within the imaging slice.
For TI times greater than A, the signal in the difference image decays with a single
exponential since fully relaxed blood is entering the imaging slice in both the label and
control cases. Eq. [3.16] is modified as follows (Pell et al., 1999):

0
(TI-S)

2 M ,a ,^ e

1
la

(A-^)

[3.17(a)]

;8<TI<A

[3.17(b)]

;TI>A

[3.17(c)]
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Further discussion o f the effects o f 8 and A on the predicted perfusion signal can be found
in section 3.3.3.2.2.

Accurate quantification o f perfusion therefore requires acquisition o f image pairs at a range
o f TI values, and fitting o f the difference signal to Eq. [3.17]. However, this is very timeconsuming because many averages are required at each TI to achieve sufficient SNR (see
below). Common practice in FAIR perfusion measurements is to collect and average many
AM images at one TI time (typically 40-60 images are collected, with TI~1.2s). The
measurement o f Tiapp (commonly using a fast Tj-mapping sequence; see section 2.3.3) and
Mo allows calculation of perfusion using Eq. [3.16], with assumed values for a&, k, Tia.
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This approach does not take the effects o f transit times or inflow times into account (i.e. it
is assumed that 8 is negligible and that TI<A). The assumption that TI<A is generally valid
for usual choices o f TI (A is typically in the range 1.5-2.5s), however the assumption that
8~0 can lead to significant errors in calculated perfusion values (Buxton et al., 1998).
Transit times and their effects are discussed further in the following section, as well as in
Chapters 6 and 7.

An alternative general kinetic model for perfusion quantification was introduced by Buxton
et al. (1998), which is closer to the model used in the bolus tracking approach. This model
reduces to the equations presented above with the appropriate assumptions, and can be used
to assess the errors introduced if these assumptions are not valid.

3.S.3.2.2

Quantification issues

Although a potentially powerful technique with many inherent advantages over existing
MR as well as non-MR perfusion methods, the AST method has many possible sources o f
error. When using ASL data to quantify perfusion, the many assumptions and limitations o f
the technique must be considered. Some CASE issues were discussed in section 3.3.3.1.2,
and a fuller discussion can be found below. For further details, see Buxton et al. (1998) and
recent reviews (Calamante et al., 1999, Petrella and Provenzale, 2000, Barbier et al.,
2001b).

1. Signal-to-noise ratio
The SNR o f ASL subtraction images is inherently poor since the measured perfusionrelated signal intensity difference between label and control states is so small (~1% o f Mo
for grey matter at 1.5T). ASL techniques are therefore very sensitive to system instabilities,
and their implementation is not straightforward in practice (see Chapter 6). Many images
must be acquired and averaged (typically 40-60) in order to achieve adequate SNR in the
difference images, leading to long scan times and sensitivity to patient motion. The issues
o f low SNR are further confounded in the presence o f long transit times, where label decay
during transit reduces the perfusion-related signal detected; see ‘Transit times and coil
inflow times ' below for further details.
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A further consideration for SNR is the field strength used. High-field ASL is appealing
because not only is SNR improved, but Ti is lengthened, and thus label decay during the
transit time is reduced, leading to improved perfusion contrast (see Fig. 3.6). However,
several disadvantages must also be considered; the lengthened relaxation times require
longer time delays before full relaxation is achieved between image acquisitions, thus
extending the scan times. Furthermore, as the field strength increases, so do the
susceptibility effects, which lead to signal loss and distortion in brain regions with high
static field inhomogeneity. Physiological noise levels may also increase with field strength
(Krueger et al., 2001), such that metabolic fluctuations, tissue motion and pulsation reduce
the sensitivity o f ASL images (Wang et al., 2002). The SAR o f a pulse sequence will also
increase. Despite these drawbacks, it is generally accepted that moving to a higher field is
beneficial for ASL measurements.

2. Intravascular signal
Ideally, a perfusion image is sensitive to the effects o f blood flow at the exchange level, and
not to blood within vessels, which is being carried through the imaging slice to an exchange
site in a more distal tissue region. Signal from blood in large vessels can be destroyed by
the application o f bipolar gradients (Ye et al., 1997), which dephase spins moving in the
direction o f the gradient, but refocus (apart from diffusion effects) the static tissue signal.
Inclusion o f bipolar gradients in the imaging sequence has been shown to reduce the
perfusion signal and cause a lengthening o f the observed transit time (Wong et al., 1998b),
indicating the effective removal o f intravascular signal. However, it is not straightforward
to crush all o f this unwanted signal; further discussion o f intravascular signal
contamination can be found in Chapter 6, section 6.2.5.

3. Subtraction errors
Subtraction errors, i.e. non-perfusion related differences between the label and control
images, are caused primarily by MT effects in the case o f CASL, and interactions between
slice profiles in the case o f PASL. These errors can easily obscure the small perfusion
signal, and conditions must therefore be optimised to minimise them. As mentioned in
section 3.3.3.1.2, the approach commonly taken in CASL experiments is to apply
appropriate pulses during acquisition o f the control image, so as to mimic the MT effects
produced during label image acquisition. In the case o f PASL, selective inversion pulse
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pro files are m ade w id er than ideal (FA IR -Iike sequences) or sp atially m ore distant from th e
im aging slice than ideal (E P IS T A R -like sequences). H ow ever, b oth o f these P A S L
solutions to su btraction errors cause arterial transit tim es to be ex tended since the labelled
b lo o d has fu rth er to travel b efo re reaching the im aging slice (see below ).
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Fig. 3.6. T heoretical curves show ing the expected FA IR AM signal as a function o f
TI, using Eq. [3.17]. In each graph, the black line represents the predicted signal
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O ne

p aram eter is varied in each graph (as d etailed in the graph legends), to dem onstrate
its influence on th e resulting AM(77) curve.
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4. Transit times and coil inflow times
The finite arterial transit times (ô) between the labelled region and the imaging slice result
in a loss o f perfusion sensitivity in both CASL and PASL imaging; Ti relaxation o f the
blood spins during their transit to the imaging slice causes a reduction in the measured
difference signal (see Fig 3.6), and therefore an underestimation o f perfusion values if not
accounted for. Transit times vary between subjects and brain regions, and can be expected
to be particularly extended in the presence o f low flow and/or circuitous routes o f
circulation. Accounting for transit time effects in CASL studies was discussed in section
3.3.3.1.2. In PASL, various approaches to the transit time problem have been explored. One
popular approach, proposed by Wong et al. (1998a), is a sequence modification in which
saturation pulses are applied to control the time duration o f the labelled bolus. The two
variants o f this approach are named QUIPSS (quantitative imaging o f perfusion using a
single subtraction) and QUIPSS II, and both modifications produce images with
significantly reduced transit time sensitivity, although the sequence parameters required can
become impractical in the presence o f particularly lengthy transit times. Further discussion
o f QUIPSS, and alternative approaches to transit time effects, is contained in section 7.2.

Measured PASL difference signals are also affected by the inflow o f fully relaxed spins
from outside the coil, which have not experienced the inversion pulses. The timing o f this
effect is determined by the width o f the labelled bolus o f blood (which in turn is often
determined by the size o f the head coil used). When collecting data at long TI times, this
effect must be accounted for since the predicted AM values at TI>A are significantly altered
(see Fig. 3.6).

5. Exchange model
Detre et al. (1992) originally modelled the brain as a single compartment for ASL perfusion
quantification, i.e. complete extraction o f labelled water from blood into tissue was
assumed. Although this approach remains the most popular model, it is clear that this
assumption is unlikely to hold in high flow states, where incomplete exchange may lead to
underestimation o f perfusion values (Silva et al., 1997a, Silva et al., 1997b, St. Lawrence et
al., 2000). However, it can be seen that this effect can be somewhat offset by the capillary
contribution to the observed ASL signal; it can be expected that the capillary contribution
to the MR signal is significant in ASL experiments, since slow moving capillary blood will
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not be affected by the typical crusher gradient strength used. If this blood is destined to
perfuse the tissue in the same voxel, it can be argued that its contribution to the measured
signal is desirable (Buxton et ah, 1998). Numerical simulations performed by St. Lawrence
et ah (2000) showed that, in humans, the capillary contribution counterbalances the effect
o f restricted water exchange between blood and tissue, and can lead to an accurate
measured perfusion value if no labelled blood leaves the voxel through the venous system.
In practice, it is not easy to assess the relative contribution o f blood and tissue signal. Two
compartment models have been proposed which account for the permeability to water o f
the EBB by modelling both the intravascular and extravascular compartments (Zhou et ah,
2001, Ewing et ah, 2001, Parkes and Tofts, 2002). However, these approaches introduce
more unknown parameters into an already complex model, and are therefore not
straightforward to accommodate. Furthermore, it can be expected that the permeability
varies between normal and pathological tissue (Schwarzbauer et ah, 1997). The analyses
presented in this work will use the single compartment model.

6. Blood-brain partition coefficient
It is common practice to assume a uniform value o f the blood-brain partition coefficient o f
water, X, when quantifying perfusion (commonly X=0.9ml/g is used). However, X has been
shown to vary significantly in different tissue types and between subjects (Roberts et ah,
1996), and is likely to be altered in some pathological states, e.g. in the presence o f
oedema. Since the ratio flX is typically obtained in ASL studies, any errors in X will lead
directly to errors in the calculated perfusion value.

7. Longitudinal relaxation time of blood
A value for the longitudinal relaxation time o f blood (Tu), is typically required for
perfusion quantification. However, an in vivo measurement o f this parameter is not
straightforward, and an assumed value, based on previous studies or published literature
values, is typically used. This can be a potential source o f error in perfusion quantification
since it has been shown that Tia can be affected by haematocrit levels and oxygen
saturation (Silvennoinen et ah, 2003).
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8. Labelling efficiency
The size o f the perfusion-weighted signal (AAT) depends on the labelling (or inversion)
efficiency o f the ASL sequence. The labelling efficiency o f arterial blood (tta) is defined by
(Zhang et al., 1992):

where M Jf) is the longitudinal magnetisation o f arterial blood, and Moa is its equilibrium
value. The labelling efficiency obtained in practice is very different for PASL and CASL
sequences. Values close to the ideal (complete inversion; aa= l) can be obtained using
adiabatic RF pulses in PASL (Wong et al., 1998b). On the other hand, the labelling
efficiency achieved in CASL studies is much lower, since flow-driven adiabatic inversion
is affected by many factors, such as blood relaxation rates, blood velocity, and flow
pulsatility (Utting et al., 2003). In clinical situations, SAR limitations mean that the
continuous off-resonance RF required for labelling is typically replaced by a train o f short
RF pulses, which has a further detrimental effect on CASL labelling efficiencies. Accurate
determination o f the labelling efficiency is required in both CASL and PASL studies to
allow perfusion quantification. However, it is not straightforward to obtain an accurate
measurement o f the efficiency (Calamante et al., 1999), particularly in the CASL case, and
errors can therefore be introduced.

9. Partial volume effects
Significant partial volume effects are present in ASL images due to the large voxel sizes
used in the interests o f SNR. While the effect o f partial volume between grey and white
matter is to reduce the difference between the two (underestimation o f grey matter
perfusion and overestimation o f white matter perfusion), there can be also partial volume
with CSF (introducing an underestimation o f perfusion) and with arterial contributions
(introducing an overestimation o f perfusion) (Kwong et al., 1995). All o f these effects will
compete with each other, and although the voxel can be considered as a weighted average
o f the individual components, the effect on the calculated perfusion value is not
straightforward due to the complex relationship between perfusion, T], and the measured
difference signal (AM(77)).
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10. TR effects
The minimum TR appropriate for use in PASL sequences is limited by the fact that the
region in which the arterial blood is labelled must be refreshed with relaxed blood, by
inflow and/or Ti relaxation between each image acquisition. If TR is shortened such that
this condition is not achieved, the effects o f spin histories on the blood and imaging slice
magnetisation must be taken into account, and quantification becomes problematic (Pell et
al., 1999). TR effects are not a problem in CASL studies, since CASL is a steady-state
technique.

11. M ultiple slice im aging
Multiple slices can be imaged using both PASL and CASL techniques. However, the
perfusion contrast is not consistent for each slice, since not only is the transit time
lengthened for the more distal slices, but the TI is also different for each slice. Label decay
during transit means that transit times can easily become prohibitively long for the most
distal slices, restricting the total number o f slices, and limiting them to being close together.
Thus, brain coverage using multislice ASL techniques is typically low. However, 3D
perfusion imaging using FAIR (Ye et al., 2000a) and CASL (Alsop and Detre, 1999) has
been reported. In both cases, suppression o f the background signal was used to reduce noise
resulting from magnetic field fluctuations occurring between acquisitions.

12. Measurable parameters
One major drawback o f ASL when compared to bolus tracking methods is that current ASL
techniques yield no measurement o f CBV or MTT. CBV or MTT measurements are often
crucial since during the process o f autoregulation, CBF alone is an inadequate measure o f
haemodynamic compromise. In these cases, an indication o f tissue status can be obtained
by measurement o f cerebrovascular reserve capacity, by measuring the increase in CBF
associated with CO 2 inhalation or acetazolamide (ACZ) administration, but these
approaches are not straightforward in practice and are not suitable for routine clinical use.
Thomas et al. (20(01), however, have recently introduced a modification on the FAIR
technique, named (double-echo FAIR (DEFAIR), which proposes to allow simultaneous
measurement o f CBF and CBV. The technique suffers from a relatively low sensitivity to
haemodynamic chainges, and requires a long acquisition time, although the model can,
theoretically, be extended to allow measurement o f the oxygen extraction fraction.
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3.3.3.3

Alternative ASL approaches

Although a large number o f ASL schemes have been proposed, most CASL methods are
based on the standard approach described in section 3.3.3.1, and PASL approaches tend to
be modifications o f either the FAIR or EPISTAR approaches. However, several distinct
ASL schemes have emerged over recent years and are briefly outlined below.

3.3.3.3.1

Alternative labelling schemes

Several innovative schemes for blood labelling in ASL have recently been proposed. Wong
et al. (2002) have developed an idea originally proposed by Norris and Schwarzbauer
(1999) to label blood based on its velocity rather than spatial location. This promising
technique, named velocity-selective ASL (VS-ASL), aims to reduce sensitivity to transit
times, and is discussed further in section 7.2.2.

Davies and Jezzard (2003a) have introduced a technique that uses 2D spatially selective RF
pulses to label individual feeding vessels within the cranium. Thus, information regarding
the territories o f individual blood vessels can be obtained. There are, however, significant
technical difficulties with achieving effective labelling o f a single vessel, and these are the
subject o f continued development (Davies and Jezzard, 2003b).

Another ASL approach, called dynamic ASL (DASL), has been proposed by Barbier et al.
(1999). In DASL, the tissue response to a time varying degree o f arterial labelling is
measured, allowing simultaneous measurement o f perfusion, transit time and Ti on a pixelby-pixel basis. This technique also has the potential to measure the arterial blood volume.
The DASL approach is considerably more complex than the PASL or CASL methods, in
terms o f the labelling scheme and data processing required, and so has not found
widespread use, despite the fact that it addresses the transit time problem inherent to most
ASL approaches.

3.3.3.3.2

Single-shot ASL

A technique has been proposed by Blamire and Styles (2000), which enables acquisition o f
a perfusion-weighted map directly, avoiding the need to acquire control and label images.
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This not only reduces the total acquisition time, but also avoids the errors often introduced
as a consequence o f the subtraction. The approach is named spin-echo entrapped perfusion
image (SEEPAGE), and consists o f in-slice saturation followed by a train o f non-selective
inversion pulses to maintain this nulling o f the static tissue signal in the slice o f interest.
Unsaturated, inflowing spins experience only the inversion pulses and form the only
contribution to the image acquired, thus directly producing a perfusion image. Despite its
inherent advantages, this approach is not yet widely used, presumably because a detailed
model for CBF quantification using SEEPAGE has not yet been reported. However, work
in this area is currently underway (Cochlin et al., 2003).

3.3.3.4

Current ASL applications

ASL has many inherent advantages over alternative approaches, which make it a potentially
very powerful clinical tool. The fact that it is truly non-invasive, with no requirement for
administration o f an exogenous contrast agent, is a clear advantage over bolus tracking
methods, since the practical problems often encountered with cannulation are avoided, e.g.
difficulties in patients with poor vascular access such as those with sickle cell disease.
Furthermore, the use o f an endogenous tracer renders ASL perfusion measurements
unrestrictedly repeatable and therefore suitable for serial perfusion measurements.
However, the poor SNR associated with ASL techniques, combined with extended transit
times, result in particularly poor perfusion sensitivity in pathological low-flow states and in
white matter, where these approaches have not yet shown sufficient SNR for validation.
Therefore, although ASL techniques are in theory able to calculate CBF in absolute units,
clinical applications have been limited compared to bolus tracking methods. Several
promising clinical studies have, however, been reported, including the application o f ASL
techniques in stroke (Chalela et al., 2000) and epilepsy (W olf et al., 2001) patients. A
review o f the clinical applications o f CASL has been published by Detre and Alsop (1999).

ASL techniques have been extensively applied in animal studies, particularly in the
investigation o f cerebrovascular disease. Animal models are particularly suitable for ASL
studies since scans can be performed over long timescales, allowing longitudinal studies o f
pathological states. A full summary o f ASL techniques in animal studies can be found in an
MR perfusion imaging review by Calamante et al. (1999).
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Since ASL is a suitable method for the acquisition o f serial perfusion measurements, it is
perhaps most widely used in fMRI studies, following Kwong’s original work (1992). As
mentioned briefly in section 3.3.2, the basic strategy o f fMRI experiments is to acquire data
during two alternating brain states: one state usually comprises a resting condition (‘rest’
signal), and the second state occurs during performance o f a specific sensory or cognitive
task ( ‘activated’ signal). The difference between the activated and rest signals is used to
locate brain areas activated during performance o f a specific task, and thus map brain
structure to function. fMRI commonly uses BOLD imaging (see section 3.3.2) to provide
contrast between the two states, with increased signal intensity being associated with
activated areas. This signal increase results because local neuronal activation causes an
increase in regional CBF without a correspondingly large increase in oxygen consumption
(Ogawa et al., 1998). This causes a decrease in deoxyhaemoglobin concentration within
local vessels, and therefore an increase in MR signal on T]*-weighted images. Most o f the
fMRI studies performed today are based on BOLD contrast, because o f its high contrast-tonoise ratio (CNR) and simplicity o f sequence implementation. However, fMRI studies can
alternatively monitor changes in perfusion during activation, by making serial ASL
measurements during the rest/task periods. The signal changes in perfusion images on
activation have been suggested to be better localised to the site o f neuronal activity than
those seen using the BOLD effect (Kim 1995), which is weighted towards veins distal to
the site o f activation (Turner 2002). ASL has the further advantage o f providing a
quantitative measurement o f a specific physiological parameter (perfusion), whereas the
BOLD signal is influenced by many physiological variables, as mentioned in section 3.3.2.
BOLD also suffers from signal drift over the long scan times, which are not problematic in
ASL measurements since label and control states are alternated and images are subtracted.

There are, however, problems associated with the use o f ASL in fMRI. For example, the
time resolution o f ASL measurements is poorer than BOLD; acquisition o f one perfusion
map involves the acquisition o f two images (taking typically 4-8s per perfusion image),
thus reducing the time resolution and making distinction o f the acquisition time point
difficult. ASL therefore affords a lower intrinsic SNR per unit time than BOLD. Some
recent developments, however, have improved the temporal resolution to be comparable
with BOLD fMRI (Wong et al., 2000, Duyn et al., 2001, Silva and Kim, 1999). A further
concern with ASL fMRI is the potential contamination o f the activation signal with effects
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related to BOLD contrast. Areas prone to contamination by BOLD contrast are those areas
in which the BOLD signal change is observed, i.e. the tissue surrounding the capillaries,
and the area within and around large veins. To some extent, the influence o f BOLD
changes on ASL images can be suppressed by the appropriate choice o f imaging
parameters. The inclusion o f bipolar crusher gradients reduces large vessel signal, and a
short TE leads to the overall reduction o f the BOLD effect.

It is possible to collect both BOLD and perfusion data simultaneously in an fMRI study,
and these approaches have the potential to shed light on the physiological mechanisms
underlying functional haemodynamic changes. By modelling the signals obtained, relative
changes in cerebral metabolic rate o f oxygen can be estimated (Kim and Ugurbil, 1997).
The BOLD image series is obtained by appropriate combination o f the label and control
ASL images, but since only one BOLD-weighted image is obtained for each ASL image
pair acquired, the time resolution will be much poorer than a standard BOLD study.
Furthermore, the choice o f TE involves a compromise since optimal perfusion weighting is
obtained with short TE, which would not be optimal for BOLD contrast, where ideally,
TE-T 2 *. A full discussion o f the use o f ASL in fMRI studies can be found in recent
reviews by Silva et al. (2003), Detre and Wang (2002) and Hennig et al. (2003).

In summary, there is much research currently being carried out in the field o f ASL,
showing rapid improvements and much promise for this perfusion method. The use o f ASL
in fMRI studies is now well established, and complements current fMRI approaches.
Developments over the coming years will show whether ASL can compete with alternative
perfusion techniques and become a viable tool for use in routine clinical practice.

3.3.3.5

Comparison with bolus tracking methods

Bolus tracking and ASL are the most widely used MR perfusion methodologies. Many
factors require consideration when deciding upon the most suitable approach for any
particular application. Table 3.1 contains a summary o f the main issues related to the use o f
each o f the two nnain methods.
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Table 3.1. Comparison o f bolus tracking and ASL methods for perfusion imaging.
Bolus tracking (with deconvolution)

Arterial spin labelling

Tracer

Intravenous injection o f contrast agent:
potential problems with vascular access.

Water protons used as endogenous
tracer, therefore tmly non-invasive.

Nature o f the tracer

Intravascular (nondiffusible)
presence o f an intact BBB.

Freely diffusible.

Magnitude o f signal
change detected

Tens o f percent.

~1%, therefore many averages required
for robust measurement.

Measurement time

Scan time very fast (~1 min), but
difficult to repeat due to dosage
limitations and effects of contrast
retention.

Longer scan time (~5 min), but
repeatable, so suitable for use in serial
studies e.g. vascular reserve capacity
studies.

Physiological parameters
measured

CBF, CBV, MTT. Potentially oxygen
delivery (0stergaard et al., 1999).

CBF. Potentially CBV (Thomas et al.,
2001) and oxygen consumption (Kim
and Ugurbil, 1997).

Potential problems
regarding absolute
quantification

The assumption o f linearity between
AR2 and C(t) may introduce errors
(Kiselev 2001, van Osch et al., 2003a).
Values for brain density and haematocrit
levels are required, but are not well
characterised in pathology. Delay and
dispersion o f the bolus after AIF
measurement lead to errors (Calamante
et al., 2000a).

Very high or low flows difficult to
measure. Measurements are transit time
(Ô) dependent; characterisation o f Ô on a
pixel-by-pixel basis is problematic and
very time-consuming due to low SNR.

Implementation issues

Easy to implement in the clinical
environment. Uses commonly available
MR sequences.

Implementation difficult since stable
conditions are essential to detect the
small signal changes.

Susceptibility to patient
motion

High risk o f gross motion at time of
injection. Data not useable if significant
through-plane motion present.

Risk o f motion due to long scan times.
Through-plane motion problematic.

Brain coverage

Number o f slices limited by the
temporal resolution required to properly
define the bolus passage (10-20 slices
possible).

Multislice possible but complicated by
transit time and MT effects. Adjacent
slices must be close together. Typically
5-10 slices max.

Validation / comparison
with alternative
techniques

Comparisons with PET (0stergaard et
al., 1998a and 1998b, Lin et al., 2001,
Carroll et al., 2002, Mukheijee et al.,
2003, Mihara et al., 2003), SPECT
(Hagen et al., 1999, Wirestam et al.,
2000a), ASL (Li et al., 2000).

Comparisons with PET (Liu et al., 2001,
Ye et al., 2000b), SPECT (Arbab et al.,
2002), bolus tracking (Li et al., 2000).

Main Applications

Wide application in the investigation of
cerebral ischaemia.

fMRI. Few clinical studies in pathology.
Main use is in animal studies of cerebral
ischaemia.

in

the
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

Bolus tracking (or dynamic susceptibility contrast) MRI is increasingly used for the
measurement o f cerebral perfusion (Calamante et al., 1999), and over recent years has
moved from being a research tool into general clinical practice in many institutions. The
technique is described in detail in Chapter 3, and is only briefly recapped here. Bolus
tracking methods require the injection o f a bolus o f a paramagnetic intravascular contrast
agent and the rapid measurement o f the MR signal loss caused by the passage o f the bolus
through the tissue. This signal loss can be converted to a concentration-time curve o f
contrast agent within a tissue region o f interest (ROI), CRoi{t). Using principles o f indicator
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dilution theory, CRoi(t) can be expressed as a convolution (0stergaard et al., 1996a,
Calamante et al., 1999):
=

[4.1]
Kh

where CAirit) is the arterial input function (AIF), describing the concentration o f tracer
entering the ROI at time /, and R{t) is the residue function, i.e. the fraction o f contrast agent
remaining in the ROI at time /, following the injection o f an ideal bolus at t=Q. CBF is
cerebral blood flow (perfusion), p is the density o f brain tissue and kn accounts for the
difference in haematocrit between capillaries and large vessels.

The optimal approach to the analysis and quantification o f these data is to deconvolve
QoXO using Eq. [4.1] (Ostergaard et al., 1996a), which produces direct information about
the physiological parameters cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and
mean transit time (MTT). Deconvolution is generally regarded as the most robust approach
to bolus tracking data analysis, and has been shown to produce clinically useful information
in many cases. However, the results obtained can be misleading in some circumstances
(Sorensen 2001, Calamante et al., 2002). For example, this approach requires accurate
measurement o f the AIF (see Eq. [4.1]). However, this function is commonly defined by
manual selection o f appropriate pixels within a feeding artery, e.g. the middle cerebral
artery (MCA), so as to minimise partial volume effects with adjacent tissue. Thus, delay
and dispersion o f the bolus between the measurement site and the ROI are not accounted
for, such that the measured AIF may not reflect the true input to a particular tissue ROI.
Calamante et al. (2000a) have shown, using numerical simulations, that this can result in
significant errors in the calculated CBF. Therefore, the deconvolution method is not
appropriate for use in patients with vascular abnormalities that result in large delays
between the MCA and capillary bed. Although the presence o f cerebrovascular disease
generally introduces delays to some extent, the severity o f the delay depends upon the
particular pathology. In some pathologies, for example moyamoya syndrome (characterised
by terminal internal carotid artery (ICA) occlusion and the formation o f basal collateral
vessels), the delays between the AIF measurement site and the tissue are particularly
lengthy, making the deconvolution method unsuitable due to the size o f the CBF errors
introduced (Calamante et al., 2001).
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In cases in which deconvolution is not appropriate, an alternative approach to the analysis
o f bolus tracking data is the calculation o f maps of so-called ‘summary parameters’. These
are calculated directly from the profile o f either the signal intensity timecourse (S r o i ( t) ) , or,
more commonly, the CRoi{t) curve. Maps o f parameters such as time to peak (TTP),
maximum peak concentration (MPC), or full width at half maximum (FWHM) can be
produced. In contrast to the deconvolution approach, the calculation o f summary parameter
maps is fast and fairly straightforward, and does not necessarily require measurement o f the
AIF. This method is in common use (see for example: Maeda et al., 1999, Nighoghossian et
al., 1996, Neumann-Haefelin et al., 1999, Kluytmans et al., 1998, Emst et al., 1999, Kim et
al., 2000, Nasel et al., 2000, Schlaug et al., 1999, Mihara et al., 2003, Speck et al., 2000),
and is the sole bolus tracking data analysis technique used in many institutions. Most
manufacturers currently supply software for the on-line calculation o f summary parameter
maps, with software for performing the deconvolution approach only recently becoming
available. However, summary parameters can only provide indirect measures o f perfusion,
and inference o f the haemodynamic status o f the tissue from these maps is not easy. Despite
this, some summary parameters are frequently quoted as approximations to specific
physiological variables. For example, the first moment o f the concentration time curve (see
section 4.2.4), is often quoted as MTT, although an early report by W eisskoff et al.
(W eisskoff et al., 1993) shows that this is not the case.

Figure 4.1 shows bolus tracking data collected in a patient with a mature infarction in the
left occipital region. CBF, CBV and MTT maps created by deconvolution reveal a more
extensive perfusion abnormality than the T]-weighted image. The maps o f selected
summary parameters (MPC, TTP and area (i.e. the integrated area under the CroXO curve))
are also shown. These maps enable identification o f a similar region o f abnormality as the
maps o f the physiological parameters; however, no inference o f the behaviour o f the
physiological parameters is possible. Note that the CBV and area maps are identical since
both are calculated directly from the tissue concentration curve, as the area beneath the
curve.
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Fig. 4.1. B olus tracking data collected in a 5-year-old m ale w ith a m ature
infarction in the left occipital region, w hich is evident in the T ]-w eighted turbo
spin-echo (TSE ) im age (top). T he C B F, C B V and M T T m aps w ere calculated
using the d eco n v o lu tio n approach, and reveal a perfusion abnorm ality larger than
that seen in the T ]-w eighted im age. T he sum m ary p aram eter m aps o f M P C , T T P
and a r e a enable identification o f a sim ilar region o f abnorm ality, but allow no
inference o f the b eh av io u r o f the physiological param eters.
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The summary parameter approach has further complications. As can be seen from Eq. [4.1],
the concentratioQ-time curve measured within the tissue depends not only upon the CBF
within that area, but also upon the particular C^/f(0 and R(t) functions associated with the
region. Variations in injection conditions and patient physiology will produce AIFs which
differ between individuals, and R(t) may also vary between patients as well as regionally
within the brain, particularly in the presence o f pathologic haemodynamics. In contrast to
the deconvolution method, the calculation o f summary parameters takes no account o f
variations in these two functions. Thus, the reliability o f these summary parameters as
indicators o f haemodynamic status is not clear. The appropriate use o f summary parameters
in the analysis of perfusion data requires assessment o f the variability o f these measures
under conditions o f varying CAiAf) and R{t), such that their limitations are understood and
summary parameter maps can be appropriately interpreted.

In the present work, simulations were performed to investigate the variability o f a number
o f summary parameters measured in the

curve over a realistic range o f AIFs. The

value o f using summary parameters to set thresholds for the evaluation o f patient status, or
as approximations to physiological parameters, was investigated. A common method o f
attempting to ‘normalise’ results before making comparisons between subjects/studies is
the referencing of summary parameters (formation o f ratios and differences) to the same
parameter measured either in the AIF or a region o f normal tissue (e.g. contralateral side or
cerebellum). The effects o f such a correction method were also investigated using the
simulated data. In addition, since the actual form o f R{t) in the brain is not clear,
simulations were performed using two models o f the residue function in order to assess the
effects on summary parameter variability o f the particular form o f R{t) used.

4.2 SIMULATION OF BOLUS TRACKING DATA
CRoi{t) data were simulated to allow the measurement o f summary parameters. Equation
[4.1] was used to generate the QoXO data, requiring simulation o f Q/XO and R(t). The
simulated data were noiseless in order to investigate the intrinsic limitations o f the
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summary parameter method. For simplicity, kn was set to unity, and p to Iml/g in Eq. [4.1]
for the remainder o f this study.

4.2.1 Arterial input function
The AIF is commonly modelled as a gamma-variate function (Starmer and Clark, 1970):

=

[4.2]

where parameters r and b define the shape o f the rise and decay o f the curve, to is the bolus
arrival time, and K q is a scaling factor determined by the quantity o f contrast agent injected.
The value o f K q for each simulated curve was chosen so as to normalise the volume o f
contrast agent injected to a constant value, i.e. each

curve was scaled to a fixed area.

In this case, the area was scaled to unity, such that (Benner et al., 1997):

f

f iT '

\CAiF(t)dt = Ko -

r(r + l) = l

[4,3]

where the gamma function is defined as F(r + 1) = jx''e ^dx, for any r>-l. The value o f to
0

was set to zero in this study since delays in the bolus arrival time are not being considered,
i.e. it is assumed that the simulated AIF is an accurate description o f the input to the ROI.
Recirculation effects are also excluded from this model. Thus the effects o f the AIF shape
on summary parameter values were isolated, such that the intrinsic limitations o f the
method could be assessed.

Pairs o f r and b values covering the range o f AIFs typically obtained in vivo were
generated. An appropriate range for these two parameters was determined using AIF data
obtained from 36 children (aged 0.5 to 17.5yrs; median 11.5yrs) scanned at Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Children. Patient data were acquired on a 1.5T Siemens (Erlangen,
Germany) Magnetom Vision system using a spin echo echo-planar imaging sequence
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(TE/TR=0.1/1.5s, matrix size 128x128, FOV 250mm^, 5mm slice thickness), with a 0.10.15mmol/kg body weight dose o f Gd-DTPA contrast agent administered intravenously
(rate 3-7ml/s) using an MR compatible power injector (Medrad Inc, Pittsburgh, PA). For
each patient, pixels within the MCA were manually selected (on the contralateral side if
abnormalities were present in the MCA region), and Eq. [4.2] was fitted to the average
concentration-time curve for these pixels. The value o f to was then set to zero, and K q
calculated as described above to produce the AIF in each case. Rather than characterising
each AIF by its r and b (which have no direct physical meaning), the AIFs were
b
frX
characterised by their TTP ( TTP^jp = — ) and M PC ( M P C = k 1 — e'" =
^
[— )
b
[^bj
r(r + l ) [ e ,
This allows a simpler interpretation o f the AIF range. The resulting distribution o f patient
T T P aif

and M P C aif is shown in Fig. 4.2. The two AIF parameters cover broad ranges but

are clearly correlated, indicating that the values o f the parameters in Eq. [4.2] cannot vary
freely. As expected, since the tracer volumes were normalised, a shorter T T P a if is
associated with a higher M P C aif -

The AIF distribution was characterised by its mean and 95% confidence interval. If the
measured parameter values are x and y (where in this case, x = T T P aif and ^ ^ M P C aif ), the
confidence interval boundary is given by the equation:

( P - p Y { C o v ( P ) y ' ( P - P ) = zlo5.2

[4.4]

where:
•

/? =

, i.e. a vector containing the mean x and y values,

•

Cov{P) -

{C o v (x ,y )

xlm a is the

Cov(x,y)^
T/ / \
Var(y)

distribution with probability 0.05 and 2 degrees o f freedom, using a

large sample approximation.
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(

100

gives the equation o f the confidence interval boundary.

In the case presented, this equation was solved using Mathematica (Wolfram Research Inc,
Champaign, Illinois), and the resulting confidence interval ellipsoid is shown in Fig. 4.2.

7

6
5
4
♦ ♦

2
1

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

MPCaif (a.u.)

Fig. 4.2. T T P aif vs. M P C aif data from a sample o f 36 children. The solid line
indicates the 95% confidence interval for this distribution. Details regarding
injection procedure are given in the text.

The mean values o f T T P aif and M P C aif were 3.80s and 0.19 respectively (corresponding to
r=3.44 and 6=0.9Is'^). The 95% confidence interval ellipsoid shows T T P aif ranging from
1.5 to 6.1s and M P C aif from 0.08 to 0.30 (arbitrary units). This ellipsoid was considered to
represent a realistic range o f AIF profiles that can be observed in vivo, and AIFs were
simulated to cover this range. To this end, the ellipsoid was evenly sampled by drawing a
grid aligned with the ellipsoid axes, and using the resulting grid points (i.e. pairs o f T T P aif
and M P C aif values, n=23) to generate a set o f simulated AIFs from their corresponding r
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and b values. The broad range observed leads to significant variation in the shapes of the
simulated Ca/f(0 functions; Fig. 4.3 shows AIFs corresponding to the mean of the
distribution and the extremes of the 95% confidence interval ellipsoid along its major axis.
The profiles o f the three curves can be seen to differ considerably, and can be expected to
produce CRoi(t) curves which yield differing summary parameter values under identical
physiological conditions.

0.3 n

à

0.2-

time (s)

Fig. 4.3. CaiM

curves for the mean (black), and ellipsoid extremes (green and

red) of the AIF 95% confidence ellipsoid shown in Fig. 4.2. The inset shows the
position of each AIF on the ellipsoid; the coloured markers refer to the
correspondingly coloured curve.

The AIF range determined in this study is appropriate for a paediatric population. The
question arises as to the cause o f the AIF variability evident in Figs 4.2 and 4.3. Differences
in AIF profiles between patients can result from differences in:
Contrast agent injection rate. This is determined primarily by the size of the cannula
used, which is dependant upon the diameter and condition o f the vein to be
cannulated (typically related to age and pathology);
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Volume of contrast agent injected (calculated using bodyweight);
Individual patient physiology, e.g. cardiac output;
Physical distance between injection site and the MCA (typically related to age).

The influence o f the combination o f these factors on the AIF parameters {T T P aif and
M P C aif )

in any individual case is complex, and the large variability between the known

factors (age, volume injected and injection rate) and the resulting AIF parameters {T T P aif
and M P C aif ) imply that the position o f a particular patient within the AIF ellipsoid cannot
be easily determined without explicit AIF measurement. However, as expected, there was a
positive correlation between the age o f the patient and both the volume injected and the
injection rate used.

Despite this, it may be expected that variability within an adult population would be smaller
due to the smaller variability in patient size and weight within this population. Again, the
nature o f a patient’s pathology is likely to be an important factor. For instance, the presence
o f sickle cell disease will invariably lead to a more spread out bolus since a smaller cannula
and therefore a slower injection rate must be used. It is o f interest to consider the shape o f
the AIF distribution shown in Fig. 4.2 for the case o f adults, since most studies using bolus
tracking data reported in the literature are based upon cohorts o f adult patients. The data
presented in this study were collected at a specialised paediatric hospital, and therefore only
a limited amount o f adult data are available. The AIF parameters for a small group (n=16)
o f patients and volunteers (aged 18 to 37yrs; median 28yrs) were measured; only patients
with no bilateral MCA abnormalities were included (as investigated using MR
angiography), such that in all subjects, pixels could be selected in a side with normal
vascular supply. The adult data are shown in Fig. 4.4 (black squares), as well as the child
data (grey diamonds) for comparison. The figure indicates that a very wide range o f AIFs is
also observed within the adult population, characterised by a longer mean T T P aif and lower
mean M P C aif than the child data. However, more data are required to determine the AIF
range for adults reliably, and therefore the simulations reported in this study are based on
the range o f AIFs observed in the paediatric data. Nevertheless, the available data are
sufficient to establish that the AIF variability observed in the paediatric data is not
determined by the fact that these data are from children.
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Fig. 4.4. TT P aif vs. M P C aif data from a sample o f 16 adults (black squares).
Shown for comparison are the child data and confidence ellipsoid (grey), as shown
in Fig. 4.2.

4.2.2 Residue function
The actual form of R{t) in vivo remains unknown, although it can be expected that it is not
constant between subjects, nor is it likely to be uniform even within a subject since it
depends upon the local vascular structure. Therefore, to assess the effects of differences in
R{t) functions, simulations were performed using two common models. Firstly, an
exponential function was used, based on a model o f the vascular bed as a single, wellmixed compartment (Bassingthwaighte and Goresky 1984, Lassen et al., 1984):

R (t) _= e^

M TT

[4.5]
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Secondly, a box function was used, to simulate plug flow within the vasculature
(0stergaard et al., 1996a):

[1
lo

t<MTT
t>MTT

4.2.3 Physiological variables
In order to simulate C/?oi(0 using Eq. [4.1], values o f CBF and MTT are also required.
These two parameters are linked by the Central Volume Theorem, which states that
CBF=CBV/MTT (Stewart 1894, Meier and Zierler, 1954). Typical literature values
corresponding to normal grey and white matter in humans were chosen and are detailed in
Table 4.1 (Calamante et al., 1999, Schreiber et al., 1998, Rempp et al., 1994, Koshimoto et
al., 1999, Smith et al., 2000).

Simulations were also performed for the case o f abnormal (ischaemic) grey matter. A CBF
o f 20ml/100g/min was chosen as representative o f such tissue, since it has been suggested
that cellular dysfimction occurs at around this value (Baird and Warach, 1998, Latchaw et
al., 2003). However, the choice o f CBV and MTT appropriate to this flow value is not
straightforward because there is little agreement within the literature on the behaviour o f
these parameters under conditions o f haemodynamic compromise (see, for example.
Powers 1991, McKinstry 2000, Grubb et al., 1974, Derdeyn et al., 2002, Schumann et al.,
1998, Sakoh et al., 2000, Zaharachuk et al., 1999). In summary, many studies have
attempted to define the relationships between CBF, CBV, oxygen extraction fraction (OFF)
and cerebral metabolic rate o f oxygen (CMRO2 ) under conditions o f decreasing cerebral
perfusion pressure (CPP). There is general agreement that there are several distinct stages
of haemodynamic failure, and that the process o f autoregulation during the initial period o f
decreasing CPP leads to slight CBF reduction and CBV increase. However, there is
considerable disagreement over the magnitude o f these changes. Once CPP drops below a
certain threshold value, CBF begins to fall more rapidly, and again there is much
disagreement regarding the associated changes in CBV. Some reports suggest CBV returns
to its original value, others that it reaches a very low level or zero as CPP reaches zero.
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The choice o f a simulated CBV value to represent abnormal grey matter is therefore not
straightforward. A value was chosen based on some o f the studies mentioned, as well as
experience with perfusion measurements undertaken within Great Ormond Street Hospital
for Children, which support a rise in CBV during the autoregulation phase, and subsequent
fall as CBF is further compromised. The values used are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Values chosen for the physiological variables in the three tissue types
used in the simulations.

CBF

CBV

MTT

ml/lOOg/min

ml/lOOg

s

Grey matter

60

4

4

White matter

22

2

5.5

Abnormal grey matter

20

3.3

9.9

4.2.4 Summary parameters measured
The convolution (Eq. [4.1]) was evaluated for each tissue type considered, using both the
exponential and the box residue functions with each o f the 23 simulated AIFs, i.e. a total o f
138 C ro \(J) curves were simulated. For each o f the resulting simulated concentration-time
curves, Mathematica was used to analytically calculate the more commonly used summary
parameters (see Fig. 4.5):

•

maximum peak concentration, MPC\

•

time to peak, TTP\
full width at half maximum, FWHM;
TTP

JQ?07 (0 ^ ^

integral to peak, ITP = —--------------"
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normalised first moment, " M T T '= -^ ------------- , referred to as "MTT" since this
j^ROI (0^^
measure is commonly used as a quantitative approximation to MTT (where
MTT=CBV/CBF);
a perfusion index, "CBF"=

CBV
"M Tr

, where CBV = \^ A I F i f ) d t

It should be noted that the parameter CBV is calculated in the same way in deconvolution
methods. CBV depends only on the area beneath the curves and not on their shape, and so
is not affected by variability in patient C aif{ 0

or ^ (0 -

Iri real data, errors in the

measurement o f CBV only result from inaccurate specification o f the concentration-time
curves due to noise, poor fitting o f the data, or contribution from recirculation. Although
CBV is a useful and often used parameter, it is not one o f the ‘summary parameters’
included in this study since it is not subject to the source o f errors that are under
investigation in the simulated data.

RO l

IT P

I^ W H M

M FC

<

T TP

>

t

Fig. 4.5. Schematic tissue concentration-time curve illustrating selected summary
parameters (see text for definitions).

In addition to the assessment o f the variability o f summary parameters themselves, two
methods commonly used in the analysis o f summary parameters were investigated to assess
whether these approaches minimised any AIF dependency found. The first involved
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calculating ratios or differences between each summary parameter and the corresponding
value in the AIF (e.g. TTP-TTP aif)- The second used normal grey matter values as a
reference for the ischaemic tissue in a similar manner (for example calculation o f
TTP abnormal ~TTPnormal OXMPCabnormai/MPCnormal, Gtc), sincc many studics usc contralatcral or
cerebellar values in this way.

4.3

SIMULATION RESULTS

4.3.1 AIF dependence
The range o f simulated AIFs produced Cro^î) curves with very different profiles. Results
from the simulations showed that, for a given R{t), CBF, CBV and MTT, every parameter
measured in CRoi{t) varied considerably over the AIF range. The variability o f each
summary parameter is shown in Table 4.2. It can be seen that most parameter values are
highly variable, many doubling over the AIF range considered. Furthermore, the ranges
covered by each parameter for different tissue types typically show considerable overlap.

Table 4.2. Range shown by each summary parameter over the range o f simulated
AIFs. The summary parameters listed are described in section 4.2.4.

Grey matter

White matter

Abnormal grey matter

CBF=60ml/l OOg/min

CBF=22ml/l OOg/min

CBF=20ml/l OOg/min

MTT=4s

MTT=5.5s

MTT=9.9s

CBV=4ml/100g

CBV=2ml/100g

CBV=3.3mV100g

Exp*

Box*

Exp*

Box*

Exp*

Box*

M P C (xlO'^;a.u.)

3 .0 -5 .3

3.9 - 8.3

1 .3 -2 .2

1 .9 -3 .4

1 .6 -2 .4

2.6 - 3.3

TTP is)

3 .9 -9 .5

4.3 - 8.3

4 .3 -1 0 .2

5.6 - 9.3

5 .0 -1 1 .6

9.9 - 12.4

F W H M (s)

6.5 - 12.4

4.6 - 9.2

7 .7 -1 3 .9

5 .7 -9 .6

11.0-17.9

9 .9 -1 1 .8

/rP(xlO'^)

1 1.5-14.3

1 3 .2 -1 9 .0

5.3 - 6.9

7.1 - 11.1

6 .8 -9 .9

14.6-23.9

"MTT" (s)

6 .7 -1 2 .3

4 .7 -1 0 .3

8.2 -1 3 .8

5 .5 -1 1 .0

12.6-18.2

7 .7 -1 3 .2

"CBF" (ml/lOOg/min)

1 9 .6 -3 5 .6

23.4 - 50.6

8.8 -1 4 .7

11.0 -2 2 .0

10.9- 15.7

15.0-25.7

form o f R{ty, Exp^Exponential function, Box=Box function.
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In order to imestigate the dependency o f the summary parameters on the AIF, 3dimensional (3D) plots and contour plots were created for each parameter as a function of
M P C aif

and TT P aif - A flat 3D plot would imply that the parameter value is independent of

the AIF, which is one o f the requirements for a meaningful measure. Figure 4.6 shows one
example of a 3D plot of a summary parameter {TTP). It can be seen that the surface slopes
considerably, with TTP varying between 3.9 and 9.5s for the range of AIF values used. It
should be remembered that the physiological parameters CBF, CBV and MTT are kept
constant; the observed variation in the summary parameter values is produced purely by
variations in the AIF profile.

TTP (s)

TTPA IF

Fig. 4.6. 3D plot o f tissue TTP (i.e. measured in the Cpoiit) curve), as a function of
M P C aif

and T T P aif for simulated normal grey matter conditions, and an

exponential residue function; only TTP values calculated within the AIF 95%
confidence ellipsoid (see Fig. 4.2) are shown. TTP covers a wide range, with
values varying between 3.9 and 9.5s.
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Most parameters showed a 'smooth', or planar variation over the AIF range, i.e. similar to
the TTP variation shown in Fig. 4.6. The most extreme exception to this trend was FWHM,
when calculated for abnormal grey matter with a box R{t). The 3D plot for this parameter is
shown in Fig. AT, where it can be seen that the majority o f the variation in F)T//M values is
seen in one portion o f the 95% AIF confidence ellipsoid.

FWHM(s)

A

M PC

Fig. 4.7. 3D plot o f tissue FWHM as a function o f M P C aif and T T P aif for
simulated abnormal grey matter conditions, and a box R{t). Only FWHM values
calculated within the AIF 95% confidence ellipsoid (see Fig. 4.2) are shown. This
parameter is unusual in that the variation seen is predominantly in one portion of
the AIF confidence ellipsoid.
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4.3.2 R (t) dependence
ITP showed the smallest percentage variations over the AIF range, but showed high
dependency on the assumed model for

the contour plots in Fig. 4.8 highlight the

R ( t) ;

differences in range and slope (as seen on 3D plots o f ITP) for the two residue functions.
For example, it can be seen that if the M P C aif value increases, the corresponding ITP
decreases for an exponential residue function, but increases for a box function.

7

(a)

6

^.014

Ô

g

4

0.013

3

0.012

2

0,25

M P C aif

(b)

7
6
5

0.014,
4

3
2

0,25

0,15

M P C aif
Fig. 4.8. Plots showing contours o f

IT P

(a.u.)

as a function o f

M P C a if

and

T T P a if

for

normal grey matter, using (a) an exponential and (b) a box residue function. Each
contour (solid line) is labelled with its

IT P

value. The AIF 95% confidence

interval ellipsoid (see Fig. 4.2) is shown in each case by the dotted line. The angle
and range o f the

IT P

contours is very different for the two residue functions, in

contrast to the other parameters investigated.
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For each o f the other parameters, the contour plots showed contour lines that were similarly
angled for each of the two residue functions, and indicated a similar direction o f variation
over the AIF range in each case.

It was found that the quantitative values for M PC and "CBF" were generally slightly higher
using the box function than the exponential for a particular AIF (see Table 4.2). This trend
was reversed for the timing parameters, TTP, FWHM and "MTT", which produced
generally lower values with the box function.

4.3.3 Grey and white matter
For all o f the parameters except ITP, the variations seen over the AIF range were
qualitatively very similar for both grey and white matter (i.e. the direction and degree o f
slope on the 3D plots were similar in the grey and white matter cases). The values o f the
timing parameters {TTP, FWHM, "MTT^ were also quantitatively similar for both tissue
types, but M PC and "CBF" values were much lower for white matter. ITP values were also
lower in white matter, but showed a different pattern o f contour lines for the two tissue
types.

4.3.4 Relative summary parameters
Table 4.3 shows the range shown by each summary parameter when referenced to the
corresponding parameter in the AIF; only the grey matter results are shown, for simplicity.
For all tissue types, referencing to the AIF did not remove the AIF dependency, with the
exception o f "MTT". In this case, it was found that the values o f "MTT"-"MTT"aif were
constant over the AIF range, but that they were dependent upon R{t), such that:

"MTT"-" MTT^j/ = MTT

[4.7]

for an exponential R(t), and
"MTT"-" MTT^p
■AIF "=

MTT
2

[4.8]
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for a box R(t). All other parameters retained significant dependency on the AIF when
referenced to the corresponding parameter in this function. In the case o f FWHM, the value
o f FWHM-FWHM aif was relatively stable using the exponential R{t) (varying between 3
and 3.8s in the grey matter case compared to the original range o f 6.5 to 12.4s for the non
referenced FWHM parameter), but has a high dependency on R{t) (ranging from 0.3 to 1.3s
for the box function). TTP-TTP aif was a more promising measure, with extremes o f 2.1
and 3.6s for an exponential R{t), and 2.2 and 2.8s for a box; a considerable improvement
(narrower time interval) on the wide range shown in Fig. 4.6.

Table 4.3. Range shown by each summary parameter, when referenced to the AIF
by forming a difference (left hand table), and by forming a ratio (right hand table),
over the range o f simulated AIFs. Only grey matter results are shown. N/A = not
applicable; for the differences calculated, only the parameters with units are
meaningful. Similarly,

" C B F a if ”

is meaningless and differences involving this

parameter are not quoted.

Relative grey matter summary parameters

Relative grey matter summary parameters

(differences)

(ratios)

Exp*

Box*

N/A

N/A

T T P -T T P ^ f {^)

2.1 -3 .6

F W H M -F W H M aif is)

Exp*

Box*

M P C /M P C aif

0.018-0.029

0.030-0.038

2.2 - 2.8

TTP/TTP aif

1.5-2.6

1.4-2.9

3 .0 -3 .8

0.3 - 1.3

FWHMIFWHM ajf

1.4-2.1

1.0-1.4

IT P -IT P aif

N/A

N/A

ITPHTP aif

0.032-0.045

0.043-0.066

"MTT’'-"MTT aif" is)

4.0

2.0

"MTT"I"MTTaif"

1 .5 -2 .5

1.2-1.7

N/A

N/A

"CBF"! "CBFaif"

N/A

N/A

M P C -M P C aif

(a.u.)

"CBF"-"CBF aif"

(m l/1OOg/min)

form o f R {t)\ Exp=Exponential function, Box=Box function.
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In the case o f referencing each summary parameter measured in abnormal grey matter to
the corresponding summary parameter for normal grey matter (assuming the same AIF and
form o f R(t) for each), the resulting ratios and differences again showed a substantial
dependency on the particular AIF. The grey matter results are shown in Table 4.4. Once
more, the exception was "MTT'\ where, in the case o f an exponential R{t)\

"

abnorm al ~

norm al ~ ^ T ^ a b n o m u d ~

[4.9]

^ ^ T n a rm a l

which follows from Eq. [4.7]. However, as before, the value o f "MTT"abnormal-"MTT"„ormai
depends upon the residue function used; in the case o f a box R{t):

[4.10]

Table 4.4. Range shown by each summary parameter measured in abnormal grey
matter, when referenced to that in normal grey matter by forming a difference (left
hand table), and by forming a ratio (right hand table), over the range o f simulated
AIFs. N /A = not applicable; for the differences calculated, only the parameters
with units are meaningful.

Relative grey matter summary parameters
Relative grey matter summary parameters
(differences)
(ratios)
Exp*

Box*

MPCabnlMPCnorm

0.4 - 0.5

0.4 - 0.7

4.0 - 5.6

TTPabJ TTP norm

1.2- 1.3

1 .5 -2 .3

4.5 - 5.5

2.5 - 5.3

FWHMabJFWHMnorm

1.4- 1.7

1 .3 -2 .2

JTPabn~JPPnorm

N/A

N/A

ITPabJITPnorm

0.6 - 0.7

1.0- 1.3

"MTTabn"-"MTT\orm (s)

5.9

2.95

"MTTobn'r'MTTnorm"

1.5- 1.9

1.3- 1.6

-20.0 - -8.7

-24.9 - -8.4

"CBFob„"l"CBFnorm"

0.4 - 0.6

0.5 - 0.6

Exp*

Box*

MPCabn-MPCnorm (a.U.)

N/A

N/A

TTPabn-TTP„ormis)

0.9 - 2.4

FWHM,bn-FWHMnorm (s)

"CBFab„"-"CBF„arm"

(ml/1 OOg/min)

* form o f R {t)\ Exp^Exponential function, Box=Box function.
a/»«==abnormal; norm=normal.
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The AIF dependency could in some other cases be reduced, e.g. TTPabnormat-TTPnormal
covers a much smaller range (-1 .5 s between AIF extremes) than TTP abnormal (~6s between
extremes) and is therefore a more reliable measure. This is clear from Fig. 4.9, where the
contour plots for these TTP parameters (calculated for the case o f an exponential residue
function) are shown. Similarly, forming ratios for TTP, M PC, "MTT" and FWHM, or
calculating FWHMabnormai-FWHMnormai produccd significantly more stable measures than
their actual values in each case.

7
6
5
''JO

I

4

5
2

0J5
M PC aif (a.u.)
Fig. 4.9. Plot showing contours o f TTPabnormal (thin lines) and TTPabnormal-TTPnormal
(thick lines) for grey matter using an exponential residue function. Contours are
labelled in seconds. The dotted line shows the AIF 95% confidence interval
ellipsoid (see Fig. 4.2). TTPabnormai-TTPnormal can be seen to cover a much
narrower time interval than TTPabnormal-
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DISCUSSION

The use o f summary parameters as measures o f cerebral perfusion is still common practice
despite early criticism (W eisskoff et al., 1993). This is because the deconvolution method,
which is generally regarded as a reliable method o f producing meaningful CBF, CBV and
MTT values, requires time-consuming data processing. The results presented here support
concerns over summary parameters and have further implications regarding their use. The
simulations reveal that summary parameters o f the tissue concentration-time curve are
highly dependent on the particular AIF as well as the chosen model for R(t). The shape o f
the AIF that results from the injection o f a bolus o f contrast agent can vary dramatically
between subjects (see Figs 4.2 and 4.3), presumably due to the influence o f patient
physiology (cardiac output, vascular structure, etc) and injection conditions (cannula size,
injection rate, volume injected, etc). R{t) may also vary between individuals as well as
spatially throughout the brain, further complicating results. Therefore, the use o f summary
parameters as measures o f tissue perfusion status is potentially misleading. The simulations
presented provide quantitative evidence o f the degree o f variability that can be expected in
summary parameter values.

The same trends were observed in simulations performed for both the grey and white matter
cases. The quantitative differences between the average summary parameter values in the
two tissue types can be explained by the form o f Eq. [4.1]. Grey and white matter have very
different CBF values, which affects the scaling o f the CroK.0 curve, leading to lower MPC
and "CBF" values in the white matter. However, the MTT values for each tissue type are
similar, leading to comparable timing parameter values for the two tissue types.

Summary parameters are often used as approximations to physiological parameters; for
instance "MTT" or FWHM are used as quantitative measures o f MTT, and similarly MPC
and "CBF" as CBF. Our simulations demonstrate that this practice can create a misleading
picture. For instance, given an actual MTT value o f 4s, the calculated "MTT" for grey
matter was shown to vary between 4.7 and 12.3s. Correspondingly, if "CBF" is then
calculated using

the

central

volume

theorem,

results

varying between

20 and

50m l/1OOg/min are obtained for an actual CBF o f 60ml/1OOg/min (see Table 4.2). "MTT"
and "CBF" are therefore biased estimators o f their true values, with "MTT" substantially
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overestimating its actual value in almost every case, and "CBF" underestimating the true
CBF. Summary parameters (in particular TTP) are also often used as indirect measures o f
tissue perfusion in their own right, to reflect some aspect o f the haemodynamic status o f the
tissue. In either case, any comparison o f results between patients can be unreliable since
differences in patient AIF can produce dramatically different summary parameter values
under conditions o f identical CBF, CBV and MTT. It is important to note that these large
errors associated with any summary parameter measurement remain regardless o f the
precision with which the actual measurement is made, since their source is the differences
in patient AIF rather than measurement error.

4.4.1 Referencing of summary parameters
In an attempt to ‘normalise’ results before making comparisons between subjects, summary
parameters are often reported as ratios or differences between abnormal and normal values.
The simulations performed in this work showed that this technique does not remove AIF
dependency, with the exception o f "MTV\ for which a measure independent o f the AIF
could be

created by

subtraction {"MTT"abnormal-"MTT"normad'

However,

the AIF

independence o f this measure is compromised in practice due to its continuing dependency
on the residue function. Nevertheless, for several summary parameters, forming ratios or
differences did reduce AIF dependency and led to a more reliable measure that varied over
a smaller range (e.g. see Fig. 4.9). The use o f referencing in this way, however, has an
inherent drawback; the assumption o f a normal state in comparative tissues is difficult to
validate. Many cerebrovascular pathologies may produce complicated alterations o f CBF in
territories distant from the site o f the event, and in diffuse pathologies (e.g. moyamoya
syndrome, carotid atheroma, or small vessel disease due to hypertension), confident
identification o f a ‘normal’ area can be difficult.

The referencing o f each summary parameter to its AIF value (again by forming ratios and
differences) was also investigated as a means o f eliminating AIF dependency. Once again,
this was only successful in the case o f "MTT\ where it was found that "MTT"-"MTT"a i f is
AIF independent, but that its value depends on R{f). This is consistent with findings
reported by A xel (1995). For all other summary parameters, AIF dependency remained but
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was in some cases reduced, i.e. a more suitable parameter than the actual value could be
found (e.g. TTP-TTP aif rather than TTP). This allows an improvement in the objective
determination o f the haemodynamic status, but these values must still be interpreted with
caution

since

any differences

between

subjects

cannot be

attributed solely

to

haemodynamic differences, due to the remaining dependency on the AIF.

The present simulations have shown that the referencing o f summary parameters does not
in general eliminate the differences caused by variations in AIF, even in the ‘ideal’ case
presented here, where CAirit) is uniform and R{t) is the same shape across the brain, and
both the summary parameter values and the AIF can be measured perfectly accurately.
These differences remain because the effects causing spreading o f the bolus are not
generally additive since QoXO is described by a convolution. It can be expected that the
variability found in referenced summary parameter values might be even greater in real
data for several reasons. Firstly, the AIF is not perfectly known in vivo; it is estimated by
measurement in a major artery (e.g. the MCA) and assumed to be uniform throughout the
brain. This approach does not take into account delay and dispersion o f the bolus as it
travels from the measurement site to the ROI (Calamante et al., 2000a), nor does it allow
for an AIF that varies spatially within the brain. Thus, in practice, the AIF used for
referencing is not the exact input to the tissue ROI. Spatial variations may also be expected
in R{t), as well as in the parameters p and kn, which all affect the CRoÂf) profile (see Eq.
[4.1]), and it is possible that these variations are exaggerated in the presence o f pathologic
and altered haemodynamics. Finally, the measurement o f summary parameters has an
associated error; this error can become significant if the measurement time resolution is
poor, if curve-fitting o f the CRoiif) data is not performed, or if the data are particularly
noisy.

4.4.2 Tissue classification
Many studies use summary parameters to determine thresholds that are used to segregate
tissue into regions depending on their physiological status (e.g. core, penumbra and normal
tissue in the case o f stroke patients; see, for example, Neumann-Haefelin et al., 1999).
Results are commonly used to predict how tissue status will develop and potentially to
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select patients for treatment. The present simulations show that tissue segmentation based
on summary parameter values is prone to errors and may lead to considerable inconsistency
between patients, since in some cases the variability due to AIF differences could be larger
than the expected variation between different tissue or patient types.

However, as previously mentioned, the deconvolution approach is not appropriate for use in
patients with severe cerebrovascular disease, and in these cases, summary parameters can
be helpful as indirect measures o f haemodynamic status. The findings o f these simulations
can enable a more appropriate use o f summary parameters in such cases. For instance, the
choice o f summary parameter and analysis criteria for use in a recent study o f perfusion
abnormalities within patients with moyamoya syndrome (Calamante et al., 2001) was based
largely upon the simulation results presented here. The parameter TTP-TTPnormai was
chosen as the most appropriate indicator o f perfusion status since it is one o f the most stable
parameters over the AIF range (~2s variation) and could be measured in a robust way on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. For each patient, an ROI within the cerebellum was used as the
‘normal’ region. Tissue classification was performed by segmentation into regions
spanning broad time intervals (5s) to reduce misclassification errors due to AIF differences.
The quantitative regional analysis o f summary parameters in this way was found to provide
clinically useful information in the cohort o f patients studied.

4.4.3 Further considerations
The results presented in this study are based on an AIF range characteristic o f children.
However, our preliminary findings suggest that the implications regarding the use o f
summary parameters highlighted in this work also apply in the case o f adults (see section
4.2.1). It should also be noted that the CBF, CBV and MTT values chosen to reflect normal
grey and white matter for use in the simulations were those corresponding to adult rather
than child data. This is because normal values o f CBF, CBV and MTT in children have not
been adequately characterised, since most studies where normative data are obtained have
been carried out within the adult population. However, the general findings o f these
simulations (considerable variability in summary parameter values over the AIF range) are
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expected to be valid regardless o f the specific perfusion values since the results for grey
and white matter were very similar.

4.5 SUMMARY
In conclusion, this study has shown that the use o f summary parameters as measures o f
perfusion should be undertaken with caution. Ideally, parameters that are independent o f
patient AIF and R{t) are required, but this was not the case for any o f those tested in these
simulations. Nevertheless, summary parameters can be effective in the identification o f
abnormal regions, and the most appropriate (smallest dynamic range) to use in a given
study will depend on the particular application and conditions. However, summary
parameter variability means that their use in defining thresholds, making within-subject
comparisons, or comparing results between subjects and in follow-up studies, can
potentially lead to the incorrect classification o f patients with respect to their
haemodynamic status, which can, in turn, influence decisions about future treatment.
Deconvolution methods can, in principle, circumvent some o f the limitations inherent in
summary parameter approaches; the use o f these methods has been corroborated by recent
studies (Sakoh et al., 2000, 0stergaard et al., 1998a, 0stergaard et al., 1998b, Wirestam et
al., 2000b), although further validation under varied pathological conditions is still required
(Calamante et al., 2000a, 0stergaard et al., 1999, Lin et al., 2001).
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

Perfusion studies using bolus tracking MRI techniques have become common practice
within many institutions. The deconvolution method (see Chapter 3) is generally regarded
as the most robust approach to data analysis, and can produce measurements o f the
physiological parameters o f interest, namely cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood
volume (CBV), and mean transit time (MTT). Many perfusion studies in both healthy and
pathologic populations have been reported, which suggest that perfusion measurement can
add information o f use to patient management in the clinical setting. Although doubt
remains as to the feasibility o f obtaining absolute perfusion values (in m l/1OOg/min) from
bolus tracking data (Calamante et al., 2002, Sorensen 2001, Latchaw et al., 2003, Kiselev
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2001), it is well accepted that reliable relative data can be obtained, i.e. data presented in
arbitrary units for comparative use (commonly compared to contralateral tissue values).

Since the most common clinical application o f cerebral perfusion imaging is in the study o f
stroke, most studies concern the adult (and often elderly adult) population. The relatively
low occurrence o f stroke within the paediatric population means that fewer paediatric
studies have been described. However, recent research showing the use o f perfusion
measurement in wide-ranging pathologies such as epilepsy (Calistri et al., 2003), sickle cell
disease (Kirkham et al., 2001), and moyamoya disease (Calamante et al., 2001), means that
MR perfusion imaging in the paediatric population is likely to increase. MR is a
particularly suitable technique for use in children, since it uses no ionising radiation, in
contrast to alternative techniques.

The demonstrated success o f bolus tracking applications in the adult population does not
necessarily indicate a similarly favourable outcome in the paediatric case. Perfusion
measurement using this technique requires the acquisition o f data that allows good
characterisation o f the passage o f a bolus o f contrast agent through a cerebral feeding artery
and through the cerebral tissue (see Chapter 3). Since the volume o f contrast agent
administered is typically calculated based on bodyweight, adults receive a large volume,
which passes through the vascular system in a wide bolus; this allows good characterisation
o f the bolus passage at the typical imaging time resolution o f l-2s. However, young
children only receive a small volume o f contrast agent, which therefore passes through the
vasculature in a narrower bolus. The fast bolus passage combined with the limited time
resolution o f data collection means that adequate characterisation o f the signal time-course
is more difficult in the paediatric case.

Another problem that may be expected to confound the use o f paediatric data is the
increased potential for partial volume errors. Partial volume effects can be expected to be
exacerbated in paediatric data when compared to adult data, since the cerebral structures are
smaller, but the voxel size typically unchanged. In particular, partial volume averaging o f
the cerebral arteries with adjacent brain parenchyma or CSF is more likely in children due
to their lower vessel calibre. Thus, underestimation o f the AIF, which is defined by
selection o f pixels within a major vessel, can be expected to be more significant.
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Underestimation o f the AIF leads to an overestimation o f CBF values; a global scaling o f
all CBF measurements within a subject results if a single AIF is measured for the whole
brain. The correction o f these partial volume effects is not straightforward; although
methods to scale the measured AIF have been proposed (Lin et al., 2001, van Osch et al.,
2001, Wirestam et al., 2000a), a simple scaling procedure is not appropriate in all cases,
since the partial volume could involve perfused tissue, which would influence the shape as
well as the scaling o f the measured AIF. A further complication arises because, if partial
volume effects are present, the orientation o f the vessel relative to the main magnetic field
will also influence the measured AIF (Calamante et al., 2002).

A final factor to be considered when investigating paediatric bolus tracking measurements
is the age dependence o f the measured perfusion values. Changes in perfusion in very
young children may be expected since the brain is known to undergo very rapid
development during the first 2-3 years o f life. Perfusion and metabolic changes that occur
during normal development over this period have been studied using single photon
computed tomography (SPECT) (Chiron et al., 1992) and fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
positron emission tomography (PET) (Chugani et al., 1987) respectively. MR studies have
also shown dramatic changes over this period in various parameters, including the
transverse relaxation rate (Scott et al., 2001) and diffusivity (Mukheijee et al., 2001).
However, there have been no studies o f normal developmental perfusion changes within the
paediatric population, as measured using bolus tracking MRI. In order that perfusion data in
young children can be appropriately interpreted, understanding o f the effects o f normal
developmental changes on the measured perfusion values is essential.

The aim o f this study is to assess the reliability o f bolus tracking perfusion measurements
made in very young children (infants), and to investigate the age dependence o f perfusion
parameters during infancy. This requires data collection in a cohort o f healthy infants.
However, very young children generally require sedation in order to undergo an MRI
investigation to minimize movement (which is particularly likely during the contrast agent
injection), and obtaining data in normal children is therefore not straightforward for ethical
reasons. Normative data are commonly only available as a result o f scanning children who
are being investigated for a suspected neurological abnormality, but who can later be
classified as normal. The large, almost exclusively paediatric population undergoing
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neurological studies at Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children provides a suitable
population for a study o f bolus tracking parameters in young children. From the extensive
paediatric population at our institution in whom bolus tracking data have been collected, 13
infants (aged up to 30 months) were retrospectively identified as appropriate subjects for
the present study. Before the paediatric data are discussed, data collected in a small number
o f healthy adult volunteers are presented, for comparison with the infant data, and to verify
the data analysis protocol used for the robust measurement o f perfusion.

5.2

PERFUSION MEASUREMENT IN ADULTS

Bolus tracking data were collected in seven healthy adult volunteers, aged 19-34 years (5
female, 2 male). None o f the volunteers had any history o f neurological disorders. This
study was approved by the local ethics committee for the Institute o f Child Health and
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children.

5.2.1 Imaging protocol
The bolus tracking data were acquired on a 1.5T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Magnetom
Vision system, using a spin-echo EPI sequence with parameters TR= 1.25s, TE= 100ms,
matrix size 128x128, FOV 250x250mm, slice thickness 5mm. After the acquisition o f
approximately 15 images, a 0.15mmol/kg (0.3ml/kg) dose o f Gadolinium (Gd) DTPA was
administered intravenously (via the antecubital fossa or dorsum o f the hand), followed by
10ml saline. The injections were performed using a power injector (Medrad Inc, Pittsburgh,
PA), with an injection rate o f 6ml/s. A further 45 images were acquired following the
injection to track the passage o f the bolus o f contrast agent. Data were acquired from 6
slices; Fig. 5.1(a) shows the baseline EPI images for a typical adult subject, to illustrate the
slice positions. For each subject, one slice was positioned through the middle cerebral
artery (MCA) (at an angle defined by a line connecting the anterior to the posterior
splenium o f the corpus callosum), one through the cerebellum, and four superior to the
MCA slice. The MCA slice was used for AIF definition (see below); Fig. 5.1(b) shows this
slice during the bolus passage, when the position o f the vessel can be more clearly seen.
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Fig. 5.1. (a) EPI b aselin e im ages from a typical adult subject (aged 19 years),
sh o w in g the anatom ical locations o f the 6 slices acquired during the bolus tracking
studies described. S lices are ordered superior to inferior from top left to bottom
right. T he central im age on the second row show s the slice po sitio n ed through the
M C A , in w hich p ix els are selected for A IF definition. T he M C A slice is show n
again in (b), during the passage o f the contrast agent bolus, to highlight the
p o sition o f the M C A (indicated by the arrow s).
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5.2.2 Data analysis
The data were analysed using the deconvolution technique. Although involving timeconsuming data processing, this approach is regarded as a more robust approach to bolus
tracking data analysis than the alternative summary parameter method (see Chapters 3 and
4).

As described in Chapter 3, the concentration o f tracer within a region o f interest (ROI)
following the administration o f a paramagnetic, intravascular tracer can be expressed as a
convolution (0stergaard et al., 1996a, Calamante et al., 1999):

C r c H) = - ^ C B F ■
Kh

where

® R{t ))

[5.1]

is the arterial input function, describing the concentration o f tracer entering

the ROI at time t, and R{t) is the residue function, i.e. the fraction o f contrast agent
remaining in the ROI at time /, following the injection o f an ideal bolus at t=0. p is the
density o f brain tissue and kn accounts for the difference in haematocrit between capillaries
and large vessels. The deconvolution approach is described in Chapter 3 (see Figs 3.1 and
3.2 in particular), and relies upon the characterisation o f C^/XO and C/?oXO

order to

calculate CBFR{t) by the deconvolution o f Eq. [5.1]. The CBF value can then be extracted
by the initial value o f this function, since i?(0)=l by definition.

The most common approach to bolus tracking data analysis is to perform the deconvolution
o f the concentration-time curve on a pixel-by-pixel basis, creating a perfusion map that can
be visually inspected for areas o f abnormal flow. However, the characterisation o f the
signal intensity time-course on a pixel-by-pixel basis is affected by low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), and can therefore result in considerable variability between individual pixels. In
practice, 3x3 smoothing is often employed to boost SNR, but individual pixel variability
remains high. A further problem encountered when analysing the data on a pixel-by-pixel
basis is that the removal o f the contribution o f recirculation to the C{t) curve is not
straightforward, since the commonly used method o f fitting the first pass data to a gammavariate curve can be unreliable within individual pixels due to low SNR. It is therefore
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com m on to truncate the concentration-tim e curve b efo re the effects o f recirculation are
v isible. T h is truncation (and furtherm ore the use o f a uniform end p o in t o f the tissu e curve)
can in tro d u ce errors (C alam ante et ah, 2000a). A n alternative approach is to use an R O I
b ased analysis, thus b o o stin g S N R by averaging over m u ltip le p ix els b e f o r e p erform ing the
d econvolution. T he im provem ent in S N R allow s effectiv e curve fitting and th erefo re the
rem oval o f the re circu latio n effects, allow ing d econvolution o v er a longer tim e interval.
T h is is the approach em ployed in th e p resen t study, w h ere accurate R O I C B F values, rath er
than com plete C B F m aps, are required. H ow ever, for each subject, a p ix el-w ise analysis
w as first perform ed such th at any subjects found to h av e asym m etric perfusion m aps on
q u alitativ e visual inspection could b e excluded from th e study. In the case o f the adults, all
C B F m aps w ere found to b e sym m etric. T he C B F m aps calculated for the subject show n in
Fig. 5.1 are show n in Fig. 5.2.

S '

Fig. 5.2. P erfusion m aps calculated b y d econvolution, using singular value
deco m p o sition (S V D ), on a pixel-by-pixel basis (w ith 3x3 uniform sm oothing) for
the subject pictured in Fig. 5.1.
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A rigorous ROI analysis protocol was implemented, with the aim o f applying the same
procedure to the child data. Listed below are the data analysis steps undertaken for each
dataset.

(a) Define the AIF
(b) Draw tissue ROIs
(c) Convert from S{t) to C(t), and fit the C(t) data
(d) Shift CRoÂf) curves to a common time origin with Q/XO, arid re-sample the curves
(e) Obtain CBF by deconvolution

Each o f these stages is described below. Data from one o f the subjects are used to illustrate
each stage where possible. All data analysis was performed using in-house software written
in IDE (RSI, Boulder, Colorado).

(a) Define the AIF

For each subject, one o f the 6 slices acquired during the bolus passage was positioned
through the middle cerebral artery (MCA) (see Fig. 5.1), such that pixels within this artery
could be used to define the AIF. Appropriate pixels were selected manually by inspection
o f the concentration-time curves for pixels in the MCA area. Those pixels showing an
early, fast rise in contrast agent concentration and narrow bolus width were assumed to be
representative o f the AIF. Typically, 6-12 pixels were selected, and the signal intensity
time-course data {S{t)) for these pixels were then averaged for each subject, to give SAirit)Example AIF data from one o f the subjects are shown in Fig. 5.3.

Pixels were selected manually in an attempt to minimise partial volume effects with
surrounding tissue. The size o f the pixels (~2x2x5mim) relative to the diameter o f the
MCA (~2-3mm), however, indicates that a certain amount o f partial volume averaging
is unavoidable.
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>AIF

Fig. 5.3. A IF d efinition in one o f the adult subjects. O ne o f the EPI im ages o f the
M C A slice is show n on the left (acquired during the bolus passage), w ith the
selected arterial pixels highlighted in yellow . O n the right is the averaged tim eco urse o v er the A IF pixels, S ai M -

(b) Draw tissue ROIs

As m entioned, an R O I approach is used to im prove SN R , and therefore allow the rem oval
o f the recircu latio n com ponent by curve fitting. T en R O Is w ere draw n in sim ilar locations
in each side o f the brain for each subject. A ll regions w ere draw n on the T 2 -w eighted EPI
baseline im ages by a neurologist w ith ex ten siv e experience in im age analysis. Care w as
taken to draw the regions w ithin ho m o g en eo u s areas to m inim ise partial volum e effects
betw een d ifferent tissue types. T 2 -w eighted E P I im ages w ere used because they have the
sam e d isto rtio n s as the perfusion m aps, yet the contrast is sufficient to allow robust
d elineation o f tissu e regions.

The 10 regions draw n in each side o f the brain w ere located (see Fig. 5.4):
•

4 in co rtical grey m atter; one in each o f the frontal, parietal, occipital and m esial
tem p o ral regions.

•

2 in w h ite m atter; m easured in the frontal and parietal regions.

•

1 in the cerebellum , in an area o f p rim arily grey m atter.
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3 w ithin the deep grey m atter structures; one in each o f the caudate, lentiform
nucleus and thalam us.

T he signal intensity tim e-course w as then averaged o v er the p ix els w ithin each ROI,
resu ltin g in a tim e-co u rse w ith im proved SN R . E xam ple tim e-course data from one
volunteer, show ing tw o R O Is (one draw n in the frontal grey m atter and one in the frontal
w h ite m atter), are show n in Fig. 5.4.

I .O \
S roi

Fig. 5.4. T he left-hand im ages show the locations o f the 20 tissu e ROIs m arked on
the b aseline EPI im ages for one o f the subjects. T he averaged signal intensity
tim e-courses, SRo/{ t) , for tw o R O Is, one in frontal grey m atter (red), and one in
frontal w hite m atter (blue), are show n on the right.

(c) Convert from S(t) to C{t) and fit

T he signal in ten sity tim e-course data from both the A IF p ix e ls ( S aif{ 0 ) and the tissue R O Is
{ S roi { 0 ) w ere then converted to con cen tratio n -tim e data { C A i À t ) and CRoi {t) respectively),

by assum ing a linear relationship b etw een the change in th e tran sv erse relaxation rate ( A R j )
and the co n cen tration o f tracer w ithin an R O I (see C h ap ter 3):
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The proportionality constants relating the change in relaxation rates in the arterial {Kart) and
tissue {Ktiss) regions were assumed to be equal, as is typical in bolus tracking studies
(Calamante et al., 1999). Under this assumption, this factor cancels out in the calculation o f
CBF. For each AIF or ROI, the baseline signal intensity,

or

, was estimated from

the images acquired before the arrival o f the bolus.

In order to remove the effects o f recirculation and allow deconvolution over a longer time
interval, a gamma-variate function (Starmer and Clark, 1970) was fitted to each CAipit) and
CRoÂt) concentration-time curve. The gamma-variate function is defined by:

=

[5.4]

where parameters r and b define the shape o f the rise and decay o f the curve,

is the bolus

arrival time, and K q is a scaling factor determined by a combination o f factors including the
quantity o f contrast agent injected and the type o f imaging sequence used for data
collection. The portion o f the concentration-time curve corresponding to the ‘first pass’ o f
tracer (i.e. before recirculation effects are evident) was used for the fitting in each case. For
the CAiAf) curves, this meant that between 6 and 9 time points could be used for the fitting;
more points could be used for the wider

tissue curves. Since non-linear fitting o f

this type can be highly sensitive to the initial parameter estimates, the fitting was performed
interactively, to verify that a realistic fit was obtained in each case. Typical data are shown
in Fig. 5.5; it can be seen that the fitted gamma-variate curves (shown as solid lines in the
figure) provide good fits to the first-pass data, and remove the tracer recirculation
effectively.
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co n cen tration-tim e data calcu lated from the S aif{ ( ) and SRo/ { t ) data show n in Figs
5.3 and 5.4. T he fitted gam m a variate functions are show n as solid lines. (N ote
th at different scales are used on the C a if and C r o i axes for clear illustration).

(d) Shift CroAO curves to a common time origin with CaiM -, and re-sample

D elays betw een the A IF and tissu e concentration-tim e cu rv es are not accounted for w hen
p erform ing d econvolution using singular value deco m p o sitio n (SV D ), and have been
show n to lead to erroneous C B F values (C alam ante et al., 2000a). D elays betw een these
functions result from tw o sources: (a) the bolus takes a finite tim e to travel from the
m easurem ent site to each R O I (this tim e w ill differ for each R O I due to the com plex
structure o f the v ascu lar netw ork), and (b) there is a finite tim e interval betw een the
acquisition o f each slice since th ey are acquired sequentially w ithin the repetition tim e.
T hus, th e CRoi { t ) for R O Is p o sitio n ed in a slice other than that used for A IF m easurem ent
are subject to a sm all shift in tim e relative to Cx/XO- T h e size o f this shift is dependent
upon sequence tim ing param eters.

T hese delays can be rem oved by shifting the fitted tissue curves to have a com m on tim e
origin w ith the A IF. T he m o st ob v io u s m ethod for perfo rm in g this shifting is to align the
bolus arrival tim e (fo) for each C R o i { t ) curve w ith the

arrival tim e, for each subject.

This can be achieved by ad justing the value o f to in Eq. [5.4] to the C^/XO valu e for each
tissue curve after fitting, and recalcu latin g the curves w ith this new to valu e in each case.
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The shifted curves can then be re-sampled with the appropriate time resolution, to obtain a
new C/joXO for each ROI, where all bolus arrival times are identical.

This approach was employed in the present study, but was not found to be effective;
without constraints on the fitted parameter values, the gamma-variate functions were poorly
aligned after equating the ^ values. In particular, if the fitted r value was very large, the
corresponding to value was unrealistically low, giving a poor estimate o f the start o f the
curve. Since the gamma-variate model was originally introduced to remove the
recirculation components o f the curves, rather than to remove delays, it is perhaps not
surprising that this model does not reliably give a good estimate o f the bolus arrival time.
When calculating the CBF values for curves shifted in this way using deconvolution (see
following section), unexpected results were found; larger CRoi{t) peaks were in some cases
found to produce smaller CBF values than much smaller peaks. Figure 5.6 illustrates this,
with an example from one o f the subjects; several CRoi{f) curves are shown, with their
calculated CBF measures in each case (called ‘apparent’ CBF, CBFapp, and stated in
arbitrary units; the calculation o f these values is described in section (e)). The curves shown
in the figure have been shifted to have a common

value; however, the resulting alignment

o f the curves can be seen to be poor. The calculated CBFapp values are not as expected
when compared between curves (compare, for instance, the values for the pink and pale
blue curves), and these erroneous results were attributed to ineffective curve shifting.

An alternative method for the removal o f delays is required. A potential option is to use the
initial slope o f the CRoiif) measurements, and align the intercepts on the time axis o f these
slopes. However, this initial slope is not expected to be accurately defined, since in
practice, there are very few data points between the baseline and the highest point o f the
curve. This is exacerbated in paediatric data, and therefore the use o f this method was not
considered appropriate. An alternative method is proposed, whereby an ‘effective’ /o,
can be defined analytically using the gamma-variate equation for each curve, as described
below and depicted in Fig. 5.7.
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CBFapp (a.U.)
ROI

0.13
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.03

tim e

Fig. 5.6. Fitted C/?o/(/) curves for sam ple grey and w hite m atter R O Is for one o f
the adult subjects. T he curves have been shifted such th at the to values (as defined
in Eq. [5.4]) for all curves are equal (to the AIF to value; A IF curve not show n).
T he alignm ent o f the curves is poor. T he CBFapp values (in arbitrary units) are
given in the legend; the fact th at a sm aller peak gives a larger CBFapp value than a
larger one in som e cases is attributed to p o o r shifting.

T he calculation o f

requires know ledge o f the points o f inflection for a gam m a-variate

curve. T hese can be calculated analytically by setting the second derivative o f CRo i { t ) w ith
respect to tim e in Eq. [5.4] equal to zero, giving solutions:

r -

and

t = t^ +

w here the first solution is sim ply the bolus arrival tim e, the second gives the point o f
inflection on the ascending part o f the curve, and the third gives the inflection point on the
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, that defines the

point o f interest in this case. If the equation o f the tangent to the curve at this point is found,
the analytical expression for an effective /o,

can then be defined by the point at which

the tangent crosses the time axis:

r —\ —Mq +

' —bA

rA~^ - b

[5.5]

Ï" 'sfr
where A = ----------. These time-points are illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
—

ROI

Fig. 5.7. An example CRO](t) curve and the tangent to the curve at the point o f
inflection defined by t = Îq +

. ^0 ^ is an ‘effective’ to, defined as the

intersection o f the tangent with the time axis, and is used as a measure o f the start
o f the curve (as given by Eq. [5.5]).

The curves can then be aligned by calculating

for the AIF and the tissue curves using

Eq. [5.5], and shifting each tissue curve such that all ^o^values for each subject are equal.
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Testing of this method for curve shifting reveals that the curves are better aligned visually,
and deconvolution produces more appropriate CBFapp values than previously. Figure 5.8
shows the same data as that shown in Fig. 5.6, but the curves have now been shifted such
that the values of

are aligned. The alignment o f the curves is clearly improved, and the

CBFapp values are better matched to the curve sizes in each case.

ROI

CBFapp

(a.U.)

0.20
0.16
0.16

0.07

time

Fig. 5.8. Fitted CRoi{t) curves for sample grey and white matter ROIs for one of
the adult subjects; the curves have been aligned by equating the
to the AIF

for each curve

value (AIF curve not shown). The calculated CBF values are given

in the legend. The curves appear better aligned, and the relative CBFapp values
more realistic when compared to the data shown in Fig. 5.6.

This method was therefore employed to shift all fitted tissue curves for each subject to have
a common

with the AIF.

It should be noted that the use of curve fitting also allows an artificial increase in time
resolution, simply by sampling the fitted curve at chosen time intervals. However, it must
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be remembered that the gamma-variate curve is not an exact model for the C{t) behaviour.
Further error can therefore be introduced by improving the time resolution by increased
sampling o f this inaccurate curve. Thus, the shifted curves were re-sampled with the
original time resolution, TR, and these new CroXO data were used to perform the
deconvolution, as described below.

(e) Obtain CBF by deconvolution

Deconvolution o f the tissue curves was performed using SVD analysis (0stergaard et al.,
1996a). The SVD technique is described briefly in section 3.2.3.2 (see Fig. 3.2 for a
schematic overview), and a mathematical description o f the SVD procedure is outlined in
the Appendix to this chapter (section 5.5).

The deconvolution was performed over a defined time interval for each ROI, starting at the
effective bolus arrival time, and ending once the gamma-variate fitted CRoi{t) curve had
decayed to 5% o f its peak value in each ROI. This end point for the deconvolution was
chosen arbitrarily, though reducing this value was not found to significantly affect results
when tested.

The SVD method requires the use o f a threshold, below which singular values are discarded
(see Appendix). Ostergaard et al. (1996a) found that discarding singular values less than
-20% o f the maximum singular value was optimal; however, this optimisation was
performed for the typical SNR o f a single voxel. Numerical simulations performed by Liu
et al. (1999) and Murase et al. (2001) have shown that the optimal SVD threshold is
dependent upon the SNR o f the data. Both studies conclude that the optimal threshold
decreases with increasing SNR, and suggest that the optimal threshold approaches an
asymptote o f ~5% at high SNR. In the current study, the deconvolution is performed on the
fitted (i.e. ‘noiseless’) data, and therefore a threshold o f 5% was considered appropriate.

In order to obtain absolute CBF values from bolus tracking data, values for brain density
and haematocrit levels must be assumed (see Eq. [5.1]). Since the values o f these
parameters are unknown in individual cases (and may change with age, particularly in the
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case o f the child data), all results are presented as ‘apparent CBF’ (CBFapp) values, in
arbitrary units that are comparable between subjects.

5.2.3 Results
No differences in CBFapp values were found between the left and right hemispheres for each
ROI, and left and right results were therefore averaged. The data presented are grouped into
four categories, since all regions within each category showed similar behaviour:

•

Cortical grey matter (4 regions per hemisphere, in the frontal, parietal, occipital and
mesial temporal regions)

•

White matter (2 regions per hemisphere, in the frontal and parietal regions)

•

Cerebellum (1 region per hemisphere)

•

Deep grey matter (3 regions per hemisphere, in the caudate, lentiform nucleus and
thalamus)

All statistical analyses to investigate the age dependence o f the CBFapp measures were
performed using SPSS (version 11 ; Chicago, Illinois).

The CBFapp data collected in the adults is shown in Fig. 5.9. The data are shown plotted by
category, as a function o f age. The results for all subjects were similar, with the exception
o f one subject, who had notably higher CBFapp values than the others. Although no absolute
measurements could be obtained, it is interesting to see that, if the average CBFapp value for
all white matter regions across all subjects is set to 22ml/100g/min, then CBF values
ranging from 35-88ml/100g/min are obtained in the grey matter categories, and the white
matter values range from 13-3 7m l/1OOg/min. The use o f white matter as an internal CBF
standard is a commonly used method to obtain absolute values (see, for example,
0stergaard et al., 1996b), and is based on the observation that measurements o f white
matter CBF obtained using PET in normal adult volunteers have a relatively uniform, ageindependent value o f 22m l/1OOg/min (Leenders et al., 1990). Note that this approach also
assumes the same values for p and kn for all subjects. These CBF ranges are similar to
those reported in previous studies (Calamante et al., 1999). Intra-subject variability within
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the grey matter categories (cortical grey matter, deep grey matter and cerebellum) was
small.

0.4 1

♦ Cortical grey matter
• White matter
^ Deep grey matter
■ Cerebellum
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Fig. 5.9. CBFapp for cortical grey matter, white matter, cerebellum and deep grey
matter vs. age within the adults scanned. No age dependence was found within any
of the categories.

There was no age dependence seen within the adult data when analysed using a linear
regression model. Although a small decrease in bolus tracking CBF values with increasing
age in adulthood has been reported in studies by Rempp et al. (1994) and Wirestam et al.
(2000b), the small number of subjects and narrow age range in the current study, when
combined with expected physiological differences between subjects, mean that any age
dependence in the data is not expected to be discernable.

The cortical grey matter to white matter CBFapp ratios are plotted in Fig. 5.10. The ratios
range from 1.8 to 3.1 (median 2.3), in good agreement with previously reported values
(Calamante et ah, 1999, Wirestam et ah, 2000b).
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« 1.5
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Fig. 5.10. Grey to white matter CBFapp ratios in adults; the measured values are in
good agreement with literature values.

5.3 PERFUSION MEASUREMENT IN CHILDREN
The adult data show that bolus tracking data analysis using the described protocol produces
robust results, with intersubject variability in agreement with other reported data. An
identical data analysis protocol was applied to data collected in a cohort o f normal infants,
in order to investigate the reliability o f bolus tracking perfusion measurements made in
young children, and to investigate the age dependence o f the measured perfusion values.
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5.3.1 Subjects
Since subjects could not be recruited solely for the purposes o f this study due to the ethical
issues involved, subjects suitable for inclusion were identified retrospectively from a large
cohort o f young children in whom bolus tracking data were available. Subjects were
selected for inclusion in the present study if they were neurodevelopmentally normal at the
time o f the scan (and in any subsequent examinations), and had normal structural MR
investigation. Fourteen suitable children were identified. Pixel-wise perfusion maps were
calculated using the deconvolution procedure, and any subjects whose perfusion maps were
not bilaterally symmetric on visual inspection were excluded from the study; one subject
was excluded for this reason.

The remaining 13 children, aged 5-30 months (7 male, 6 female), were scanned on clinical
grounds for the following reasons:
•

3 had a skin naevus and were scanned for suspected Sturge-Weber syndrome but
were found to be normal;

•

1 had a short lasting hemiplegia, which had resolved ~24hrs before the time o f the
scan;

•

9 had had an episode o f prolonged febrile convulsions a minimum o f 3 months prior
to being scanned.

All o f the children were scanned under sedation; all received Triclofos (50mg/kg) and
Pethco (0.1 mg/kg).

5.3.2 Imaging protocol
The children underwent the same imaging protocol as that described for the adult case, in
section 5.2.2, with the following exceptions:
•

For one subject, the administration o f the contrast agent was performed using a hand
injection rather than a power injector, due to the particularly small volume required;
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The contrast agent injection rates were lower due to the narrower cannulas used, and
ranged from 2-3.5ml/s;

•

Access for venous cannulation was obtained via the dorsum o f the foot in three
cases (and via the antecubital fossa or dorsum o f the hand in all others, as for the
adults);

•

The TR was 1.25s for 6 subjects, and 1.5s for 7 subjects.

Figure 5.11 shows example imaging data from one child; the baseline EPI images show
similar slice locations to those shown in the adult example in Fig. 5.1. The CBF maps for
this subject (used to check for bilateral symmetry) are also shown (cf. the adult data shown
in Fig. 5.2).

5.3.3 Data analysis
The data were analysed on an ROI basis, as described in the adult case (section 5.2.3).
Figure 5.12 contains a brief summary o f the data analysis steps involved, showing data
from one o f the paediatric subjects. The child data can be seen to differ from that collected
in adults due to the smaller volumes o f contrast agent injected. Thus the bolus passage
through the brain is more rapid, and fewer data points define the peaks, particularly in those
cases where a TR o f 1.5s was used (this is the case for the example data shown in Fig.
5.12).
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Fig. 5.11. Top row: EPI images from a typical paediatric subject (age 22 months), showing the anatomical locations o f the 6 slices
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acquired during the bolus tracking studies described. Slices are ordered superior (left) to inferior (right). Second row: perfusion maps
calculated by deconvolution using SVD on a pixel-by-pixel basis (with 3x3 uniform smoothing). The

image is positioned to

include the MCA, in which pixels are selected for AIF definition (the position of the vessel is more easily seen in the perfusion map
than the EPI image). Comparison to Fig. 5.1 shows the similarity in slice locations between the paediatric and adult data.
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Fig. 5.12. Summary of the data analysis steps, as described in section 5.2.3,
showing data collected in a paediatric subject (aged 22 months), (a) MCA pixels
are manually selected (highlighted in yellow on the baseline EPI image), and
averaged to produce the SAipiO time-course; (b) ROIs are drawn and pixel data
within each are averaged to form SRoi{t) time-courses (a frontal grey matter region
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and a parietal white matter region are illustrated, in red and blue respectively); (c)
the ROI data are converted to concentration-time plots and fitted using gammavariate functions (fitted curves shown by the solid lines in each case); (d) the fitted
CroAO curves are shifted to have a common

with the Caif{0 curve before

deconvolution.

5.3.4 Results
As for the adult data, the child data did not show any significant differences between the
left and right hemisphere values. The CBFapp data were grouped into the same categories as
the adult data, since the individual regions within each category showed similar trends, and
the resulting data are shown in Fig. 5.13, plotted against age.
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Fig. 5.13. CBFapp for cortical grey matter, white matter, cerebellum and deep grey
matter vs. age within the paediatric subjects. The circled subject was considered an
outlier; see text for further details.
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Using the same scaling as for the adult data (i.e. setting the average adult CBFapp value for
all white matter regions to 22m l/l OOg/min), the paediatric data give CBF values ranging
from 26-99ml/l OOg/min (average 60m l/1OOg/min) in grey matter, and 16-5 8m l/1OOg/min
(average 3 0m l/1OOg/min) in white matter. These ranges are larger than those seen in the
adult data, although the fact that the paediatric cohort is larger than the adult cohort must be
taken into account. The intrasubject variability is qualitatively similar to that seen in the
adults.

In order to investigate the age dependence o f the measured perfusion values, a linear
regression analysis was performed. However, the resulting residuals were highly skewed,
indicating that a linear model is not valid. This is due to the fact that one o f the subjects in
the study - the youngest at 5 months old - has considerably higher perfusion values than
other subjects o f a similar age (by a factor o f 3-4); this subject is circled on Fig. 5.13.
However, there is insufficient data to enable the fitting o f a complex model to the data,
having only one subject <6months old. If the youngest child is considered to be an outlier,
and excluded from the analysis, the remaining data show an increase in CBFapp with age in
each o f the four tissue groups. The correlation o f the CBFapp values measured in cortical
grey matter, white matter and deep grey matter with age are significant (p<0.05 using a
linear regression analysis); the same trend is seen in the cerebellum, but it did not reach
significance. These data (i.e. with the youngest subject removed) are shown in Fig. 5.14,
with the fitted regression lines and corresponding /7-values. A linear regression model has
been assumed in the absence o f any indication from the data that another model would be
more appropriate.

It is difficult to know whether the high values measured in the youngest ‘outlying’ subject
are artefactual, or are simply due to biological variance. No reason for the measurement o f
artificially high perfusion values in this particular subject was found; the ROI analysis
procedure was identical for all subjects, and re-examination o f this subject’s original data
confirmed that there was no detectable subject movement during the perfusion scan, and
that the AIF pixels selected (11 in total) appear to be representative, i.e. excessive partial
volume averaging within AIF pixels in this particular subject looks unlikely, when
compared to the other subjects. Further data collection in subjects at very young ages is
desirable to further investigate perfusion trends at ages <6months.
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Fig. 5.14. CBFapp vs. age for the tissue regions as indicated, with the youngest
subject removed (see Fig. 5.13). The regression lines show that CBFapp tends to
increase with age in each region.

In order to investigate whether the variability in paediatric perfusion values is larger than
that in the adult data, Levene’s test for equality of variances was performed, after correction
of the paediatric data for age effects (the outlier was excluded). There was found to be no
difference in the variability between the paediatric and the adult data.

The cortical grey matter to white matter CBFapp ratios are shown in Fig. 5.15, and range
between 1.7 and 2.9 (median 2.2), i.e. a similar range to that found in the adult data (where
values between 1.8 to 3.1 were measured). No dependence on age was found in this
parameter. The outlying subject is included in Fig. 5.15; since all perfusion measurements
made in this subject were high, calculating the grey to white matter ratio produced values in
agreement with the other subjects.
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Fig. 5.15. Grey:white matter CBFapp ratios vs. age for the paediatric data; the
measured values are similar to those measured in the adult data.

5.3.4.1

Referencing of perfusion measures

The referencing o f perfusion values to an internal region was investigated as a means o f
‘normalisation’ to remove the age effects in the paediatric data. The cerebellar region was
chosen as a reference. Ratios o f CBFapp to cerebellar values were calculated and are shown
in Fig. 5.16; no significant age dependence was found in these referenced CBFapp data. The
youngest (outlying) subject showed similar values to the other subjects for these relative
parameters.

The adult data, expressed relative to the cerebellar values in the same way, are shown in
Fig. 5.17.
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Fig. 5.16. Paediatric CBFapp values for cortical grey matter, white matter, and deep
grey matter regions, expressed as ratios to cerebellar values.
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Fig. 5.17. CBFapp as a ratio to cerebellar values for cortical grey matter, white
matter, and deep grey matter regions in the adult data.
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5.4 DISCUSSION
The use o f bolus tracking perfusion data is now routine in many institutions, and studies
have shown that these perfusion measurements can add information o f use in the clinical
setting. However, few studies within the paediatric population have been reported. As
discussed in section 5.1, paediatric perfusion measurement using bolus tracking methods
can potentially be confounded by several factors in comparison to adult data:
•

The small volumes o f contrast agent administered to young subjects, which make
the signal intensity time-course more difficult to characterise accurately;

•

Increased partial volume effects due to the smaller size o f the cerebral structures;

•

The effects o f age on perfusion measures.

The large paediatric population undergoing neurological investigation at Great Ormond
Street Hospital for Children enabled the identification o f a cohort o f 13 normal infants less
than 30 months old who have undergone a bolus tracking perfusion study. These data were
used to investigate the reliability o f perfusion measurements in very young children, and to
investigate whether there is significant age dependence in the measured MR perfusion
values.

The paediatric perfusion measurements were found to be dependent upon age, with
perfusion increasing with age over the age range studied. After correction for this age
dependence, the variability in the paediatric measurements was no different to that in the
adult group. This suggests that the factors that can potentially confound the analysis o f data
collected in young children are not significant effects, and do not prevent the resolution o f
the age dependence o f the perfusion measurements. Thus, it appears that regional bolus
tracking perfusion measurements can be made as robustly in infants as they are in adults. In
the following sections, the issues o f characterisation o f the bolus passage and partial
volume effects are briefly discussed, before the observed age dependence is discussed
further.
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5.4.1 Characterisation of the bolus passage
The administration o f smaller contrast agent volumes to paediatric subjects when compared
to adults results in the passage o f a narrower bolus through the vascular system, and
therefore the collection o f fewer data points during its first pass (if the time resolution
remains constant). Although the use o f slower injection rates in children (necessary due to
the smaller cannulas used) does compensate this effect to some extent by widening the
bolus, the paediatric CAirit) and CRoi(t) curves were found to be much narrower than those
measured in the adult cases in this study. This potentially leads to a less robust curve fitting
since fewer data points can be provided for the fit. However, all curve fitting in the present
study was performed interactively, so that the quality o f the fit could be visually assessed in
each case. The ability o f the gamma-variate model to accurately represent the input data
was not observed to be systematically poorer in the paediatric data on qualitative visual
assessment.

The fact remains, however, that less data points are available for the deconvolution in the
paediatric case; the effect o f this is difficult to predict, and requires further investigation.
One means by which the bolus can be widened is to increase the dose o f contrast agent.
However, there exist strict maximum dosage limitations. Alternatively, the time resolution
for paediatric data collection could be improved. This can be achieved either by reducing
the number o f slices acquired, which reduces brain coverage, or by using a gradient echo
EPI sequence to achieve a shorter TR. However, gradient echo sequences are more
sensitive to large vessels. Therefore none o f the approaches mentioned is satisfactory.

5.4.2 Partial volume effects
Care was taken to minimise partial volume effects in this study by careful ROI drawing,
and the selection o f homogeneous tissue regions within the paediatric data was not found to
be more difficult than the equivalent selections in the adult data. Some partial volume
averaging with other tissue types in both the adult and paediatric data is somewhat
inevitable due to the sizes o f the cerebral structures relative to the 2x2x5mm voxel size.
The use o f a spin echo rather than a gradient echo sequence does, to an extent, reduce the
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partial volume contribution from vessels (Weisskoff et al., 1994, Boxerman et al., 1995,
Kennan et al., 1994).

Partial volume averaging o f the AIE leads to a global overestimation o f perfusion values.
Since this effect is expected to be larger in paediatric data, this is a potential source o f extra
variability in the paediatric perfusion measurements. However, our data suggest that this is
not the case. Furthermore, the age dependence observed cannot be a result o f increasing
AIF partial volume averaging in the youngest subjects since this would result in a decrease
in perfusion with age, rather than the increase observed.

5.4.3 Age dependence
The youngest subject in the study was considered to be an outlier and excluded from the
statistical analysis o f the data since the perfusion values measured in this subject were
approximately 3-4 times higher than children o f a similar age. The remaining paediatric
data showed a trend for increasing CBFapp with age, which was significant in 3 out o f the 4
tissue categories. However, the form o f the relationship between age and measured CBFapp
cannot be clearly determined due to the limited amount o f data available.

This increase in CBFapp with age is consistent with previous studies in normal children.
Chiron et al. (1992) used [^^^Xe]-SPECT to measure CBF values in 42 normal children
aged 2 days to 19 years (29 were <30 months old), and also obtained reference values in 32
adults. The mean CBF was found to rise from birth to a maximum that was maintained
between approximately 4 and 8 years o f age, before decreasing towards adult values. Over
the age range used in the present study, their data showed a significant increase (of -30% )
in CBF values. This increase is smaller than that found in our study (50-80%). These
differences may arise because SPECT and bolus tracking techniques are based on different
principles, each having its own limitations, and these two techniques are therefore not
necessarily expected to produce the same results. The increase in perfusion values is further
supported by transcranial doppler measurements o f blood flow in the major arteries
supplying the brain, which show an increase from birth to a maximum at around 3 or 4
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years, which is sustained until a decline from approximately 7 years towards adult values
(Newell and Aaslid, 1992).

The increase in perfusion values has been speculated to be related to an increase in cerebral
metabolic demand as the brain matures, as demonstrated using FDG PET (Chugani et al.,
1987). That study, involving 29 normal children, o f whom 11 were under 30 months old,
showed an increase in cerebral metabolic rates for glucose within grey matter from 5 days
old to a maximum at around 3 or 4 years. High rates were maintained until approximately 9
years, when they began to decline towards adult values. This time-course o f metabolic
changes matches that describing the process o f initial overproduction and subsequent
elimination o f excessive neurons and synapses known to occur in the developing brain
(Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997).

The scarcity o f reported studies o f perfusion (and perfusion-related) changes with age in the
normal infant population is a reflection o f the ethical restrictions inherent in obtaining these
data. Like the children in the present study, the 42 children in Chiron et al.’s SPECT study
and the 29 children in Chugnai et al.’s FDG PET study were all originally scanned for
clinical reasons; all had suffered transient neurological events that were not found to
significantly affect normal neurodevelopment. It is therefore necessary to have access to a
particularly large cohort o f children within the age range o f interest, in order that a
sufficiently large number o f children who can be regarded as normal can be identified. This
severely restricts the number o f institutions at which such a study can be carried out, and
explains the limited number o f reported studies.

The referencing o f the measured perfusion values to cerebellar values was found to remove
the age dependency, and therefore the referencing o f values may be the most appropriate
approach to the analysis o f paediatric data at present.
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5.4.4 Further considerations
It is important to note that several other factors can affect MR bolus tracking perfusion
measurements, namely subject sedation, changes in brain density, and changes in
haematocrit levels. Each o f these is considered below.

There have been a number o f studies investigating the effects o f sedation on CBF (mostly
using animal models). There appears to be a consensus that the administration o f sedative
drugs generally leads to a reduction in CBF values, though the effects are dependent on the
specific drug used. Details regarding the effects on CBF o f the particular drugs used in this
study are not available. However, since all o f the paediatric subjects in the study received
the same drugs and the same dose per bodyweight o f those drugs, it is expected that any
effect on the CBF values would have influenced the measurements in all subjects in a
similar way.

It can be seen from Eq. [5.1] that bolus tracking perfusion measures are dependent upon
both brain density and haematocrit levels. Therefore, changes in both o f these parameters
with age will have a direct effect on the measured perfusion values. Haematocrit levels
have been reported to be fairly constant over the age range studied (Nelson 1996), and the
effects o f haematocrit levels are therefore assumed negligible. Understanding the effects o f
changes in brain density, however, is less straightforward. It is well known that the total
water content o f the brain decreases during brain maturation; Dobbing and Sands (1973)
showed that the percentage o f water in the whole brain falls from -90% at birth to -80% at
adulthood, with the majority o f this change occurring over the first year o f life. However,
the parameter o f importance in perfusion quantification using bolus tracking is the density
o f brain tissue, not the density o f brain water. The effect o f the reduction in total water
content during maturation on the brain tissue density has not been reported to the best o f
our knowledge, and therefore the effect on the measured perfusion values is difficult to
estimate.

Finally, the outlying paediatric subject is worthy o f further discussion. Although the exact
cause o f the high measured values could not be identified, this subject was also found to
have elevated CBV values (data not shown). Since the CBV measures were calculated
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using the area beneath the tissue curves (normalised to the AIF area) in each case, this
calculation does not require deconvolution, and the elevated CBFapp in the youngest subject
is therefore not caused by errors in the deconvolution. Therefore, it is possible that these
data reflect a higher CBF in very young (<6 months) children, although there is insufficient
data available in the current study to address this further. It is worth noting, however, that
no alternative technique for measuring CBF has indicated that such a large increase might
be expected.

Further data collection is required in order to ascertain whether the age dependence in the
studied range is linear, and to enable further analysis o f regional changes in more detail.
However, suitable data seldom become available due to the ethical issues involved.
Nonetheless, as discussed, it is important for studies in the very young that the age
dependence o f MR perfusion measures is characterised, and this study is a step towards this
goal.

5.5 APPENDIX
This Appendix outlines the methodology o f the deconvolution technique used in the study
presented, i.e. singular value decomposition (SVD). Further details can be found in
0stergaard et al. (1996a), and references therein.

From Chapter 3 (section 3.2.3.1), the contrast agent time-course within a region o f interest
can be written:

C (0 = S - C B F ■{AIF(t) ® R{t)) = - ^ C B F \A I F { z ) R ( t - z)dT

[A5.1]

where R(t) is the residue function, i.e. the fraction o f contrast agent remaining in the ROI at
time t following the injection o f an instantaneous bolus at t=0,

C a if ( 0

function, i.e. the concentration o f tracer entering the ROI at time

is the arterial input

CBF is cerebral blood
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flow, p is the density o f brain tissue, and kn accounts for the difference in haematocrit
between capillaries and large vessels.

If the arterial and tissue concentration curves are sampled at time points

where

At=tn-tn-i, and if it is assumed that the functions Q/XO and R{t) are constant over the At
intervals, then:

[A5.2]
i=l

Eq. [A5.2] can then be expressed as a matrix equation:

" C (lS
C (t,)

= At

'AIF(t,)

0

AIF(t,)

AIF(t,)

\ 'r(hŸ
r{t^)
•

,A IF (t,)

y

[A5.3]

A ‘nh

where r{t) = { p ! k ^ ) - CBF • R{t) . This matrix equation can be written:

c = A .r

[A5.4]

Solving this matrix equation by inverting A to find r is extremely sensitive to noise
(0stergaard et al., 1996a). To overcome this problem, the matrices V, W and U are
constructed such that

A=

u.w.r

[A5.5]

where ^ is a diagonal matrix, containing the singular values o f A, and V and U are
orthonormal matrices; this is the singular value decomposition o f A. The superscript ‘T ’
indicates a matrix transpose. The inverse o f matrix A is therefore given by

A-' = V.W\U^

[A5.6]
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are simply the reciprocals o f the elements in W (since W is

diagonal). Combining this with Eq. [A5.4] gives

r= V .W -\(U ^ .c )

[A5.7]

which can be used to find the vector o f interest, r. It can be shown, analytically, that
(Hansen 1992):

T

UkO.

H
k

where <Jk is the

[A5.8]

^k

singular value (i.e. the A:* element o f W), and vectors y* and ujc are the

columns in matrices V and U respectively. The expansion o f Eq. [A5.8] is analogous to a
Fourier series, and can be thought o f as a weighted sum o f terms, which correspond to
increasing frequency elements (y* and ujç are functions o f whose frequency increases as k
increases). However, this approach to calculating r is very sensitive to small values o f
such that small errors in the measured values o f c (caused, for instance, by noise
contributions) are amplified and lead to large errors in the calculated r. 0stergaard et al.
(1996a) proposed that setting crU^ values to zero, for values o f o* below a certain threshold,
produces more reliable solutions. Thus, the calculated W

matrix is truncated; the use o f

this truncated matrix in Eq. [A5.7] is equivalent to multiplying Eq. [A5.8] by a stepfunction (or filter), such that the contribution to r at high k values is set to zero. This
truncation does introduce errors o f its own, notably oscillations in the solution for r (Liu et
al., 1999).
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6.1

INTRODUCTION

The problems associated with bolus tracking make it desirable to implement an additional,
alternative technique for perfusion measurement. This is particularly important for cases in
which the deconvolution data analysis procedure is inappropriate (see Chapter 4), as well as
offering an alternative for patients with an intolerance o f contrast agent injections due to
allergies or difficult vascular access (e.g. some sickle cell disease patients). Arterial spin
labelling (ASL) approaches have the inherent advantages o f being totally non-invasive,
unrestrictedly repeatable and potentially able to quantify absolute perfusion values, and can
therefore provide a good alternative to bolus tracking techniques.
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As discussed in Chapter 3, many different ASL schemes have been proposed. The
appropriate sequence choice for implementation at any site depends upon the specifics o f
the hardware available (field strength, gradient capabilities, etc), as well as the patient
population and planned clinical uses. One o f the most important considerations within
Great Ormond Street Hospital is the fact that the patient population is almost exclusively
paediatric. The labelling efficiency o f continuous ASL (CASL) techniques is poor because
restrictions are imposed upon the train o f radioffequency (RF) pulses used to produce the
continuous inversion, due to power deposition limits. These restrictions lead to non-ideal
conditions (Utting et al., 2003), which are exaggerated in paediatric studies, where power
deposition limits can easily be exceeded. For this reason, a pulsed ASL (PASL) method
was selected. One o f the most widely used, simple and well-tested PASL techniques is
flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) (Kwong et al., 1995, Kim 1995), and
this was the approach chosen for implementation.

This chapter describes the implementation o f the FAIR sequence at our institution. In
Chapter 7, FAIR data collected in healthy volunteers are presented, in the context o f an
investigation o f a novel PASL sequence. The limited amount o f in vivo data presented in
this chapter serve to illustrate the effects o f some o f the sequence parameters and
components, and to demonstrate some o f the problems associated with PASL sequences.

6.2 FAIR SEQUENCE IMPLEMENTATION
The principles o f PASL techniques were described in Chapter 3. The idea behind these
techniques is not particularly complex; images are acquired during an inversion or
saturation recovery experiment, which are standard procedures used in many MR imaging
modalities. However, in practice, ASL sequences are not straightforward to implement
because the perfusion-related signal difference between control and label images is very
small. This signal difference is therefore very sensitive to system instabilities. The presence
o f intravascular signal, the effects o f magnetisation transfer, and the interaction between the
slice profiles o f the applied RF pulses complicate the problem further and mean that the
perfusion-related

signal

is

easily

contaminated

or

even

completely

obscured.
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Implementation therefore requires extensive testing and refinement o f the sequence at all
stages.

6.2.1 Sequence details
A single slice FAIR sequence was programmed on a 1.5T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany)
Magnetom Vision system; although multi-slice ASL sequences allow increased brain
coverage, they suffer from more severe quantification problems due to the presence o f
increasingly long transit times (ô) to the more distal slices. A schematic diagram o f the
labelling scheme employed in FAIR imaging is shown in Fig. 6.1, and Fig. 6.2 shows the
pulse sequence employed. The sequence consists o f a slice-selective inversion pulse
followed, at time TI later, by a standard gradient-echo echo planar imaging (EPI)
acquisition (echo time TE) to produce the labelled image. After a delay time, TD (to allow
for magnetisation recovery), the sequence is repeated, this time with a non-selective
inversion pulse, for acquisition o f the control image. The magnetisation in each o f the
images is referred to as ‘'Mss' and

where the subscripts refer to the inversion pulse

(slice-selective and non-selective respectively). Subtraction o f the control from the label
image results in a perfusion weighted image, as detailed in Chapter 3.

Although any image acquisition scheme can be used, EPI is the most commonly used
approach in ASL studies. A fast imaging technique is essential due to time considerations,
since many sets o f image pairs are required to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in the difference image through signal averaging. The large numbers o f images acquired
also favours use o f a scheme with a fast image reconstruction time. Thus, a blipped rather
than constant phase-encoding EPI approach was employed (see Chapter 2). A gradient echo
(rather than spin echo) EPI sequence was chosen to reduce the total number o f pulses used
in the sequence, since interactions/imperfections in slice profiles cause quantification
problems in ASL sequences (as discussed later). Since many image artefacts can result
when EPI approaches are used, image quality must be considered in any application. In
particular, the low bandwidth per pixel in the phase-encoding direction necessitates the use
o f fat suppression to obtain good quality images (see Chapter 2). Saturation o f the fat signal
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using 1331 binomial pulses (Here 1983) was the approach implemented in the present case.
Further image quality problems in EPI result from the length o f the echo train that is
required to sample the whole of ^-space following one excitation pulse (see Chapter 2). In
the current implementation, the acquisition of the A=0 line was timed to occur one quarter
of the way through the echo train to reduce the effective TE and therefore improve the
image SNR. A matrix size of 64x64 was used, to limit the echo train length.

%
«

%
Label im age

C ontrol im age (M,,*)

Fig. 6.1: Schematic representation o f the image pairs acquired in a FAIR ASL
experiment. The dotted red regions indicate the axial imaging slices, and blue
striped regions represent the regions affected by the inversion pulse. An image is
acquired at time TI after the inversion pulse in each case. Acquisition o f the label
image follows slice-selective inversion; acquisition o f the control image follows
non-selective inversion.
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In order to quantify perfusion accurately, pulses producing uniform non-selective and sliceselective inversions are required. Adiabatic inversion pulses (Garwood and DelaBarre,
2001) are commonly used because o f their insensitivity to B\ field inhomogeneities, as
described in Chapter 2. The most frequently used inversion pulses in ASL applications are
the hyperbolic secant (HS) (Silver et al., 1984) and frequency offset corrected inversion
(FOCI) (Ordidge et al., 1996) pulses. Although FOCI pulses can produce sharper inversion
profiles than the HS, FOCI implementation is not straightforward (see section 2.5.3.1). An
HS pulse was therefore chosen for use in the FAIR sequence, and implemented for both
non-selective and slice-selective inversions.

The HS pulse parameters used were:

Pulse length 10.24ms. Although slice profiles generally improve for longer
pulses, inversion must occur in a short time compared to the spin relaxation
rates to avoid significant relaxation during the process. The pulse length was
selected as a compromise between these two effects.
-

/Xand /5 are parameters that, in combination with the pulse length, can be used to
fully describe a HS pulse (see section 2.5.3.1). For the pulse used here, /x=5 and
jS=1350Hz (giving a bandwidth o f -2kHz).

- On the Siemens Vision system used, the B\ amplitude o f the pulse is
manipulated by adjustment o f the requested pulse angle in the user interface.
Complete inversion at the centre o f the RF head coil was achieved when a 240°
HS pulse was requested (data not shown).

The application o f a slice-selective gradient during application o f the HS inversion pulse
results in a spatially selective inversion, as required for acquisition o f the label image. In
practice, a very small gradient was also applied during the non-selective inversion applied
for the control image. This was to make the behaviour o f the gradient controller (which
generates the data for the amplifier) as similar as possible between the label and control
acquisitions. Crusher gradients following the inversion pulses were added to ensure that
there was no coherent signal remaining in the transverse plane.
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A standard, 5.12ms filtered sine pulse (filtered using a Hanning function to reduce ringing
artefacts) was used for excitation. Although increasing the length o f a pulse improves the
resulting slice profile, a longer pulse was not chosen since a short TE is required.
Therefore, a 5.12ms, 9-lobe (4 lobes on each side o f the central lobe), 90°, Hanning-filtered
sine pulse was implemented for excitation.

In practice, label and control images are acquired in an interleaved manner (i.e. in
label/control pairs) to minimise potential problems caused by signal drift and subject
movement. The scanner was programmed to perform on-line image subtraction for each
image pair acquired. Display o f the perfusion weighted difference images allows real-time
monitoring o f the quality o f data being acquired.

6.2.2 Stability testing
Since the perfusion signal to be measured using this technique is very small, excellent
acquisition stability is required. Stability tests were performed in a static, homogeneous
phantom at each stage o f the sequence programming. Preliminary testing was performed
using the basic sequence, with inversion slice width much wider than imaging slice to avoid
the effects o f slice profile interactions (see later). Since the phantom is static, the signal in
the difference images, calculated as AM=Mss-M„s, should be stable and average to zero.
Figure 6.3 shows the average A M signal measured in a large ROI within the image, for 30
image pairs. The difference data are expressed as a percentage o f the average Mns value,
<M„s>, over the ROI. The difference signal shows only small variations over time, with no

systematic offset from zero; the average (AM I<M „s>) value (±1 standard deviation) was
0.03±0.12%. For the sequence parameters used here, <M„s> ~ 0.26Mo, i.e. the equivalent
AM/Mo values are approximately % o f the AM /< M ns> values displayed. The variations seen
are therefore very small in comparison to the expected perfusion signal ( A M /M q ~1% in
grey matter).
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Fig. 6.3: AM/<M„s> measured in a static, homogeneous phantom (Ti~300ms).
Measurements were made in the centre o f the RF head coil, with imaging
parameters TI=300ms and TD=3s.

The measurements shown in Fig. 6.3 were made in the centre o f the RF head coil; the
stability was also tested for different axial positions (i.e. different spatial offsets in the ‘z ’
direction) within the scanner to ensure that the subtraction was adequate over the usable
volume o f the head coil (see Fig. 6.4).

Clearly there are subtraction errors when the imaging slice is not close to the centre o f the
head coil. These errors are significant relative to the size o f the perfusion signal expected;
on the scale used in the figure, the difference signal in grey matter is expected to peak at
~4%, and white matter at ~1%. The subtraction errors were investigated further by
acquiring a coronal image using the same FAIR sequence: see Fig. 6.5(a). As expected
from Fig. 6.4, the subtraction is good (difference image at noise level) in the central part o f
the image. However, an obvious signal offset can be seen at larger positional offsets, in
agreement with the asymmetric offset illustrated in Fig. 6.4. These data suggest that the B\
field (RF distribution) is inhomogeneous along the head coil, causing a violation o f the
adiabatic condition away from the coil centre that must affect the label and control images
differently to produce the signal offset seen.
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Fig. 6.4: àM/<M,is> measured in a phantom (T;- 3 00ms) at various offsets in the z
direction. Each point is the average of 20 image pairs, ±1 standard deviation.
TI=300ms. There are significant subtraction errors away from the centre of the
head coil.

+z
direction

250mm

-z
direction
Fig. 6.5. Average o f 13 coronal AM images collected in a phantom. Requested
inversion angle (a) 240°, (b) 290°. In (b), the subtraction is at noise level over the
entire phantom with the exception of a small region -65mm from the centre o f the
head coil.
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Increasing the requested inversion angle increases the B\ power applied and can therefore
produce a better inversion in those regions where the B\ field is lower. A range o f inversion
angles was investigated and the difference images studied. The optimum inversion angle,
based on visual inspection o f the coronal images, was found to be 290°. There remains a
small region in which the subtraction does not reach noise level (see Fig. 6.5(b)), but higher
requested fiip-angles led to worse subtractions in practice. The region o f imperfect
subtraction lies outside the volume o f the head coil normally used when acquiring single
slice data.

In order to verify the results shown in Fig. 6.5(b), the measurements carried out to produce
Fig. 6.4 were repeated with an inversion angle o f 290°; see Fig. 6.6. The higher flip angle
clearly produces a better subtraction away from the centre o f the head coil, and all
subsequent FAIR data collection was performed using inversion pulses with a requested
inversion angle o f 290°.
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Fig. 6.6. AM/<M„s> measured in a phantom at various offsets in the z direction.
Each point is the average o f 20 image pairs, ±1 standard deviation. Solid diamonds
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are measurements performed with requested inversion angles o f 240° (as
previous), open circles with 290°.

6.2.3 Inversion slice width
Ideally, the slice-selective inversion and excitation slice profiles for the acquisition o f the
label image would be sharp top-hat functions, affecting exactly the same slice. However, in
practice they have transition bands and lobes at their edges and thus there is interaction
between the slice profiles o f the two pulses (Frank et al., 1997). The inversion must,
therefore, be considerably wider than the excitation pulse to ensure that the entire imaging
slice is equally inverted. This is essential since the static tissue signal within the imaging
slice must be in the same state following selective inversion as it is following global
inversion in order for it to cancel on subtraction. However, a wide inversion slice leads to
an increase in the delay (the transit time, ô) before inflowing relaxed blood enters the
imaging slice and reaches the exchange site. It is advantageous to minimise this delay since
Ti relaxation during this time leads to a reduction in the observed perfusion signal.
Therefore, the inversion slice should be as narrow as possible whilst still producing no
subtraction errors due to slice profile interactions. Testing was carried out on a
homogeneous, static phantom (at three slice positions) to determine the appropriate slice
thickness for the inversion pulse. Using an imaging slice thickness o f 7mm, the inversion
slice width was varied by adjusting the size o f the slice-selective gradient o f the HS
inversion pulse. Figure 6.7 shows the results obtained.

The expected AM signal from grey matter is -1% o f the equilibrium tissue magnetisation.
Mo- An error in A M /M q o f ±0.05% was tolerated in the phantom (-5% o f the perfusion
signal), since the errors due to noise in the measured AM value are expected to exceed this
limit. The smallest inversion slice width at which the offset was reduced to within these
limits for all o f the positions tested was 17.5mm, and this was considered to be the
minimum acceptable inversion slice width value for the current implementation. This gives
a labellingrimaging slice ratio o f 2.5:1, which is consistent with literature values (Kim
1995).
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Fig. 6.7. AM/Mo phantom data (Ti~300ms) for varying inversion slice width;
imaging slice 7mm. TI=300ms. The crosses show measurements made at the
centre o f the head coil, triangles at +40mm and circles at -40m m z-offsets. 40 sets
o f image pairs were averaged for each point. The inset shows part o f the graph
expanded for clarity; error bars represent ±1 standard error. The dotted lines, at
±0.05% Mo, show the maximum tolerated signal offset in the AM data.

6.2.4 In vivo test data
Preliminary FAIR data were collected in several healthy volunteers at a range o f TI times to
assess in vivo image quality. For each volunteer, a set o f axial anatomical images (9 slices)
with the same slice thickness and field o f view as the FAIR images was acquired at the start
o f the imaging session. A FLASH sequence (see section 2.4.4.1) was used for this
anatomical imaging in view o f its speed and resolution. Inspection o f these images allowed
selection o f an appropriate slice for FAIR data acquisition. All FAIR data collected in each
imaging session were acquired with the same receiver setting, to allow image comparison.
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Many averages (10-50) were acquired at each TI tested; the individual subtraction images
(label-control) were noisy and features were almost impossible to distinguish before
averaging. Qualitative inspection o f the averaged difference images from all volunteers
revealed many common characteristics. Enhancement o f the difference signal in cortical
regions was seen for TI values o f ~1000ms and above, reflecting the time taken for labelled
blood spins to reach the exchange site and permeate the tissue. However, signal in white
matter was difficult to detect visually in any o f the difference images. The cortical signal
decreased at long TI times, due to label decay via Ti relaxation. Significant signal
contamination from blood in large vessels was present in all difference images (no
intravascular crushing gradients were used). Another common feature o f the difference
images acquired was the presence o f negative pixels (seen as signal intensity below the
noise level in the subtraction images) at low TI times. This is a consequence o f the order o f
image subtraction and is discussed in detail in section 6.3.2.

Representative data from one volunteer are shown in Fig. 6.8 to illustrate the characteristics
described above. FAIR data were collected at 6 TI times (800-1800ms), with the following
sequence parameters:
15 image pairs per TI for signal averaging
slice thickness 7mm; labelling:imaging ratio 2.5:1
matrix size 64x64
-

FOV 250mm^

-

TD = 6s; TD was kept constant for all TIs, and TR adjusted accordingly
TE = 25ms

The total scan time was ~30 mins. The image quality is comparable with published data;
the images presented are averaged over only 15 difference image acquisitions, whereas
approximately 40-50 images are typically acquired when a single TI time is investigated.
Good cortical enhancement is seen for TI> 1200ms, as the label moves from the
intravascular space into the tissue. The well-perfused regions clearly mirror the grey matter
regions as identified on the corresponding FLASH image. Signal contamination from
vessels is very evident in the images, particularly those collected at short TI times. The
issue o f intravascular signal is addressed in the following section.
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Fig. 6.8: Multiple TI data from a healthy volunteer, (a) FAIR difference images (label-control). TI
values (in ms) are given beneath each image. Note the presence o f significant signal from large
vessels, and the negative (dark) pixels, particularly in the low TI images, (b) FLASFI anatomical
image o f the same slice.
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6.2.5 Intravascular signal
Ideally, a perfusion image should be sensitive only to blood flow at the capillary level,
where exchange occurs. Signal from blood in large vessels, which are carrying blood
through the imaging slice to an exchange site in a more distal tissue region, is not desired.
This signal can be destroyed by the application o f bipolar gradients following the excitation
pulse (Ye et al., 1997). These gradient pulses dephase spins moving in the direction o f the
gradient, such that if a distribution o f velocities is present, the magnitude signal is
attenuated (a constant velocity within a voxel leads to a global phase change which has no
effect on magnitude images). However, the static tissue signal is refocused (apart from
diffusion effects) and therefore unaffected.

The application o f these bipolar gradients along all three gradient directions separately
would lead to the attenuation o f signal from blood moving in all directions. However, this
would extend the echo time considerably. Since the principal component o f vascular flow
within an axial imaging slice is expected to be along the slice-select direction, bipolar
gradients are commonly applied only along this direction in practice. Thus signal from
intravascular blood flowing into the slice with a component perpendicular to the imaging
slice is attenuated.

The 6-value (LeBihan et al., 1992) o f the bipolar gradients determines the level o f
attenuation o f the flowing signal. 6-values are calculated using the Stejskal-Tanner formula
(Stejskal and Tanner, 1965), modified to take the gradient ramps into account (since the
gradient pulses used in ASL are usually short, the contribution from the ramps cannot be
neglected):

6=
.

g"
A ---- +
I
3 j 30

E^S'

6 _

[6.1]

where y is the gyromagnetic ratio, G is the gradient strength, and 5, A and 8 describe the
gradient timings, as depicted in Fig. 6.9. The choice o f 6-value determines the minimum
velocity at which the signal is suppressed, which in turn is related to vessel diameter.
Ideally, to gain a true picture o f a particular voxel’s perfusion status, a 6-value would be
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chosen such that vascular spins that flow straight through the voxel are crushed, whilst
those that irrigate the voxel contribute to the signal. However, this situation is not realistic;
the complexity o f the vascular network, which incorporates a range o f vessel diameters,
vessel orientations and blood velocities, means that the suppression o f blood in non
exchanging vessels can never be completely effective.

Fig. 6.9: Diagram showing gradient timings for a bipolar crusher gradient.

Crusher gradients applied in the slice-select direction with 6-values between 0-6s/mm^
were tested in the sequence. This range covers typical values used in published ASL
studies. Higher 6-values were not tested in the interests o f keeping the TE short. Qualitative
inspection o f subtraction images acquired at 6-values ranging from 0-6s/mm^ in 6 healthy
volunteers showed a significant reduction in the prominence o f large vessels at 6=2s/mm^,
with no further improvement in image quality when using larger 6-values. At all 6-values
tested, some vessels remained visible, but since bipolar gradients were applied in only one
direction, elimination o f signal from all non-exchanging vessels was not expected. Figure
6.10 shows data from two o f the volunteers, which are representative o f all o f the
volunteers scanned. Two sets o f FAIR data collected from the same slice, one with
6=0s/mm^ (no intravascular crushers gradients), and one with 6=2s/mm^, are shown.
Sequence parameters were: Tl= 1200ms, 15 averages per TI, slice thickness 7mm,
labelling:imaging ratio 2.5:1, matrix size 64x64, FOV 250mm^, TD = 6s, TE = 25ms.
Visual comparison o f the FAIR images (which have been identically windowed for each
volunteer) shows a general signal decrease in image intensity due to the presence o f the
bipolar gradients. Almost complete elimination o f signal from large vessels is apparent. All
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su bsequent FA IR im ages w ere acquired w ith a 6-value o f 2s/m m

(using G = 20m T /m ,

8=0.6m s, ô = 4.44m s and A =5.04m s).

A

m

•

■.' i ’M

Fig. 6.10: D ata from tw o health y volunteers. FL A SH anatom ical im ages are
show n in the left colum n. T he central FA IR difference im ages w ere acquired w ith
no

b ipolar cru sh er gradients

(6=0s/m m ^), and the right-hand

im ages w ith

6=2s/m m ^, ap p lied in the slice-select direction. A ll F A IR data w ere acquired using
T I= 1200m s. F or each volunteer, the tw o FA IR im ages have been w indow ed
identically; n ote the general signal decrease in the 6=2s/m m ^ im ages, particularly
the significant red u ctio n in signal from large vessels.

6.3 DATA ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS
As m entioned previously, a perfusion-w eighted im age is obtained by subtracting control
im ages from label im ages in a pairw ise fashion (to reduce the effects o f baseline drift and
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subject motion), and averaging. Several issues that need to be considered when analysing
FAIR data are discussed below.

6.3.1 Image artefacts
Subject motion during FAIR data acquisition is common due to the long scan times
involved. Although healthy volunteers tend to be very cooperative, collecting good quality
multiple TI data in a single session can take up to one hour, and some degree o f movement
in this time is almost inevitable. The timing o f any motion directly influences its effect on
the images acquired. The majority o f the total FAIR scanning time is contained within the
delay times, TD, and the inversion times, TI. Long delay times (typically 3-6s) are
commonly used in FAIR sequences to allow longitudinal signal recovery between image
acquisitions, since the effects o f short TDs severely complicate the data analysis (Pell et al.,
1999). Long TI times are also common in FAIR studies; when collecting data at multiple
TI, values o f up to 3 or 4 seconds may be used. The identification and effects o f motion
during each different time period is considered below:

(a)

Motion occurring during the delay time between acquisition of two images
forming an image pair is very evident on the individual subtraction images,
typically seen as a bright or dark edge to the image. Thus visual inspection o f the
subtraction images before averaging means that any image pairs particularly affected
by motion in this way can be discarded.

(b)

Motion occurring during the delay time between acquisition of image pairs is
more difficult to identify, and simply alters the imaging slice position, leading to
errors when a set o f images is averaged. For small movements, a slight loss o f
resolution (blurring) results.

(c)

Motion occurring during the TI time (i.e. after application o f the label but before
EPI acquisition) for the label image will result in an image intensity increase, as some
spins that have not experienced the slice-selective inversion will move into the
imaging slice and experience the excitation pulse. This results in a signal increase in
the difference image, and if sufficiently large, this can also be picked up by visual
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inspection o f the individual difference images. Motion during TI for the control
image is not easy to identify, simply resulting in a change in the image slice position.
Gross movement o f any type can, however, be identified by viewing the entire sets o f
individual label and control images in a cine loop. All FAIR data collected were examined
for motion artefacts by inspection o f the cine looped images, as well as the individual
difference images.

It should be remembered that simply discarding motion artefacted images is not sufficient
to remove all effects o f motion. Gross movements can change the imaging slice, which
would inevitably alter the structural composition o f some voxels. Thus, any averaging or
regional signal comparisons across images can result in errors. Ideally, all images acquired
would be realigned to minimise any effects o f motion. However, this is not straightforward
in the case o f multiple TI acquisition since individual pixel intensity will depend upon the
TI values as well as anatomical location. Furthermore, ASL studies are often single slice, so
if realignment is used, only within-slice (and not through-slice) movement can be corrected.

Another potential source o f artefact in FAIR images is the finite delay time, TD. Any tissue
with a sufficiently long Ti will not have recovered to equilibrium before the subsequent
inversion pulse is applied. This is particularly evident in voxels containing CSF, and is
found to influence only the first image pair acquired (since prior to the first inversion pulse,
all spins are fully relaxed), after which a steady-state can be established with appropriate
choice o f imaging parameters. Thus, the first difference image acquired for each set o f TI
times must be discarded.

6.3.2 Image subtraction
An important consideration in FAIR imaging is the order o f the pairwise image subtraction.
Figure 6.11(a) is a plot o f image intensity versus TI time for both the control and label
images, showing the label image intensity decaying with a shorter time constant (Tiapp). As
discussed, the (label-control) signal intensity gives the perfusion weighting in each voxel.
However, most investigators work with magnitude images; Fig. 6.11(b) shows the absolute
values o f the signals plotted in (a).
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Fig. 6.11: (a) Schem atic signal intensity plots for control and label im ages vs.
tim e, follow ing inversion. A hom ogeneous m aterial w ith a single T , is assum ed,
(b) M agnitude form o f data show n in (a). T he difference in the relaxation rates for
the label and control conditions has been exaggerated for illustration purposes.

It is clear from Fig. 6.11(b) that the order o f signal subtraction is not straightforw ard i f
perfusion is to be reflected by p ositive signal in the difference im age. F or im ages collected
at a TI tim e less than ta, w e require AA/=|M„5 |-|Ms5 |, w hereas for tim es g reater than ty, this
o rder needs to be reversed; l^ ^ \M s s \-\M n s \. A t TI tim es betw een tg and ty, neith er order
produces the desired result, b u t since Ti and Tiapp are very close, tg and ty are also very
sim ilar, and this situation can be neglected.

FA IR data are com m only collected at a single TI tim e point only, so a ju d ic io u s choice o f
TI (>ty) can avoid these problem s. T his is a practical solution since in grey m atter, ty ~
(ln2*T i) ~ 700m s at 1.5T, and single tim e-point data are typically collected w ithin the
range 1000<T1< 1800m s.

H ow ever, w hen collecting data at m ultiple TI tim es, the problem rem ains. T h e crossing (or
null) point for a particular tissue type, and consequently the appropriate order o f
subtraction, depends upon its Ti value. T herefore, in im ages w ith a range o f Ti values
present, AM im ages collected at low TI values contain a m ix o f both negative and positive
pixels, as w as seen in Fig. 6.8. S im ply deciding upon a single subtraction order at any
particular TI tim e is therefore not appropriate. O ne solution is to display the m agnitude o f
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the signal difference within each pixel. Care must be taken to average the difference images
prior to taking the magnitude, to avoid biasing the values o f any pixels with AM signal
intensity near the noise level. Furthermore, if regions o f interest are to be drawn and
averaged (as is commonly done with ASL data), the magnitude step should be delayed until
regional averaging has been performed, again to avoid a positive offset in any regions with
low AM. This is not only important when measuring white matter AM values which are
always near the noise level, but also when measuring AM for any tissue types for TI<6.
Before labelled blood reaches the exchange site within the imaging slice, both label and
control images decay with the same time constant, and thus signal in the subtraction image
should be purely noise. Taking magnitudes prematurely (before averaging over either the
images or the region o f interest) will bias the results at these low TI times.

6.4

IN VIVO DATA

In vivo data collected with the FAIR sequence in a group o f healthy volunteers are
presented in Chapter 7, to serve as comparative data for the investigation o f a novel PAST
sequence. In the current section, data from one volunteer are used to show the FAIR data
analysis procedure, and to illustrate some o f the inherent problems related to PAST
measurements discussed in Chapter 3, in particular the presence and effects o f transit times.
Note that the dataset presented here is not one o f those included in the study presented in
Chapter 7.

6.4.1 Data acquisition
FAIR data were collected in a healthy volunteer using a range o f TI times, to enable full
characterisation o f the AM vs. TI curve. As before, the acquisition o f a multislice axial
FLASH dataset allowed selection o f an appropriate slice for perfusion measurement.

The FAIR sequence parameters used were as follows:
11 TI times (200-3000ms)
20 image pairs per TI
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slice thickness 7mm; labelling:imaging ratio 2.5:1
matrix size 64x64

-

FOV 250mm^
TD = 4s; variable TR
TE = 25ms
intravascular crushing; b=2s/mm^ in the slice-select direction

Due to the larger number o f images acquired in comparison to the previous dataset
presented (see section 6.2.4), TD was reduced to 4s to produce an acceptable total scanning
time. TD was not reduced further to avoid the need to incorporate the effects o f using a
short TR into the model used; following a 90° pulse, grey matter, white matter and blood
signal return to >96% o f their initial magnetisation within 4s (based on typical Ti times at
1.5T).

The total scan time was approximately one hour. The sets o f TI data were acquired in a
random order to minimise systematic errors that could be introduced by a number o f
factors, such as signal drift, movement and physiological changes.

6.4.2 Data analysis
Data for TI values 600-3000ms are shown in Fig. 6.12; data collected for TI<600ms were
artefacted and will be discussed later. The general pattern seen is similar to that shown in
Fig. 6.8; as TI lengthens, progressively more distal portions o f the labelled vessels are seen,
until good cortical enhancement is seen for TI greater than ~1100ms. At particularly long
TI times, the signal in the difference images decays due to Ti relaxation.

All image analysis was performed using IDE software (RSI, Boulder, Colorado). Tiapp, M)
and within-slice inversion efficiency (a) maps were calculated by fitting the magnitude
Mss(TI) data to
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The application o f thresholds in the T^pp map enabled identification of pixels as grey or
white matter; pixels with 900<Tiapp < 1 100ms were assigned to grey matter, and those with
550<Tiapp<710ms were assigned to white matter, based on literature values o f Tiapp
-1000m s for grey matter and -630m s for white matter (Shah et ah, 2001). Figure 6.13
shows the fitted parameter maps as well as the segmented masks. The Tiapp map shows
good contrast between grey and white matter, as expected, whereas the M q map shows less
tissue contrast since it is primarily proton density weighted. The a map is not expected to
show any tissue contrast; however, slight contrast is evident. The likely source o f this
contrast is the fact that Eq. [6.2] is a poor model o f signal recovery in pixels with
significant partial voluming, which affects the accuracy of the fitted parameters in these
pixels.

4

',

(0
V.

Fig 6.13. Fitted parameter maps and segmented masks for the data shown in Fig.
6.12. (a) FLASH anatomical map, (b) Tiapp map, (c) M q map, (d) a map, (e) grey
matter region, segmented using Tiapp values, (f) white matter segmented region.
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Fig. 6.14 shows the AM vs. TI data for the segmented grey and white matter ROIs, where
AM=|Mji|-|M„j|; all o f the measured AM values were positive. The percentage signal change
measured is o f the order expected for both grey and white matter (Calamante et al., 1996).
In the absence o f transit delays, the signal maximum for a given tissue type is predicted to
be at approximately the tissue Ti value. For grey matter, Ti~ 1000ms; the fact that the bi
exponential AM vs. TI curve has clearly been shifted to peak at a longer TI value
(~ 1800ms) indicates the presence o f considerable transit delays. As expected, the white
matter AM signal is very low, showing the difficulties associated with obtaining robust
measures o f white matter perfusion using FAIR.
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Fig. 6.14. Graph showing AM/Mo (as a %) vs. TI for the segmented grey and white
matter ROIs shown in Fig. 6.13(e) and (f).

A subtraction error at low TI values (TI<600ms) is evident in the grey matter signal in Fig.
6.14; the signal intensity within the ROI is expected to be zero until TI=ô, then to increase
as labelled blood reaches the exchange site. However, significant signal is seen (particularly
in the outer cortical regions) in the AM images at low TI values, as reflected in Fig. 6.14.
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FAIR data were collected in a phantom at short TI times in order to investigate this issue.
The phantom data also revealed an offset error in the periphery o f the difference images at
TI values less than 600ms (testing performed in an agar phantom with Ti~800ms).
Increasing the requested inversion angle and the labelling:imaging slice ratio were not
found to help. However, in performing these tests, it was found that the erroneous offset
signal was not consistent between imaging sessions, sometimes producing a negative
difference signal in the peripheral regions, and sometimes positive, despite identical
sequence parameters. Since the scanner performs a calibration adjustment at the start o f
each period o f FAIR data collection, it is possible that inconsistencies in this adjustment
procedure might be responsible for the errors seen. The calculation o f the reference RF
pulse voltage (from which all o f the applied RF pulse voltages are calculated) is one o f the
procedures performed during the adjustment period. The reference voltage is found
empirically, by application o f a hard pulse in order to calibrate the voltage required to
produce a 90° pulse, and can therefore differ between adjustments. Further phantom
investigations were performed, in which the reference RF voltage was manually altered
after the adjustment (but before data collection), and it was found that the variations in the
low TI difference images could be recreated. Thus it is possible that small differences in the
empirical calculation o f the RF reference voltage between scanning sessions are responsible
for the offset signals seen. However, it is not clear why the short TI images are more
susceptible to these errors than the longer TI images, which appear unaffected (from the
phantom investigations and also in the in vivo data). Furthermore, the reason for the
confinement o f the error to the periphery o f the images is also unknown. The fact that this
effect is only evident at short TI times may be suggestive o f eddy current involvement,
although it is not clear how eddy current effects would be consistent with the RF pulse
calibration findings described above.

The FAIR data reported in Chapter 7 are confined to the putamen region (for other reasons;
see Chapter 7), and since the putamen is within the central region o f the brain, these data
were not confounded by this short TI error. However, for future use o f the FAIR sequence
as implemented, a solution to this issue is required, and further investigations are therefore
necessary since the cause o f this offset error is not fully understood at present. For the
current study, grey matter measurements for TI<600ms were excluded from further
analysis.
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Fitting for transit time, coil inflow time, and perfusion

As discussed in Chapter 3, application o f the Bloch equation results in the following
equations for the measured FAIR difference signal, A M (T I)= M ss(T I)-M ns(T I):

0
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where X is the blood-brain partition coefficient o f water, a& is the inversion efficiency o f
blood flowing into the slice, T^ is the relaxation time for arterial blood and Tiapp is the
flow-modified apparent relaxation time o f tissue. A M data collected at multiple TI times
can be fitted to these equations to obtain values for the parameters transit time (6), coil
inflow time (A), and perfusion (/).

The fitting could not be performed reliably on a pixel-by-pixel basis because the data are
too noisy to produce robust results; some example single grey matter pixel data are shown
in Fig. 6.15. White matter single pixel data showed an even greater degree o f scatter. As an
alternative, the segmented grey and white matter data shown in Fig. 6.14 were fitted to Eq.
[6.3] using GraphPad Prism (San Diego, California, USA). The data were fitted forf, ô and
A; values o f the other parameters required were either obtained by measurement or by
approximation to literature values:
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AM(77), M q and Tiapp were measured for each segmented ROI and the mean values
used (Tiapp was measured to be 1007ms and 672ms for grey and white matter
respectively).
The tta value required is the inversion efficiency o f incoming blood. The withinslice a map (as shown in Fig. 6.13(d)) was inspected and the average value found to
be 0.95;

was therefore set to 0.95 for both tissue types.

X and Tia were approximated using literature values; X,=0.9ml/g (Herscovitch and

Raichle, 1985) and Tia=1.2s (Ye et al., 1997).
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Fig. 6.15. Example AM/Mo data from three randomly chosen grey matter pixels,
where M d= ImJ - |M„J . These single pixel data are too noisy for reliable fitting o f
f, 8 and A.

Shown in Fig. 6.16 are the fitted curves for the grey and white matter segments. Grey
matter data points with TI<600ms were excluded since these measurements were
artefacted, as described above. The model provided a good fit to the points, and the fitted
line clearly shows the presence o f finite transit times (and inflow time for grey matter). The
fitted parameter values are given in Table 6.1. The values in the table are consistent with
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the range o f previously reported values; o f course, any measurement o f these parameters is
subject and time specific. The coil inflow time also depends upon the length o f the head
coil used and the position o f the subject within it. The fitted perfusion values are at the high
end o f the expected range, which may be simply due to biological variance, or may indicate
the presence o f some remaining intravascular signal. The greyiwhite matter perfusion ratio
(2.7:1) is in good agreement with previous literature values (Calamante et al., 1999). The
transit time for white matter was found to be only slightly longer than that for grey matter,
whereas the difference between the coil inflow times for the two tissue types was much
larger. However, since the white matter data have poorer SNR, it is difficult to assess the
reliability o f the A measurement, and the inflow time may in fact be closer to the grey
matter value.

i.o o n
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Fig. 6.16. Fitted AM/Mo curves for the grey and white matter data, using Eq. [6.3].
The fitted parameter values are given in Table 6.1.

It is important to note that the fitting o f AM curves that have been averaged over a large
number o f pixels (as done here) has considerable drawbacks. Since there exists a
distribution o f parameter values within each region, assigning a single value to each
introduces errors. A recent, preliminary study (Figueirdo et al., 2002) has shown that flow
values are typically underestimated due to the distribution present, and that a pixel-by-pixel
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iterative approach to parameter fitting may help to overcome the problems presented by the
pixel-by-pixel variability. An alternative approach is to use a non-linear random effects
model to fit pixel-by-pixel data over an ROI, thus allowing for the distribution o f values o f
f

Ô and A. However, this approach severely complicates the modelling by introducing

further unknown parameters, and is computationally demanding, given a large number o f
pixels. With these points in mind, the values presented in Table 6.1 may contain bias, and
should therefore only be treated as giving some indication o f the true parameter values. The
standard errors for the perfusion values given in Table 6.1 are smaller than may be
expected, particularly in the case o f white matter. This is most likely the result o f the use o f
an incomplete model (i.e. omission o f random effects), as described, which has led to a gain
in precision at the expense o f the introduction o f bias (Figueirdo et al., 2002).

Table 6.1. Fitted perfusion, transit times and coil inflow times for the grey and
white matter segments. Values are given ± 1 standard error o f the fit. The white
matter value for A was not fitted, indicating a value >3000ms.

6.4.2.2

Perfusion,/,

Transit time, ô.

Coil inflow time.

ml/lOOg/min

ms

A, ms

Grey matter

98 ± 7

725 ± 40

2025 ± 103

White matter

36 ± 3

845 ± 49

>3000

Perfusion calculations using single TI data

In practice, restrictions on data acquisition time mean that FAIR measurements o f perfusion
typically involve data collection at a single TI time only. Data analysis is therefore
restricted to either using the resulting AM image as an indirect indication o f tissue
perfusion, or, if a Tiapp map is acquired, perfusion maps can be calculated by assuming
values for transit/inflow times, or by simply neglecting them. Inflow times are generally not
problematic, since the condition TI<A is typically satisfied when data are collected at a
single TI time, such that inflow has no effect on the data collected. However, transit times
are not so straightforward. Assumption of a global ô value leads to errors, because not only
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the heterogeneity o f the parameter within a subject is neglected, but also differences
between subjects are not accounted for. Different subjects can have very different transit
times for similar areas o f the brain (see results in Chapter 7 for the putamen) due to
different vascular geometry as well as their specific physiological conditions at the time o f
the scan. Thus, assigning a value for a global transit time is problematic, and instead, transit
times are typically neglected.

In order to demonstrate the errors introduced by the calculation o f perfusion maps using
data collected at one TI time only, quantitative perfusion maps were calculated using the
same volunteer dataset presented above. In the calculation o f each map, only data collected
at a single TI time were used, and transit times were neglected. Calculations were
performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis using Eq. [6.3(b)], i.e. AA/ for 5<TI<A, setting ô to
zero. In this case:
(J —

L )

AM A

As previously, a& was set to 0.95, l=0.9m l/g and Tia=1.2s; pixel values o f AM, M q and
Tiapp were used. Several o f the resulting perfusion maps (for TI values between 1100ms and
2600ms) are shown in Fig. 6.17. It can be seen that the appearance o f the maps is very
dependent upon the TI time used (all have been windowed identically), as a direct result o f
not accounting for transit time effects. The average perfusion values for the grey and white
matter segments were also calculated, and are shown in Fig. 6.18. Perfusion values for both
tissue types show a large sensitivity to the particular TI used. As expected, perfusion is
usually significantly underestimated because transit time effects cause the measured signal
increase to be smaller and occur later than that predicted by the model. This is particularly
evident at low TI times. At the longest TI times, the confounding effect o f coil inflow in the
grey matter case causes further perfusion underestimation, since the signal starts to decay
more rapidly than the model predicts. Coil inflow effects do not appear to be a problem for
white matter for the range o f TI values used, which results in measurement o f a higher
perfusion in white matter than grey matter at the longest TI value.
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6.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the im p lem en tatio n o f th e FA IR PA SL technique for m easuring perfusion
w as described. D espite th e relative sim p licity o f the F A IR sequence, m uch care is required
during im p lem entation since the p redicted perfusion signal is very sm all and therefore
easily obscured. S tab ility testin g and the appropriate choice o f labellingiim aging slice ratio
are p articularly im portant im p lem en tatio n stages, and m u st be carried out during any FA IR
im plem entation to allow for differences in conditions betw een scanners and sites. FA IR
data analysis p rocedures also hav e m any potential pitfalls, and issues such as the presence
o f in travascular signal, the o rd e r o f im age subtraction, and the effects o f m ovem ent m ust be
considered.
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Fig. 6.18. Perfusion values calculated using data collected at a single TI time, with
transit times neglected (6=0). Calculations were performed on a pixel-by-pixel
basis (maps shown in Fig. 6.17), and averaged over the grey and white matter
segments shown in Fig. 6.13(e) and (f).

It is common in the literature for FAIR perfusion studies to involve data collection at one
TI time only, due to imaging time constraints. These measurements should be treated with a
degree o f caution, since transit times can be problematic using this approach, particularly in
certain patient groups. The data presented in this chapter show the presence o f significant
transit times using typical imaging parameters, and that single TI time measurements can
lead to considerable underestimation o f perfusion values. Current methods proposed to deal
with transit times are discussed in the following chapter.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Current arterial spin labelling (ASL) schemes suffer from many problems that limit their
acceptance within the clinical environment, as described in Chapter 3 and demonstrated in
Chapter 6. Sensitivity to arterial transit times (6) is regarded as one o f the most critical
drawbacks o f ASL sequences. These influence measurements because the blood water label
decays via Ti relaxation whilst in transit to the voxel o f interest, leading to a reduction in
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Further complications arise from the fact that the arrival time
o f blood varies across a particular imaging slice as a result o f the heterogeneity o f blood
velocity and vascular geometry within the brain. Maps o f ô created using standard ASL
methods have been shown to be very heterogeneous, with, for instance, extended transit
times to the most distal tissue regions supplied by a major artery (Figueirdo et al., 2002). A
prolonged transit time to a particular region will lead to greater label decay, such that the
ASL subtraction signal obtained is weighted not only by perfusion, but also by ô. Thus, an
observed signal difference between two regions at any particular TI value may reflect
differences in ô and/or perfusion (Buxton et al., 1998), and neglecting the effects o f ô can
lead to the calculation o f an artificially low perfusion value.

The problems associated with transit times are often exacerbated in patients with
cerebrovascular disease, since ô can be prolonged in affected areas, leading to a particularly
severe underestimation o f perfusion in these areas if transit times are not considered.
Particular care is also required for functional MRI (fMRI) studies using ASL. It has been
shown that activated regions not only exhibit a higher perfusion value but also a shortened
arterial transit time (Yang et al., 2000). This shortening o f ô should be taken into account
when data are being analysed, but in practice is often neglected.

To avoid quantification errors, a spatially variable transit time should be accounted for in
any ASL quantification model. In continuous ASL (CASL) techniques, the approach
proposed by Alsop and Detre (1996), in which a time delay is inserted between the end o f
the labelling period and image acquisition, is effective in reducing transit time sensitivity
and is invariably used in current CASL studies. A similar approach has been suggested by
Wong et al. (1998a) for use in PASL techniques. However, in both the CASL and PASL
cases, these approaches have remaining drawbacks and are therefore not entirely
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satisfactory solutions. Much research over recent years has been invested into finding a
solution to the transit time problem, and the various different approaches are described in
the following section. In section 7.3, a new PASL sequence is proposed that is designed to
minimise arterial transit times and therefore improve both quantification and SNR.

For clarity, a summary o f the symbols used in this section is given in Table 7.1, and are
defined more fully when first used in the text.

Table 7.1. Definition o f the symbols used in this chapter.

Symbol

Description

Mq

Equilibrium tissue magnetisation

M ss(T I), M n s(T I)

Within-slice longitudinal tissue magnetisation measured using FAIR

M s{TT), M is{T l)

Within-slice longitudinal tissue magnetisation measured using SWAPP

T1
Tiapp

Longitudinal tissue relaxation time
Apparent longitudinal tissue relaxation time (i.e. flow modified Ti)

T 1a

Longitudinal relaxation time for arterial blood

Tiss, Tins

Longitudinal tissue relaxation time measured using FAIR

Ti s, Ti is

Longitudinal tissue relaxation time measured using SWAPP

tta

Inversion efficiency for arterial blood

a

Within-slice inversion efficiency measured using FAIR

tts, ttis

Within-slice saturation efficiency measured using SWAPP

X

Blood-brain partition coefficient o f water

/

Perfusion

8

Transit time

A

Coil inflow time

7.2 TRANSIT TIMES IN PASL
In principle, there are three ways to approach solving the problems presented by variable
transit times. Firstly, the delays can be measured on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and therefore
accounted for within the perfusion model. Secondly, the sensitivity to delays can be
minimised by sequence modification. Finally, the transit times themselves can be
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minimised, by sequence modification and optimisation, ideally to a level such that they can
be neglected. These approaches are examined in more detail below.

7.2.1 Transit time measurement
In a typical pulsed ASL (PASL) experiment, the measurement o f ô requires full
characterisation o f the difference (label - control) signal curve (AM(77)), to allow fitting for
perfusion (/), 8, and coil inflow time (A) (see Chapter 6). The accurate characterisation o f
AM{T1) requires data acquisition at many TI times. Furthermore, a large number o f signal
averages (on the order o f 20 or more) at each TI are necessary to achieve sufficient SNR in
the difference images on a pixel-by-pixel basis. ASL image acquisition is time-consuming
since a delay time is required between acquisition o f each image (to allow recovery o f
longitudinal magnetisation), and scan times can therefore be as long as 40 or SOmins to
obtain sufficient data. These lengthy scans are not feasible for use in the clinical setting.
Furthermore, the likelihood o f patient movement during this time would be considerable.
Even when large amounts o f data are available, fitting for Ô on a pixel-by-pixel basis has
been reported to be very unstable (Figueirdo et al., 2002).

A variation on the PASL technique o f flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR),
named inflow turbo-sampling FAIR (ITS-FAIR) (Gunther et al., 2001), proposes to allow
data collection for a multiple TI fit for / and ô in a clinically feasible time (~5min). The
approach uses the Look-Locker technique (Look and Locker, 1970), which was originally
introduced for fast Ti measurement (see Chapter 2). The use o f low flip-angle excitations
enables the acquisition o f data at multiple TI times following each FAIR inversion pulse.
However, this approach suffers from the fact that the difference signal (AM) detected is
significantly lower than that measured in a standard FAIR experiment, which would lead to
exaggerated SNR problems in cases o f prolonged transit times. In addition, the model used
for this approach has yet to be thoroughly tested and validated.

Another ASL approach, designed to overcome the transit time problem, was proposed in
1999 by Barbier et al. (1999). This technique, named dynamic ASL (DASL), is based on
measurement o f the tissue response to a time varying degree o f arterial labelling, which
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allows simultaneous measurement o f f , 8, and Ti on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Promising
results in the rat at 4.7T have been obtained (Barbier et al., 2001a). However, this approach
is considerably more complex than either PASL or CASL methods, in terms o f the labelling
scheme and data processing required.

7.2.2 Reduced sensitivity to ô
A different approach was proposed by Wong et al. (1998a), who introduced two
modifications to PASL sequences, named QUIPS S (quantitative imaging o f perfusion using
a single subtraction) and QUIPSS II, designed to reduce sensitivity to transit delays. Both
modify current PASL sequences by applying additional saturation pulses to control the time
duration o f the labelled bolus. In the case o f QUIPSS, the imaging slice is saturated at time
Til after the inversion pulse, where TIi is longer than the longest transit delay. An image is
acquired at time TI], where TI] is shorter than the coil inflow time. This modification was
shown to minimise the dependency o f the resulting subtraction data on 8. QUIPSS II
involves saturation o f the labelling region at time TI%, in effect ‘cutting o f f the labelled
blood entering the imaging slice and therefore defining a finite bolus o f labelled blood to
enter the imaging slice. The image is acquired at time TI], after a delay at least equal to the
longest transit time. This again produces a perfusion-weighted image that has reduced
sensitivity to 8, since each voxel contains a bolus o f labelled blood with a well-defined
length. Since the QUIPSS and QUIPSS II modifications can be applied to most PASL
sequences and are fairly straightforward to implement, this approach is used in many PASL
studies. However, the required imaging parameters (TI; and TI]) in both QUIPSS and
QUIPSS II can become impractical in cases o f pathology, where prolonged transit times are
present.

Recent work by Wong et al. (2002) describes implementation o f a different ASL sequence
that also has the potential to reduce sensitivity to transit times. The sequence, initially
suggested by Norris and Schwarzbauer (1999), proposes to label blood based on its velocity
rather than its spatial position. If velocity can be assumed to be an effective marker of the
position o f a blood spin within the arterial tree, then all blood at the same stage within the
vascular system can be labelled. This method, named velocity-selective ASL (VS-ASL),
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has the potential to reduce the spatial heterogeneity o f transit times and, with appropriate
implementation, could be used to minimise ô (see the next section for alternative methods
to minimise 5). This method is currently in the preliminary stages o f development; the
application o f effective velocity-selective RF pulses is not straightforward (Norris and
Schwarzbauer, 1999) and requires sophisticated pulse design. Furthermore, the velocity
distribution o f blood spins across the width o f vessels, resulting from laminar flow, means
that the modelling o f the blood label produced (which is required if perfusion is to be
quantified) is complex. A recent study by Duhamel et al. (2003b) highlights some o f the
complications inherent in this technique, and discusses some o f the issues to be addressed
before the technique is suitable for clinical use.

7.2.3 Minimisation of ô
Another approach to the transit time problem is to reduce the distance between labelling
and imaging planes, i.e., reduce the physical distance blood has to travel before it reaches
the within-slice exchange site. This approach has the additional benefit o f leading to an
improved SNR in the difference images, since the time available for the decay o f the label
during transit is reduced.

In PASL sequences, a gap is introduced between the edges o f the labelling and imaging
slices to eliminate subtraction errors caused by slice profile interactions; typically, a ratio o f
approximately 3:1 between the labelling and imaging slice widths is employed. Various
studies have investigated slice profile effects in ASL with the aim o f reducing this ratio.
Frank et al. (1997) found that hyperbolic secant (HS) inversion slice profiles could be
significantly improved with minor adjustments to the pulse parameters. Yongbi et al. (1998,
1999) investigated the use o f frequency offset corrected inversion (FOCI) pulses (Ordidge
et al., 1996) as an alternative to the HS in multislice FAIR, since these pulses produce slice
profiles with sharper transition regions. It was shown that the subtraction was improved
when using the FOCI pulses (allowing labellingiimaging slice ratios o f -2:1), but the level
o f improvement was limited by the profile o f the excitation pulse used in the imaging
sequence. This problem was addressed by Schepers et al. (2002), who implemented an
adiabatic double spin-echo FAIR sequence. In this sequence, an adiabatic slice selective or
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non-selective inversion pulse is used for labelling, followed by a non-selective adiabatic
half passage pulse for excitation, and two slice selective adiabatic inversion pulses for dual
echo refocusing. This approach allowed the reduction o f the labellingiimaging slice ratio to
-1.5:1, with imperfections in the slice selective inversion pulses preventing the use o f a 1:1
ratio. In an alternative approach, Sidaros et al. (2001) have proposed a post-processing
method to enable correction o f subtraction errors resulting from the use o f a low
labellingiimaging slice ratio. This approach was tested in humans using a gradient-echo
FAIR sequence (with a HS inversion pulse), for ratios down to 1.8:1. The correction was
found to work successfully for the ratios tested; lower ratios were presumably not tested
because the magnitude o f the subtraction error requiring correction becomes very large at
these values, and the error associated with its calculation also increases.

Although producing promising results, none o f the published PASL methods for
minimising ô allows use o f the ideal 1:1 labellingiimaging slice ratio, which would leave
only the unavoidable component resulting from transit between the edge o f the imaging
slice to the exchange site (the ‘within-slice transit time’).

7.3 NOVEL SEQUENCE DESIGN
The implementation o f a standard FAIR sequence was described in Chapter 6, and the
presence o f lengthy transit times demonstrated. Sequence modifications with the aim o f
reducing these transit times were considered. The QUIPSS approach (Wong et al., 1998a)
can, in principle, be applied to any PASL sequence. In the case o f its application to FAIR, a
slice-selective saturation would be applied at time TIi>ôiongest for both the label and control
acquisitions, effectively ‘resetting’ the imaging slice magnetisations to zero at time TIi. The
method relies on the saturation slice width being significantly narrower than the inversion
slice width (i.e. closer to the imaging slice width) in order that the transit time problem is
not re-introduced by application o f the saturation pulse. On consideration o f the FAIR with
QUIPSS sequence, it is apparent that the slice-selective inversion pulse can be considered
to be redundant, since the slice is later saturated. This implies that it may be possible to
remove this pulse, leaving the perfusion preparation for one image as simply a slice-
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selective saturation, and for the other, a non-selective inversion followed immediately by
slice-selective saturation (i.e. as for FAIR with QUIPSS, but removing the slice-selective
inversion and therefore setting TIi to zero).

This novel sequence proposal is shown schematically in Fig. 7.1. In an analogous manner
to FAIR, the magnetisation in each o f the images is referred to as ‘M^’, where the subscript
refers to saturation, and

where the subscripts refer to inversion-saturation. The Ms

image is acquired at time TI after selective saturation o f the imaging slice, in the absence o f
an inversion pulse. The Mis image is acquired at time TI after global inversion and
immediate selective saturation o f the imaging slice (the ordering o f the inversion and
saturation pulses was chosen such that TI is well-defined in both the Ms and Mis cases as the
time between the saturation pulse and the excitation pulse). In the case o f perfect saturation
o f the imaging slice, the static tissue signal has the same initial condition in each case, and
the incoming blood is inverted in one o f each image pair, and fully relaxed in the other.
Thus, image subtraction removes the static tissue signal to leave a perfusion-weighted
image.

The

Preparation"

sequence

is named

'Saturation-recovery

With Alternating Perfusion

(SW APP), to convey the principle o f pairwise saturation recovery

measurements, with inversion preparation for alternate images to produce perfusion
contrast.

In theory, the SWAPP sequence has a considerable advantage over the FAIR/QUIPSS
approach: in essence, it achieves the same goal as FAIR/QUIPSS without the need for the
time delay TI]. Thus, the labelled blood has less time to decay by Ti relaxation, leading to
improved SNR using SWAPP (as previously mentioned, TI] can be particularly lengthy in
the case o f pathology, where extended transit times are common).

The advantage o f this sequence stems from the fact that the width o f the saturation pulse
can be close to the width o f the excitation pulse (which is currently not possible in the case
o f inversion pulses). In fact, the absence o f slice-selective inversion pulses means that all
slice-selective pulses can have exactly the same profile, i.e. the same 90° pulse can be used
for both the selective saturation and excitation. Thus, in principle, interactions between the
profiles are minimised. Therefore, with optimised pulses, the ideal 1:1 labelling:imaging
slice ratio may be possible.
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Mis im age

Ms im age

Fig. 7.1. Schem atic representation o f the im age pairs acquired in the proposed
S W A PP PA SL sequence. T he dotted red regions indicate the axial im aging slices,
blue striped regions represent inverted m agnetisation, and yellow regions represent
saturated m agnetisation. T he M s im age is acquired at tim e TI follow ing selective
saturation w ith no inversion pulses; the

im age is acquired at tim e T l follow ing

global inversion and im m ediate selective saturation.

T he use o f a 1:1 ratio w ould reduce transit tim es to their m inim um values. T he size o f the
rem aining w ith in-slice transit tim e, resulting from transit betw een the edge o f the im aging
slice to the exchange site, is not easy to predict. T he persistence o f a significant transit tim e
m ay be expected since, as the blood gets clo ser to the exchange site and flow s into evernarrow ing vessels, its velocity reduces. H ow ever, a shorter average transit tim e m ay reduce
the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f transit tim es o v er the slice o f interest to allow the assum ption o f a
co n stant value.

A n o th er im portant consideration in reducing transit tim es is the effect on perfusion
m easurem ents m ade at a single TI tim e. Since in clinical studies there is seldom tim e to
collect data at a sufficient num ber o f TI values to enable any estim ation o f transit tim es,
they are usually neglected, and m easurem ents are m ade at a single T l tim e only. T his leads
to significant underestim ation o f p erfusion (see section 6.4.2.2). A reduction in ô leads to a
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more accurate estimate o f perfusion using single TI data, and therefore measurements made
at a single TI using SWAPP should be, in theory, more accurate.

It should be noted that, in common with QUIPSS, the proposed scheme is not amenable to
multislice imaging, since it is assumed that immediately after the saturation pulse, labelled
blood flows into the imaging slice. This condition can only be met for one slice. Although
it may be possible to include a modification similar to the QUIPSS II approach in order to
allow multislice measurements, a straightforward modification that does not re-introduce
transit time problems is not feasible.

7.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SWAPP SEQUENCE
The SWAPP sequence diagram is shown in Fig. 7.2. Comparison with Fig. 6.2 shows that
the SWAPP sequence can be created by fairly trivial modification o f the FAIR sequence,
i.e. by removal o f the FAIR slice-selective inversion pulse, and addition o f selective
saturation pulses. However, effective implementation o f SWAPP is not expected to be
straightforward. This is because, in contrast to all other ASL sequences, the imaging slice
experiences a different set o f pulses (i.e. has a different spin history) for the Ms and Mis
conditions. The presence o f an inversion pulse in only the control acquisition means that
any signal resulting from imperfections in the saturation pulse is unlikely to cancel when
the two images are subtracted. Ideally, a perfect saturation pulse would be used, which left
no residual signal in the transverse plane, whether preceded by an inversion or not. In this
case, the signal from static tissue would cancel on image subtraction, to leave a purely
perfusion-weighted image. Therefore, a sufficiently good saturation must be achieved, such
that any residual signal does not obscure the perfusion signal to be detected. The saturation
protocols investigated in this work are described in the following section.
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Fig. 7.2: B asic schem atic p u lse sequence for the proposed SW A PP PA SL technique. T he n o n -selectiv e adiabatic in v ersion p u lse is
present in the acquisition o f every second im age, such that pairs o f im ages are produced in an analogous m an n er to FA IR im aging.
S lice-selective saturation is discussed in section 7.4.1. T he other sequence com ponents are sim ilar to th ose used in the
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recovery sequence, the term inology ‘TT is used to indicate the tim e betw een saturation and excitation p u lses for co n sisten cy w ith the
literature and o th er A S L m ethods.
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Two further points regarding the SWAPP sequence are worthy o f note. Firstly, since the
sequence is a saturation recovery rather than an inversion recovery (cf. FAIR), the
appropriate order o f image subtraction is no longer problematic (see section 6.3.2). The
complex signal in the images is positive at all TI times, and therefore any perfusion-related
signal in the difference image, where àM=\Ms\-\Mis\, will always be positive. Secondly,
there is no longer a need to discard the first image pair in each set o f acquisitions, as there
was for FAIR (see section 6.3.1); the imaging slice is saturated at the start o f the TI time in
both cases, such that none o f the images acquired are dependent upon the spin history o f the
imaging slice.

7.4.1 Saturation protocol
The aim o f slice saturation is to leave zero magnetisation in the longitudinal (or z)
direction, and no coherent signal in the transverse plane. This is commonly achieved by
applying one or more selective 90° radioffequency (RF) pulses, followed by crusher (or
spoiler) gradients, which dephase the resulting transverse magnetisation.

The longitudinal signal, M(77), following selective saturation by application o f an RF pulse
can be described by:
TI

M( T I ) = M ^ i l - l a e

[7.1]

where M q is the equilibrium longitudinal magnetisation, Tiapp is the apparent longitudinal
tissue relaxation time (i.e. Ti measured in the presence o f flow), and a is the saturation
efficiency o f the pulse; a=0.5 for perfect saturation. The level o f saturation (or the value of
a) achieved in any experiment is influenced by the specific properties o f the RF pulses and
gradients used, and choice o f an appropriate pulse for the desired application is therefore
important. In the present case, an effective saturation requires the use o f RF pulses with
excellent slice profiles, such that the level o f saturation is consistent across the slice width,
and any contributions from outside the slice are negligible. To this end, factors to be
considered include:
type o f RF pulse used
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number o f pulses used
-

RF pulse parameters: length, bandwidth (BW), etc
size and direction o f crusher gradients applied

The saturation efficiency o f a particular saturation protocol can be measured using the
SWAPP sequence shown in Fig. 7.2, since themeasuredSWAPP

signals{MsiTI) and

Mis{TI)), are simply saturation recovery curves. Using Eq. [7.1], in a static phantom, where
Tiapp=Ti:
=

M , {TI) = Mo (1 -

and

where

[7.2]
)

[7.3]

is the saturation efficiency measured in the absence o f inversion, and ajg is that

measured with a preceding global inversion. As mentioned, ideally a saturation protocol is
required such that as=ais, and the difference signal between the two images, AM(77), where

AM (77) = M , ( r / ) - M . (77) = 2M o(a,, - a , ) e

[7.4]

is then zero for all TI.

In order to investigate a range o f saturation protocols, data were collected in a phantom
using the SWAPP sequence. The MsiTI) and MisiTT) data were then fitted to Eqs [7.2] and
[7.3]

to obtain parameters as and a\s, such that the saturation efficiencies o f different

protocols could be compared. All data fitting in this chapter was performed using IDE (RSI,
Boulder, Colorado) or GraphPad Prism (San Diego, California, USA) software.

7.4.1.1

Sine pulses

Preliminary measurements were made using a sine pulse, to ascertain typical saturation
efficiencies achievable using conventional pulses. The sine pulse tested was that employed
for excitation in the FAIR sequence described in Chapter 6 , i.e. a 5.12ms, 9-lobe (4 lobes
on each side o f the central lobe), Hanning-filtered pulse, with a 90° flip angle. This pulse
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was implemented in the SWAPP sequence for both excitation (using a refocused sliceselect gradient) and saturation. The saturation protocol consisted o f a train o f 1-4 sliceselective sine pulses, each followed by crusher gradients in all three gradient directions o f
varied size and length, with no slice refocusing gradients (since no signal coherence is
desired). The experiments were performed on a static, agar phantom with Ti~800ms, i.e.
corresponding to a Ti value between grey and white matter. For each protocol, data were
acquired at 13 TI times between 150-3 500ms, where TI is the time between the last
saturation pulse applied, and the excitation pulse. Ten images were collected at each TI,
with a long TD (5 s) to allow complete recovery o f equilibrium magnetisation between
acquisitions. Data were collected in a random TI order to minimise the effects o f any signal
drift. The images collected at each TI were averaged, and the Ms{TI) and Mis(Tl) data fitted
to Eqs [7.2] and [7.3] to obtain pixel-by-pixel maps o f parameters T], a and M q in each
case.

The saturation protocol found to produce the best a values (i.e. closest to 0.5) was a train o f
3 sine pulses, each followed by crusher gradients o f 20mT/m for 6 ms (the size and length
o f the crushers following the saturation pulse(s) did not significantly affect results). The as
and ttis maps obtained for this case are shown in Fig. 7.3. Both maps are fairly
inhomogeneous, as confirmed by Fig. 7.3(c), where the solid blue and red lines show the
profiles across the central row o f each image (note that these are not slice profile plots, but
measurements o f the saturation efficiency across each image).

It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that deviation from perfect saturation produces opposite effects
in the two images, i.e. when as<0.5, ais>0.5, and vice versa. This is due to the different spin
histories in the two cases. This result indicates that, unless the ideal situation in which
as=ais=0.5 can be achieved, there will be a finite difference signal between the two images
at any TI time. Therefore, in an in vivo study, the static tissue signal will not cancel on
subtraction, but instead will leave a non-perftision related signal offset (or subtraction error)
in the difference image. Since the perfusion signal in ASL measurements is so small, it is
easily obscured, and any offset would have to be on the order o f 0.05% o f M q in order to be
considered negligible (~5% o f the expected peak perfusion signal). PASL measurements
are usually made at a single TI time, with TI~T]. In order that the signal difference,
AM(TI), is negligible at common TI times, Eq. [7.4] can be used to show that % /

values
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o f approxim ately 0.4997 / 0.5003 (or clo ser to 0.5) are required (using typical grey m atter
param eters; T I= T i= ls ). C learly a near-p erfect saturation protocol is necessary, to avoid the
need for a correction schem e to acco u n t for the presence o f an offset signal.
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Fig. 7.3. S aturation efficiency, m easured w ith the SW A P P sequence, using a train
o f three 5.12m s sine pulses for saturation, and the sam e sine pulse for excitation.
M easurem ents m ad e in a static agar phantom , (a) F itted a s m ap; saturation
recovery m easurem ents m ade in the absence o f inversion, (b) F itted ais m ap;
saturation preceded by global inversion. T he im ages have been heavily w indow ed
to show the h eterogeneity across the im ages, (c) Profiles across the centre o f each
im age; the red line is a pro file through the a s m ap, the b lu e line through the ais
m ap. The dashed b lu e line is (l-a is), show ing th at a s - l- a is .
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It is interesting to note that the as and ais profiles shown in Fig. 7.3(c) appear to be almost
symmetrical about a=0.5. Also plotted (dashed blue line) is (l-ais), which reveals that
as~(l-ais); the potential use o f this observation is discussed further later.

It seems unlikely that conventional pulses will be able to meet the strict saturation
conditions required by the SWAPP sequence. Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) pulses (see Chapter
2

) are optimised pulses that produce slice profiles with sharp edges and reduced transition

bands, and have previously been used in ASL sequences because o f these properties
(Sidaros et al., 2001). The use o f these pulses to produce signal saturation was investigated;
the sine results were used as a reference for comparison o f the saturation efficiency
achieved.

7.4.1.2

SLR pulses

As mentioned in Chapter 2, SLR pulses with a range o f parameters are easily generated
using the Matpulse program (Matson 1994), which runs in Matlab (The Mathworks inc.,
Natick, MA). Matpulse allows the specification o f a wide range o f pulse parameters, and
calculates the optimal pulse profile using the SLR algorithm. These pulses are easily
exported for use in pulse sequences.

For the SWAPP sequence, a pulse that can be used for both excitation and saturation is
required, and so an SLR pulse designed to allow gradient refocusing must be used (these
are called ‘refocused’ pulses in the Matpulse menu). The variable pulse parameters used to
define the pulse are; pulse length, bandwidth, flip angle, number o f points, and amplitude o f
the ripples tolerated, both within and outside the excited slice (called the ‘passband’ and
‘rejectionband’ ripples respectively in Matpulse). A 90° refocused SLR pulse was
generated using the Matpulse program, with the following parameters:
•

10.24ms length

•

90° flip angle

•

512 points (maximum allowed)

.

4kHz BW

•

0.5% passband and rejectionband ripples
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These parameters were chosen for initial testing based on inspection o f the calculated slice
profiles. In common with most RF pulse types, the SLR excitation pulse profiles improved
for long pulses with large bandwidths. In practice, the BW is limited by the maximum
allowable gradient on any system, and the optimum pulse length is limited by the fact that
relaxation effects degrade the slice profile o f long pulses. Therefore, the above parameters
appeared to be a reasonable compromise for initial testing.

The saturation efficiency o f this pulse was tested in the same way as that described for the
sine pulse above, i.e. by measuring the saturation efficiencies for trains o f SLR pulses using
the SWAPP sequence. The optimal number o f pulses in the saturation pulse train was found
to be 2. The a values improved when using crusher gradients ( 6 ms at 20mT/m) after each
saturation pulse (vs. only at end o f the pulse train), and if implemented in all 3 directions.
The saturation efficiency maps produced using this saturation protocol were considerably
more homogeneous than those for the sine pulses, but with saturation efficiency values still
outside the range required (data not shown). However, when testing the pulse away from
the center o f the head coil, an addition problem was encountered. As mentioned, an SLR
pulse with a relatively long pulse length and large BW was initially chosen for testing
because these properties produce good slice profiles. However, as described by Matson et
al. (1994), any SLR pulse produces out-of-band sidelobes at each side o f the slice, which
move towards the slice and increase in size when either BW or pulse length are increased,
or the number o f points is reduced. These sidelobes led to part excitation o f an additional
axial slice away from the slice o f interest (-9cm from the slice for the 10.24ms, 4kHz BW,
512 points pulse). A common approach to removing out-of-slice signal is to apply
saturation bands to regions outside the slice. However, this is not possible in SWAPP, since
the magnetisation o f the incoming blood would be affected. Therefore, a pulse was required
whose sidelobes would lie outside the head coil. A typical head coil is -2 5 cm in length.
Since the imaging slice position on any occasion may be some distance from the centre o f
the head coil, a restriction was placed on the sidelobes to be at least

2 0

cm away from the

excited slice. Pulse parameters were adjusted and slice profiles investigated using
Matpulse, to identify sets o f parameters that produced suitable slice profiles.

Pulses o f 5.12ms, with a BW o f 3kHz, were found to produce sidelobes at ±23cm, which
should not affect images. Pulses o f length 10.24ms, with a 1.5kHz BW were found to
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produce sidelobes at a similar position, and the simulated slice profile was indistinguishable
from the 5.12ms, 3kHz pulse. Since relaxation effects will degrade the profile o f the longer
pulse more than the shorter, the 5.12ms pulse was chosen for use in the saturation protocol.
Since pulses o f length 10.24ms were found not to produce the level o f saturation required,
pulses o f length 5.12ms were not expected to do so. Thus, an exhaustive search for the most
appropriate SLR pulse parameters was not carried out since it was apparent that a
remaining error was inevitable, and that some form o f correction would be required.
Instead, a limited number o f 5.12ms, 3kHz BW SLR pulses were created for a range o f
ripple values (0.1 and 0.5% in the passband and rejectionband, based around previously
used literature values (Sidaros et al., 2001)).

The SLR pulse producing the best saturation efficiency o f those tested was implemented in
the SWAPP sequence (the specific ripple value was not found to significantly affect
results). The pulse parameters o f the chosen pulse were:
5.12ms length
90° flip angle
512 points (maximum allowed)
3kHz BW
0.5% passband and rejectionband ripples

A train o f 2 identical pulses with crushers in all 3 gradient directions simultaneously after
each pulse was used, based on the results o f the 10.24ms pulse investigation. The resulting
(%s and ais maps, and the profiles through the maps, are shown in Fig. 7.4. As expected, the
a values are not as close to 0.5 as required by the SWAPP sequence to be negligible on the
scale o f the perfusion signal. However, the maps are much more homogeneous than the sine
maps shown in Fig. 7.3; this result is not obvious from the images shown due to the
windowing employed, but is clear from the image profiles in each case. Again, the (l-ais)
line is plotted, and the difference between as and (l-ais) is very small and may be simply
due to noise. Thus the measurement o f one o f the a values may allow determination o f
both; this idea is returned to in section 7.4.2.
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Fig. 7.4. S aturation efficiency, m easured w ith th e S W A P P sequence, using a train
o f tw o 5 .12m s SL R p ulses for saturation, and th e sam e SL R p ulse for excitation.
M easurem ents m ade in a static agar p h antom , (a) F itted

m ap; saturation

recovery m easu rem en ts m ade in the absence o f inversion, (b) F itted ais m ap;
saturation preceded by global inversion. T he im ages have been heavily w indow ed
to show the heterogeneity across the im ages, (c) P rofiles across the centre o f each
im age; the red line is a profile through the

m ap, the b lu e line through the a,s

m ap. T he dashed b lue line is (l-a is), show ing th at Œ s-l-ais.
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To further investigate the differences in saturation efficiency, the slice profiles o f the
5.12ms sine and SLR excitation pulses (those used to produce Figs 7.3 and 7.4) were
measured experimentally, and are shown in Fig. 7.5. To obtain these slice profile
measurements, a standard gradient echo sequence was modified by moving the readout
gradient from the Gread to the GsUce direction, resulting in the direct measurement o f the slice
profile produced by the pulse. The dotted vertical lines in the figures show the requested
slice width (7mm). As expected, the slice profile produced by the SLR pulse is much
sharper than that for the sine pulse.
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Fig. 7.5. Measured slice profiles for (a) sine and (b) SLR excitation pulses. Pulse
lengths 5.12ms, slice widths 7mm. The dashed lines are positioned 7mm apart.

The difference in the as and ais saturation efficiencies achieved using either the sine or the
SLR saturation protocols are such that the perfusion-related signal in the SWAPP
difference images is expected to be obscured. In order to extract the desired perfusion
related signal, the offset signal contaminating the difference images would need to be
calculated and removed, i.e. a scheme to correct the AM(TI) data would be required.

In summary, the most appropriate choice o f saturation pulse is not straightforward. None o f
the pulses or combinations o f pulses tested was found to produce the level o f saturation
required in the SWAPP sequence. The sine pulses produced a better average saturation
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efficiency across each image, but the SLR pulses produced much more homogeneous maps.
This homogeneity is likely to be advantageous since the use o f a correction scheme will
require measurement o f both as and ais saturation efficiencies (explained in the following
section), and spatially variable errors may be introduced into parameters calculated using
heterogeneous a values. Furthermore, the as and (1-ais) values (see Fig. 7.4(c)) were closer
for the case o f the SLR pulses, and the determination o f either a value may be sufficient for
specification o f both. Thus, the train o f two SLR pulses was chosen as the most appropriate
saturation protocol tested, and implemented in the SWAPP sequence.

7.4.2 Correction scheme
The fact that a sufficiently good saturation efficiency could not be achieved has significant
implications for data acquisition using SWAPP. As described above, since the level o f
saturation in the Mis and Ms images will be different due to the presence o f an inversion
pulse in the Mis case, the static tissue signal will not cancel on image subtraction. Thus, a
method is required to remove the non-perfusion related signal from the difference images.
A similar offset correction is required in FAIR difference images when there is a significant
interaction between the excitation and inversion slice profiles. A method for the correction
o f this effect has been proposed by Sidaros et al. (2001), who used the method to
successfully correct a signal offset within FAIR images, caused by use o f a narrow
inversion slice width. The application o f this correction method to SWAPP data is
described below.

The measured SWAPP signals, MsiTI) and MisiTI), are saturation recovery curves. The
difference between the two signals at TI=0 (i.e. before labelled blood has entered the
imaging slice) represents the offset signal. The signal within the imaging slice at TI=0 is
given by:

and

M ,(0) = M o ( l - 2 a J

[7.5]

M,,(0) = M q(1 - 2 a .J

[7.6]

Since as^^ais, the signal offset at time TI=0, AM(0), is finite:
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AM(0) = M /0 ) - M ^(0) =

[7.7]

As suggested by Sidaros et al. (2001), this offset signal can be assumed to originate purely
from static tissue within the imaging slice, since the intravascular compartment is very
small, and the major vessel contribution has been crushed by the use of bipolar crusher
gradients (see Fig. 7.2). The offset can therefore be assumed to relax with the relaxation
time o f tissue, Ti. Thus, at time TI, the measured difference signal needs to be corrected by
an exponentially decaying correction term, McorÀTI), where:

such that the desired signal,

=

[7.8]

à M p e ^ s io n ,

can be obtained from the measured signal,

^measured, by Subtraction:
- M^,„(TI)

[7.9]

Calculation o f the correction term requires accurate knowledge o f parameters Mq, as, ais
and Tl (Eq. [7.8]), and therefore these parameters must be measured.

The acquisition o f MsiTI) and MisiTI) data at multiple TI times allows characterisation o f
the saturation recovery curve in each case. In vivo, the measured relaxation rate will depend
upon the magnetisation o f the blood entering the imaging slice during recovery. If MsiTI)
and MisiTI) are described by effective relaxation times Tis and T^s respectively, then the
data acquired can be fitted to equations:

M , ( 7 7 ) = M „ , ( l - 2 a , e - ” ^"‘0

M,, (77) =

(1 -

[7.10]

)

[7.11]

where Mos=Mois=Mo. It should be noted that the presence o f finite transit and coil inflow
times in vivo means that the assumption o f single relaxation constant in each case is an
approximation; in fact the Tis and Ths values will vary during an experiment, as the
magnetisation state o f inflowing blood varies. However, variations in the Ti values due to
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the effects o f flow are very small, and it is assumed that this approximation will lead to
accurate parameter values.

The measurement o f the parameters required for calculation o f the correction term will
inevitably extend the total scan time. Although in any ASL approach a T% map has to be
acquired for perfusion quantification, a fast Ti-mapping sequence (e.g. the Look-Locker
technique; see Chapter 2) may be employed, thus only marginally increasing the total scan
time. However, in the case o f SWAPP, the parameters measured for use in the correction
must reflect those created during the ASL sequence, i.e. the saturation efficiency values (as
and Œis) must correspond to those produced by the SWAPP sequence. Thus the correction
dataset must be acquired using the SWAPP sequence, which significantly extends the total
scan time.

The correction method was first tested in a phantom, to verify the correction scheme and to
investigate the size o f the correction term,

M con -r,

relative to Mq. Data were collected using

the SWAPP sequence in an agar phantom (T 1- 8 00ms). Although the quality o f data
analysis (parameter fittings, etc) is expected to improve with the number o f TI time points
sampled and image averaging performed, data collection was restricted to an amount
feasible in vivo, to assess the practicality o f the novel sequence and correction scheme.

The SWAPP data were acquired on a 1.5T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Magnetom
Vision system. The details o f the data collected are as follows:
13 TI times (150-3500ms)
10 image pairs acquired per TI for signal averaging
-

slice thickness

-

matrix size 64x64

-

FOV 250mm^

-

TD = 5s; variable TR

-

TE = 25ms

10

mm; labellingiimaging ratio

1 :1

The total scan time was ~30mins, which is a feasible scan time for initial in vivo studies
using cooperative volunteers.
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The MsiTI) and MisiTI) datasets were analysed separately; images were averaged at each TI
and fitted pixel-by-pixel to Eq. [7.10] or [7.11] to produce maps o f parameters A/qs, M)is,
Tis, Tiis, tts and ais. As expected, there was no significant difference between the Tis and
Tiis maps, nor between the Mqs and Mois maps, whereas the as and ais maps were
significantly different. The correction term (Eq. [7.8]) was calculated pixel-by-pixel for
each TI time used (the Ths data were used to calculate the correction, although since
Tis=Tiis=Ti, either o f the measured Ti values could have been used in this case). Fig. 7.6
shows the size o f the correction term as a percentage o f Mq, to give an indication o f its
relative size. The error bars represent ±1 standard deviation over pixels within a large
region o f interest (ROI) in the image.
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Fig. 7.6: Correction term, Mcorr, as a percentage o f Mq, calculated using Eq. [7.8].
SWAPP measurements made in a static agar phantom (Ti~800ms); imaging
parameters are given in the text. Each point is the mean ± 1 standard deviation
measured over a large ROI in the image.

Subtraction o f the correction term from the measured difference signal using Eq. [7.9]
should leave a perfusion-weighted image; in a static phantom, the signal intensity in this
image should be negligible. Fig. 7.7 shows the corrected AM signal intensity as a function
o f TI, measured over a large ROI in the image; values are given ± 1 standard deviation.
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None o f the data points were found to be statistically different from zero, indicating that the
correction scheme is effective for correcting the SWAPP offset signal in a phantom.
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Fig. 7.7: SWAPP AM signal, as a percentage o f M q, after correction.
Measurements made in a static, homogeneous phantom (T]~800ms); imaging
parameters are given in the text. Values given are mean ± 1 standard deviation
measured over a large ROI in the image.

The correction scheme is clearly effective in a phantom. However, the measurement o f the
required parameters extends the scan time. In an attempt to avoid the need for collecting a
full correction dataset, two approaches were investigated. Firstly, the shortest TI images
were inspected to see whether they could be used to give approximate as and ais values, or
used as markers o f as and ais. However, the short TI maps did not have the same pattern o f
heterogeneity as the a maps, indicating that they cannot be used to infer a values.
Secondly, as described in section 7.4.1, the saturation efficiency values measured in a
phantom were found to be related, in that ais~l-as. This means that knowledge o f one a
parameter may be sufficient to define both. A map of (1-as) was calculated using the
phantom dataset. Comparison o f the ais and (1-as) maps showed that the (1-as) values were
larger than the ais values by only 0.5-1% across the maps. The correction term was re
calculated, setting ais=l-as, to see whether this small error introduced into ais led to a
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significant error in the correction term. The re-calculated correction term is plotted in Fig.
7.8 (crosses), which also shows the data from Fig. 7.6 (solid diamonds), for comparison.
The correction term, McorÀTI), is overestimated when using ais=l-as, and the size o f the
overestimation decreases as TI increases due to the exponential term in Eq. [7.8]. This leads
to an underestimation in the corrected signal, /^perfusion (see Eq. [7.9]). Figure 7.9 shows
that this underestimation means that the corrected signal is significantly different from zero
at early TI times. Thus, very small differences between ais and 1-as values have a
significant effect on the calculated correction, suggesting that accurate data correction
requires the collection at multiple TI values o f both MsiTI) and MisiTI) data such that both
as and ais can be independently determined.
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Fig. 7.8: Correction term, Mcorr, as a percentage o f Mq, calculated using Eq. [7.8].
SWAPP measurements made in a static agar phantom (Ti~800ms); imaging
parameters are given in the text. The diamonds are the values calculated using the
independently fitted as and ais values (as in Fig. 7.6). The crosses represent those
calculated using ais=l-as. Each point is the mean ±1 standard deviation measured
over the same large ROI in the image.
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Fig. 7.9: SWAPP AM{T1) signal, as a percentage o f Mq, after correction; correction
performed as for Fig. 7.7, except that ais=l-as was used to calculate the correction
term. As before, values given are mean ±1 standard deviation measured over a
large ROI in the image.

7.5

IN VIVO DATA

Data were collected using the SWAPP sequence in five healthy volunteers (aged 24-48
years) in order to test the sequence in vivo, and to investigate transit times and perfusion
quantification using SWAPP. In particular, the data collected may reveal whether ô can be
reduced to a negligible level by maximal reduction o f the labelling:imaging slice ratio. The
measured ô values should allow exploration o f typical transit times to the exchange site
within the slice.

7.5.1 Data acquisition
All five healthy volunteers were scanned using both the standard FAIR sequence
(implementation described in Chapter 6 ) and the new SWAPP sequence. The two datasets
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for each volunteer were acquired on different occasions, a maximum o f 4 days apart. Care
was taken to position the subject in a similar place in the RF head coil on each occasion.

The single slice data were acquired from a similarly positioned slice for each subject with
each sequence; a set o f axial FLASH images was acquired at the start of each imaging
session to locate an appropriate slice for the ASL imaging. An axial slice positioned to
include the basal ganglia was chosen in each case. Multiple TI ASL data were acquired to
allow full characterisation o f the AM vs. TI curve and therefore fitting for perfusion and
transit times.

Although a minimum labelling:imaging ratio o f 2.5:1

was found for the FAIR

implementation described in Chapter 6 , a ratio o f 3:1 was used in this case. Since 3:1 is the
most commonly used ratio in practice, its use will allow easy comparison o f the results with
the studies reported in the literature. A ratio o f 1:1 was used for the SWAPP acquisition.

Other parameters for all ASL image acquisition were as follows:
13 TI times (150-3500ms)
10 averages per TI
slice thickness

10

mm

matrix size 64x64
FOV 250mm^
-

TD = 5s; variable TR

-

TE = 25ms
intravascular crusher gradients: b^lslmrc? in the slice-select direction

The total imaging time for each dataset was ~35min.

7.5.2 Data analysis
The FAIR difference images were inspected for artefacts, as described in Chapter 6 (section
6.3.1), and then averaged within each TI. The magnetisation measured in the labelled
images (M„(r7)) was then fitted, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, to
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-T l

K ( 7 7 ) | = Mo \ - 2 a e

^\app

[7.12]

where
1

1
/
=— +—

[7.13]

to produce maps o f Tiapp, M q and the within-slice inversion efficiency, a , for use in
perfusion quantification (see below).

The SWAPP data were analysed in a similar way to the phantom data presented in section
7.4.2. The MsiTI) and Mis(TI) images were averaged at each TI and fitted on a pixel-bypixel basis to Eqs [7.10] and [7.11], to produce maps o f parameters Mqs, Mois, Tis, Tus, «s
and ttis. The correction term, Mcorr{TI), was then calculated using Eq. [7.8] on a pixel-bypixel basis for each TI, using Tus as an approximation to T% (the reason for this choice is
discussed later). McorXTI) was subtracted from the measured difference signal to give the
desired, perfusion related signal.

Preliminary inspection o f the in vivo corrected SWAPP data showed an artefact in the
cortical regions. The corrected difference signal at the longest TI (TI=3500ms) was
significantly elevated in the cortex and the ventricles (see Fig. 7.10), whereas the difference
signal is expected to have decayed to noise levels at this TI. The cortical signal was
significantly above the expected levels at all TI times, seemingly reflecting very high
perfusion values. However, the putamen appeared artefact free, suggesting that the errors in
the cortex may be related to errors in the correction scheme caused by partial volume
effects with CSF (also suggested by the high signal in the ventricles), and/or remaining
intravascular signal. However, the signal from white matter regions on this slice was also
found to be artefacted, with the corrected difference signal here also significantly higher
than expected, suggesting an alternative source o f artefactual signal in the case o f white
matter. Therefore, the analysis presented below is restricted to data from the putamen. The
problems encountered in cortical grey matter and white matter regions will be discussed in
detail later in this chapter.
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Fig. 7.10: Average, corrected SWAPP difference image for Volunteer 1 at
TI=3500ms. Significant signal can be seen in the cortex and ventricles at this long
TI, indicating an error in the correction scheme. Signal in the putamen region,
however, is at noise level.

For each of the FAIR and SWAPP datasets, a homogeneous region o f 7-10 pixels in each
putamen was selected by inspection of the Mq and T| maps. The difference data (after
correction in the case of SWAPP) were averaged over the putamen pixels for each dataset.
These data were then fitted for f

6

and A; the use of small regions should improve the

accuracy o f the fittings since the spatial heterogeneity in all parameters is minimised. The
fittings were performed using the FAIR equations for AM(77) (see Chapter 3):
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Literature values were used for X and Tu; A.=0.9ml/g (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) and
Tia=1.2s (Ye et al., 1997). The inversion efficiency for blood, a&, is not directly measured
in either the SWAPP or FAIR experiments; based on inspection o f the FAIR a maps,
was set to 0.95 for all datasets (as in Chapter 6 ). The appropriate values o f M q and Tiapp
were taken directly from the maps in each case, averaged over the putamen ROIs. Since
negative ô values are not physiologically meaningful, the fits were constrained such that
0

>0 .

7.5.3 In vivo findings
Figure 7.11 shows the anatomical FLASH images for the slices chosen for SWAPP data
acquisition for each volunteer; a similar slice location through the basal ganglia was chosen
for all volunteers (the FAIR slice was in a comparable position for each). Also shown are
the maps o f the correction applied to the SWAPP data, calculated at the shortest TI used,
namely TI= 150ms. The maps o f the correction are similar for all five volunteers. Tissue
contrast is evident since the correction is a function o f M q and Ti (see Eq. [7.8]), which
differ for grey and white matter. Measured in the putamen, the correction term is -12% o f
M

q

at TI= 150ms, in agreement with the previous phantom data (see Fig. 7.6).

Table 7.2 shows the values, averaged over the putamen pixels, for parameters Tis, Ti,s, M qs,
Mois, as, and ais, measured using the SWAPP sequence. As expected, the M qs and Mois
image pairs were very similar for each volunteer, and the putamen values can be seen to be
very similar from Table 7.2. The measured Tis values are lower than the corresponding T^s
values. This is because Tis is equal to Tiapp (see Eq. [7.13]), since fully relaxed blood is
entering the imaging slice during its recovery to equilibrium magnetisation, in an analogous
fashion to the labelled image acquired during the FAIR experiment. However, Tus is
greater than T i since the blood entering the slice is inverted and therefore slows down the
observed rate o f relaxation. As expected from the phantom studies, as<0.5 and ais>0.5 for
all volunteers.
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Fig. 7.11. (a) A natom ical F L A SH im ages for V olunteers 1-5 (in order, left to right), show ing the slice used for the A S L studies (the
slice show n is that used for the S W A P P sequence; the equivalent FA IR slice in each case w as in a co m p arab le p osition), (b)
C orrection m aps for S W A P P data, calculated for the low est TI (TI= 150ms), using Eq. [7.8]. All correction m aps hav e been
w indow ed identically.
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Table 7.2. Putamen values for parameters Tis, Tng, Mqs, M)is, ots, and ais, using the
SWAPP data. Values given are averaged across pixels within both putamen; note
that pixelwise values were used to calculate the correction, whereas average values
were used in the fitting f o r / Ô and A (see section 7.5.3.1 below). Also given are
the values o f Mcorr at TI=0, calculated using Eq. [7.8].

Tis

Tiis

M

qs

-^corr(TI—0 )/

M o is

as

ais

(ms)

(ms)

(a.u.)

(a.u.)

Volunteer 1

995

1034

1102

1107

0.463

0.535

14.4

Volunteer 2

1048

1084

1287

1293

0.463

0.538

15.0

Volunteer 3

1004

1049

1196

1203

0.464

0.534

14.0

Volunteer 4

1027

1080

1242

1249

0.468

0.531

1 2 .6

Volunteer 5

970

1003

1234

1238

0.462

0.538

15.2

7.5.3.1

Mois(%)

Fitted perfusion, transit time and inflow time values

The AM(r/) data obtained from all five volunteers were very similar; the FAIR and
corrected SWAPP datasets, with the fitted curves, are shown in Fig. 7.12. As expected, the
corrected data from the SWAPP sequence has an earlier, higher signal peak, indicating a
reduced transit time and improved SNR. For all 5 cases, the measured AM/M q values are of
the order expected (see Chapter 6 ). The model fits the data well in all cases, despite the fact
that only 10 images were averaged at each TI time.

Table 7.3 shows the fitted perfusion, transit time and inflow time values for both sequences.
These results are also illustrated in Fig. 7.13. There is no significant difference in the
perfusion values measured using either sequence, with fitted values ranging between 6096ml/100g/min, consistent with the range o f previously reported values (Calamante et al.,
1999). The coil inflow times. A, also showed no dependence on the particular sequence
used. However, the fitted ô values, shown in Fig. 7.13(b), were reduced from -250m s600ms using FAIR, to negligible values using SWAPP. Since the fitted ô values were
constrained to be > 0 , no standard error could be calculated by the fitting program when the
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best solution found was 5=0 (Volunteers 1, 4 and 5). In order to assess the effect o f the 6>0
constraint on the fitting, the analysis was repeated, allowing ô to assume any value. This
approach produced negative values for

6

for Volunteers 1, 4 and 5, but none were

significantly different from zero (all values were between 0 and -40ms). There were also no
significant changes in the other fitted parameters.

Table 7.3. Fitted values f o r /

6

and A (illustrated in Fig. 7.13). Values are given ±1

standard error, where the error is that associated with the fit.
constrained to be > 0 ; in the cases where

0 = 0

6

values were

was the best solution found, no

standard error could be calculated.

/

Ô

A

ml/lOOg/min

ms

s

SWAPP

FAIR

SWAPP

FAIR

Volunteer 1

72±6

76+11

0

594+69

1

Volunteer 2

68+5

81+14

24+34

457+51

1 1

Volunteer 3

85+5

79+7

0+31

429+38

Volunteer 4

96+4

80+6

0

Volunteer 5

74+5

60+4

0

SWAPP

FAIR

.3+0.2

1

.5+0.1

. +0 . 1

1 2

1 1

. +0 . 1

1

.3+0.1

268+31

1.5+0.1

1

.3+0.1

405+45

1.4+0.1

2 0

. +0 . 1

. +0 . 2

These results are generally as expected; both sequences should be measuring the same
perfusion, and therefore measurements should be independent o f the sequence used.
However, some variation between measurements is anticipated due to physiological
differences, not only between volunteers but also between sequences since the two datasets
for each volunteer were collected on different days. Perfusion can be expected to vary over
time within an individual, which, in turn, will affect the measured ô and A values, since
these parameters will be shortened as blood flow increases (Yang et al., 2000). The coil
inflow time also depends upon the length o f the head coil used and the position o f the
subject within it; although care was taken to position each volunteer in the same way for
each scan, the position o f the slice relative to the head coil varied by up to
the two sequences.

2 0

mm between
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Fig. 7.12. FAIR and corrected SWAPP putamen data from all five healthy
volunteers scanned. The lines fitted to Eq. [7.14] are also shown (ô constrained to
be >0); the fitted parameter values are shown in Fig. 7.13. With respect to the
FAIR data, the SWAPP curves are shifted left and are higher, indicating a
reduction in transit time and gain in SNR in all cases.
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Fig. 7.13. Fitted values for (a) perfusion, (b) transit time, and (c) inflow time for
the SWAPP and FAIR data. The error bars represent ±1 standard error, where the
errors are those associated with the fits shown in Fig. 7.12.
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It is interesting to note that the standard error in the FAIR perfusion value is a minimum for
Volunteer 5 and maximum for Volunteer 2. It is likely that this is because the number o f
data points within the 5<TI<A time interval is large for Volunteer 5 and small for Volunteer
2. Since the central portion o f the curve is better defined for Volunteer 5, the corresponding
error i n / i s smaller.

The significant differences between the fitted FAIR and SWAPP ô values suggest that the
transit time can be reduced to negligible levels by using a

1 :1

labellingiimaging ratio, i.e.

that the within-slice transit time is negligible. This result, if verified, has significant
consequences for perfusion measurements made using data collection at a single TI time,
since the presence o f considerable transit delays in conventional ASL sequences introduces
large errors into perfusion measurements made in this way.

7.5.3.2

Single TI perfusion measurements

As previously mentioned, perfusion measurements are commonly made using AM data
collected at a single TI time, due to the limited time available for carrying out the perfusion
imaging. Common practice is to assume that the chosen TI satisfies TI<A, and to calculate
absolute perfusion values using Eq. [7.14(b)], setting 8=0. Perfusion values were calculated
in this way using the in vivo data presented; a TI value o f 1000ms was chosen (since
typically, TI~Ti, and Ti-1000m s for grey matter), and perfusion values were calculated for
both the FAIR and SWAPP approaches, using data collected at this TI time only.

Figure 7.14 shows the perfusion values calculated for the FAIR and corrected SWAPP
TI= 1000ms data, as well as the perfusion values resulting from the multiple TI fit in each
case; since the true perfusion values are not known, the multiple TI values are used as the
best available estimates o f the true values. As was found in section 6.4.2.2, where FAIR
data were analysed in an identical fashion, the long transit times associated with the FAIR
sequence lead to large errors in the perfusion calculations when they are neglected. The
FAIR perfusion values are consistently underestimated, on average by 40%, when
compared to the multiple TI fitted values. In contrast, the single TI SWAPP measurements
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produce fairly accurate estimations of perfusion,

with no

systematic under- or

overestimation.
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Fig. 7.14. The diamonds show the SWAPP and FAIR perfusion values calculated
using in vivo data collected at TI= 1000ms only. Also shown (lines) are the results
for the multiple TI fitting in each case (as shown in Fig. 7.13(a)).

The SWAPP sequence clearly produces more accurate values when used to quantify
perfusion using single TI data, and the bias shown by the equivalent FAIR data is removed.
However, since the SWAPP data require correction, additional data collection is required so
that the necessary parameters can be measured. SWAPP data collection at a single TI time
is therefore more time-consuming than the collection o f the equivalent FAIR data. This
requirement for extra scanning time is clearly a drawback, however it would not be a major
disadvantage in an ASL fMRI study. ASL fMRI studies acquire data at single TI times
only, since continuous data collection during task/rest periods is required. Since the
SWAPP correction dataset needs to be acquired only once for each scanning session, it
could be acquired at the start of an fMRI experiment, and used to correct all o f the single-TI
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data subsequently collected. The reduced transit times and improved SNR o f the SWAPP
sequence would then allow calculation o f absolute perfusion values with more accuracy
than alternative PASL sequences.

The insensitivity o f the SWAPP sequence to transit times clearly has significant advantages
over alternative PASL approaches. In order to investigate the reliability o f the results
found, simulations were performed to assess the accuracy o f the correction method and
quantification scheme used with SWAPP data. Data simulation may also be o f help in the
investigation o f the problems encountered in the measurement o f cortical perfusion. The
simulations are described in the following section.

7.6 SIMULATIONS TO TEST THE SWAPP CORRECTION SCHEME
Numerical simulations have a potentially important role in investigating the reliability o f
the in vivo results; although the correction was shown to work effectively in a static
phantom, the assumption that it should therefore work in vivo does not necessarily follow,
since the presence o f flow complicates the calculation o f the correction term, as described
in section 7.6.1 below. The application o f the correction method described above to FAIR
data has been tested previously using numerical simulations (Sidaros 2002). However,
since the magnetisation conditions set up by the SWAPP sequence are different from those
set up by FAIR, independent verification o f the correction scheme for this particular case is
required. Numerical simulations that reflect the in vivo situation were therefore performed,
in order to establish the magnitude and source o f any errors that are introduced when using
the SWAPP sequence.

7.6.1 Considerations for in vivo data correction
As described previously, data collected using the SWAPP sequence requires correction
using Eqs [7.8] and [7.9]. In order to calculate the correction, the appropriate parameters
are obtained by the collection o f Ms(TI) and Mis(TI) data at multiple TI times, and fitting
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them to Eqs [7.10] and [7.11]. In the case o f a static phantom, Tis=Tiis=Ti since in both
cases we have a simple, single exponential recovery to equilibrium, defined by the intrinsic
Tl of the phantom. The recovery curves start at different magnetisation levels since as and
Œis are different. Thus, the sampled Ms{TI) and Mis(TI) curves take the form o f those shown
in Fig. 7.15. The difference signal at any time (A M ( 7 7 ) - M / X 77)) is simply the
subtraction error, which can be seen to decay exponentially with time, as described by Eq.
[7.8]. This signal offset is removed using the correction scheme described. It is because the
relaxation rates are constant throughout the phantom experiment that accurate fitting to
Eq.s [7.10] and [7.11], and therefore accurate calculation o f the correction, are possible.

oo

C
C
CD

0
time

Fig. 7.15. Schematic graph to show the saturation recovery curves that are
sampled during the SWAPP sequence in the case o f a static phantom, with
imperfect saturation (as^ais). Both Ms and

recover with the same relaxation

constant, T i. The size of the offset has been exaggerated for clarity.

In vivo, as a direct result o f the presence o f flow, the saturation recovery curves are not
simple, single exponential decays. Instead, the recovery o f the within-slice magnetization
will depend upon the magnetisation state o f the blood exchanging within the slice. In order
to understand the recovery process fully, it must be considered in three separate time
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intervals. The effects o f inflowing blood on the Ms(TI) and Mis(Tl) saturation recovery
curves during each o f these time intervals are described below and illustrated in Fig. 7.16.

Time interval l : t < d

At times less than the transit time, blood from outside the slice has not yet reached the
exchange site, and blood which was saturated at time t^O exchanges within the slice. This is
true for both the Mis and Ms conditions. Since Tia>Ti, the measured Ti is slightly longer
than the true tissue T%. However, since both the tissue and blood within the imaging slice
are in the same magnetization state immediately following the saturation pulse (/=0), this
effect will be small (except in the case o f extensive transit times), and the observed
relaxation time will be close to the true tissue Ti during this period.

Time interval 2: Ô < / < A

In the Ms case, fully relaxed blood reaches the exchange site within the imaging slice, and
speeds up the observed tissue relaxation, as happens in the acquisition o f the labelled (M„)
image in standard FAIR. Thus, the measured relaxation time during this period is the
apparent Tl, T^pp (see Eq. [7.13]).

In the Mis case, blood which was fully inverted at time ^=0 now exchanges within the slice.
This blood slows down the tissue relaxation rate, and a prolonged relaxation time is
observed that will depend on the exact state o f the blood when it reaches the exchange site.

Time interval 3: t > A

In the Ms case, fully relaxed blood continues to enter the imaging slice for times greater
than the coil inflow time, and the tissue continues to relax with Tupp, i.e. the coil inflow
time plays no role in this case.

However, in the Mis case, fully relaxed blood which was outside the head coil at time /=0
now enters the imaging slice. This blood serves to speed up the relaxation o f the tissue, and
the observed relaxation rate is now Tiapp.
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r e la x e d

re la x e d

r e la x e d

in v e r t e d

s a tu. rated.

s a tu r a te d

tim e

Fig. 7.16. Schem atic diagram show ing the effect o f finite flow , transit tim e (5) and
coil inflow tim e (A) on the S W A PP M s and

recovery curves. The italics

describe the initial m agnetisation state o f the exchanging b lood in each period, for
each curve. A ll effects have been greatly exaggerated for illu stratio n purposes.

In practice, the curves depicted in Fig. 7.16 cannot b e m odelled accurately; since th e
relax atio n tim es for each region are very sim ilar, it w ould n o t be feasible to d eterm in e
accurately the transition points betw een regim es. It should also be rem em bered that th e
transition tim es, 8 and A, are heterogeneous across the slice, and thus w ould need to b e
m easured pixel-by-pixel.

Instead, sim ilarly to S idaros et al. (2001), the signal in each im age is m odelled as a single
exponential decay, using Eq.s [7.10] and [7.11]; i.e. the m easured curves are assigned
single effective relaxation rates, Tis and Tus, w here Tis<Ti<Tiis. T his approxim ation clearly
has the p o tential to introduce errors into the param eter fittings. S idaros (2002) show ed th at
this use o f effective Ti values w as a good approxim ation in num erical sim ulations for th e
correction o f FA IR data. H ow ever, the use o f the correction schem e in FA IR has im portant
differences w hen com pared to the S W A PP approach. T hese differences result from the fact
that the ap p lication o f the correction requires m easurem ent o f true tissue T |, i.e. T , w ith o u t
flow effects (Eq. [7.8]). In FA IR , the Tj m easured using control im age data (Tins) is a g ood
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approximation to tissue Ti, since for the control {M„s{TI)) image, the tissue and exchanging
blood have the same initial magnetisation state (for /<A). However, neither measured Ti
value in SWAPP is such a good approximation to Ti, since both Ms and Mis measurements
(for t>h) are made with the blood in a different initial state to the tissue.

Thus, simulations were performed to ascertain the reliability o f using the correction scheme
with SWAPP data. Each stage o f the simulations is explained in detail in the following
sections (7.6.2 and 7.6.3), and included in section 7.6.3 is a block diagram that summarises
the stages involved in the simulations (Fig. 7.18).

7.6.2 Solving the Bloch equations
The simulation o f SWAPP data first requires the solution o f the Bloch equations for the
SWAPP conditions, since the predicted A M { T I) signal will be different to that described by
the FAIR equations.

Full solutions for M s(T I) and M is{TI) can be obtained for each o f the 3 time periods, TI<8,
0<TI<A and TI>A, by consideration o f the initial within-slice magnetisation state, and the
magnetisation state o f exchanging blood. The full solutions are presented in the Appendix
(section 7.9). The signal in the difference image before correction, à M {T I)= M s{T I)-M is{T l),
is also detailed for each time interval. It was found that

+ (% -% )'

A

,

[7.15]

where the function C is different for each time interval. As expected, the A M (T I) measured
with the two sequences is equal in the case o f as=a[s, where the SWAPP difference signal
reduces to the FAIR solution. In practice, as^ais, and

is finite even in the absence

o f flow (see Appendix). The subtraction o f the correction term (Eq. [7.8]) from
gives the desired perfusion-related signal. It is interesting to note that a finite difference
signal is expected at TI<8 even after correction, in contrast to other ASL methods. This is
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due to the slightly different magnetisation state o f the blood reaching the exchange site in
the MsiTI) and Mis{TI) cases (aa=as or aa=ais for TI<ô).

It should be noted that the SWAPP difference signal obtained after accurate correction is
not equal to the FAIR signal, but has a more complex form, containing additional terms
depending on/ and ô. These extra terms are small in comparison to the FAIR contribution,
and were neglected in the in vivo study reported in section 7.5, where the corrected
SWAPP data were fitted to the FAIR AM equation to produce /

ô and A values. The

accurate SWAPP AM equation is too complex to allow fitting for/ , ô and A, and the use o f
the FAIR equation is therefore necessary; this, however, is a further potential source o f
error. Thus, there are two sources o f error in the current implementation o f the SWAPP
sequence and correction scheme that require investigation in the simulations study;
the approximation o f single relaxation constants to the Ms(TI) and Mis(TI)
saturation recovery curves fo r Tj, M q and afittin g
the use o f the FAIR AM equation fo r the fitting o f the corrected SWAPP data fo r f S
and A.

7.6.3 Data simulation
The MsiTI) and Mis{TI) solutions (see Appendix) were used to simulate SWAPP datasets
reflecting the expected in vivo signal. Each dataset was simulated for 13 TI times, ranging
from 150 - 3500ms, since these were the parameters used for the in vivo data collection
described in section 7.5, where collection o f data at 13 TI times could be achieved on a
practical timescale, and the range 150 - 3500ms was found to allow good fitting o f the
AM(77) curve. The use o f these same parameters will allow the simulation results to be
directly related to the in vivo results described in section 7.5.

Since the SWAPP sequence was designed to minimise transit times, datasets were
simulated for a range o f ô values, and values between 0 and 1000ms were used. A coil
inflow time o f 2000ms was used, and perfusion was set to 60ml/100g/min or
80ml/100g/min, typical values for grey matter (Calamante et al., 1999). The values o f ttjs,
as and a& were set to 0.465, 0.535 and 0.95 respectively, based on typical measured values
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in the in vivo parameter maps created in section 7.5.2. All other required parameters were
simulated using literature values, and all parameter values used are given in Table 7.4.
Since both simulated perfusion values gave similar findings, only the data for the
/=60ml/100g/min case are reported.

The simulated datasets were noiseless to investigate the intrinsic limitations o f the
correction scheme used. However, the simulations were performed with and without noise
for 0=250ms in order to check the applicability o f the simulation findings to in vivo data.
This is described in section 7.6.4.

Table 7.4. Parameter values used in the simulation o f Ms{TI) and Mis(TI) data.

Parameter

Simulated value

T,

1000ms

T,a
T„pp(=[l/Ti+/7^]-')

1200ms
989, 985ms

Mo

1200 (a.u.)

as

0.465

O^is

0.535

aa

0.95

X

0.9ml/g

f
Ô

60, 80ml/100g/min

A

2000ms

0-1000ms (increments o f 100ms)

7.6.4 Data correction and fitting
In order to correct the simulated data, parameters M q, Ti, as and ais are required (see Eq.
[7.8]). As described above, these are estimated by fitting the Ms{TT) and Mis(TI) data to a
single exponential recovery model in each case (Eqs [7.10] and [7.11]), to give parameters
Mos, Mois, Tis, Tiis, tts and ais. The resulting parameter values, as functions o f simulated
transit time, are shown in Fig. 7.17. The error bars represent ±1 standard error, where the
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error is purely that due to the quality o f the fit, since only one noiseless dataset was
simulated for each transit time.

Fig. 7.17 shows that all parameters are dependent upon the simulated transit time. This is a
direct result o f the fact that, as the transit time changes, the recovery curves distort (as
illustrated in Fig. 7.16), thus modifying the fitted parameter values. The general behaviour
o f each parameter shown in Fig. 7.17 can be understood by inspection o f Fig. 7.16. The
main points to note are:
All parameters measured with the Ms(Tl) dataset are accurate for the 5=0 point,
since the curve is a single exponential with time constant Tiapp, which can be
modelled accurately.
The MisÇri) dataset produces inaccurate parameter values at 5=0 due to the
influence o f coil inflow effects, which mean that the Mis(Tl) curve is always a bi
exponential.
As expected, T]s<Ti<Tiis, except at the longest simulated 8.
Both Tis and Tus tend towards a value slightly higher than Ti as 8 increases, since
the TI<8 data points begin to dominate the fitting. These points have a time constant
slightly longer than Ti due to the exchange o f saturated blood spins (Tia>Ti).
-

as is generally overestimated and ais underestimated but the errors in both
parameters are very small. Both improve at long 8 as the number o f TI points below
8 that contribute to the fit increases.

-

The Mos and M^s values are similar. Ideally, the sets o f MsiTI) and % (77) data
would be fitted simultaneously for five rather than six unknown parameters, setting
M)s=Mois. However, since the M qs and Mois values are so close to the simulated
value, the separate fittings performed here are not expected to affect the results.
The variations with 8 in all parameters are very small; it should be noted that the
deviations o f the 13 simulated points in each dataset from the fitted saturation
recovery curves are barely noticeable when plotted (the distortions illustrated in Fig.
7.16 are highly exaggerated).
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Fig. 7.17. Parameter values (±1 standard error) obtained by fitting the simulated datasets to Eqs [7.10] and [7.11]. The Ti values are
expressed in ms, the M q values in arbitrary units, and the a values are dimensionless. The simulated parameter values are shown as
dotted lines in each case. All parameters show a dependence on the simulated transit time.
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For each ô value, the fitted parameter values were used to calculate the correction term
using Eq. [7.8]. Then, for each o f the 13 TI times, McorATI) was subtracted from the
simulated difference data (AMmeasurediTI)) to leave the desired, perfusion-weighted signal
(AMpe,fiision(TI)). The

M

q

and Ti values used in Eq. [7.8] were those obtained fi*om the

Mis(TI) fittings, i.e. Mois and Tüs. This is discussed later in this section. Each resulting,
corrected AMperfusioniTl) curve (one for each simulated transit time) was then fitted for f, 5
and A, using the FAIR equation for AM(77) (see Eq. [7.14]). The only restriction imposed
on the fitting was that ô should be >0, to be physiologically realistic. The accurate AM(r7)
equation for SWAPP (see Appendix) could not be used because its complexity made the
fitting unreliable, as mentioned previously. The error introduced by the use o f the FAIR
equation was then investigated; the correction was calculated accurately (using Eq. [7.8]
with the simulated, accurate parameter values) and subtracted from the simulated Md^easured
data. Each resulting, accurately corrected curve was then fitted for / , ô and A using the
FAIR equation; i.e. the only source o f error in this approach is the use o f the incorrect
AM(77) equation, thus isolating this effect.

Before presenting the results for the fitting o f param eters/ ô and A, the stages involved in
the simulations are summarised in the block diagram shown in Fig. 7.18.

Figure 7.19 shows that when the correction is calculated using the fitted parameters,
significant errors are produced. In general, the data points corrected in this way (the open
squares in Fig. 7.19) are shifted higher with respect to the accurate values, shown by the
solid circles in the figure. This indicates that the correction term is being underestimated;
for each simulated ô, this underestimation is most evident at the shorter TI times, since the
size o f the correction decays exponentially with TI, and therefore its associated error would
also decrease with increasing TI. The size o f the errors observed differ for each simulated ô
value due to the dependence o f the fitted parameter values on ô, as shown in Fig. 7.17.
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Solve Bloch equations analytically for SWAPP
including ô and A effects

Set parameter values:
1”i I M q , oCg/ig, ctg, A, f

Simulate M J T h and M J T D datasets
for a range of 5 values

Fit for parameters
Mps/ie.
using a single exponential model

Calculate correction
using fitted parameters and subtract
from simulated A M datasets

Calculate true correction
using simulated parameter values
and subtract from simulated data

Fit corrected AM for
parameters f. 8 and A
using the FAIR AM equation

Fit corrected AM for
parameters f. 8 and A
using the FAIR AM equation

Compare to simulated
5, A, / values

Fig. 7.18. Block diagram, summarising the stages involved in the simulations to
test the SWAPP sequence. The two columns highlight the two sources o f error in
SWAPP: the use o f a single exponential model to fit the saturation recovery curves
for parameters Ti, Mq and a , and the use o f the FAIR AM(TI) equations for f, ô
and A fitting.
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The shifting o f the data to erroneously high values means that when the AM(TT) data are
fitted, the transit times are underestimated, as shown in Fig. 7.20(b) (open squares), which
leads to an associated underestimation o f perfusion (Fig. 7.20(a), open squares). The fact
that the errors in the correction at later TI times are small results in fairly accurate
estimation o f the coil inflow time (Fig. 7.20(c)). The error bars for the fitte d / 6 and A
values show the size o f the errors associated with the fits, and they can be seen to be
dependent on the simulated ô value. This dependence on ô can be understood by inspection
o f the fitted curves in Fig. 7.19; for 6 values around 700ms the fit o f the curve is
particularly poor, resulting in large standard errors for the fitted parameters, whereas at
longer 6 values (6= 1000ms for example), the quality o f the fits improve, and the standard
errors are reduced. Since ô was constrained to be >0, there is no standard error calculated
for Ô in the cases where the fitted ô value was the boundary o f the allowed interval, i.e.
when 0=0 (as for the in vivo data).

The fitted/ , ô and A values for the accurately corrected data are also included in Fig. 7.20
(solid circles). Any error in these values is a direct result o f the use o f the FAIR equations
for parameter fitting, rather than the accurate SWAPP equations. The fitted curves are
shown in Fig. 7.19 and can be seen to agree well with the data points (solid circles), which
is reflected in the small standard errors associated with the fitted parameter values shown in
Fig. 7.20. Figure 7.20 also shows that the fitted ô and A values are in good agreement with
the simulated values, but perfusion values are underestimated by -6% for all transit times.
This is small with respect to the size o f any errors likely to be introduced in an in vivo
study by noise, movement, etc. From Fig. 7.20, it is clear that the errors in the calculation
o f the correction (due to errors in the fitted parameter values), dominate those resulting
from the use o f an inappropriate model for the fitting.
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Fig. 7.19. Corrected simulated data for a selection o f ô values. The solid circles
represent data corrected with the exact correction; the open squares represent data
corrected using the fitted parameter values. The solid lines show the curves
resulting from fitting the FAIR AM(77) equations. All data points were included in
the fits; ô values are constrained to be >0.
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Fig. 7.20. Fitted values for (a) f, (b) ô, and (c) A, resulting from the fits shown in
Fig. 7.19. As before, solid circles are data corrected with the exact correction;
open squares are corrected using the fitted parameters shown in Fig. 7.17. The
dotted lines indicate the accurate (simulated) parameter value in each case, ô
values are constrained to be >0. Error bars represent ±1 standard error, where the
error is that due to the quality o f the fit.
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The inaccuracies in the corrected AM{T1) values are a direct result o f the errors in the fitted
parameters used to calculate the correction, i.e. those shown in Fig. 7.17. By calculating the
effect on the calculated correction o f small changes in the fitted parameters, the sensitivity
o f the correction term to errors in each parameter can be investigated. It was found that the
correction term is particularly sensitive to even very small changes in as and ais (data not
shown). For all simulated transit times, the value o f (ais-as) is underestimated, and this is
the dominant factor in the underestimation o f MconiTI) (Eq. [7.8]). The use o f the Ths value
as an approximation to Ti in the correction term helps to alleviate this problem slightly; the
fact that Tiis is longer than T% leads to an overestimation in the correction term,
compensating somewhat for the (ais-as) effect. In fact, the use o f Ths was found to lead to a
more accurate calculation o f the correction than would the use o f the true Ti value
(although this would not be possible in vivo, where an accurate measurement o f Ti is not
available) (data not shown). The errors in M qs and Mois did not affect the correction term
significantly, such that either can be used in the calculation o f the correction.

The corrected AM(TI) data, where the fitted parameters were used in the calculation o f the
correction, i.e. the open squares in Fig. 7.19, represent those that could be obtained in vivo.
The AM(TI) signal is expected to be close to zero for all TI times less than the transit time
(a small but finite signal difference exists for t<d for SWAPP), and then follow a bi
exponential curve in a similar manner to a FAIR experiment. With this in mind, it is easy to
see that the low TI points are erroneous for simulated transit times greater than 200ms,
where the TI<6 points are elevated, and form a dip before the familiar bi-exponential
pattern. If this early dip in AM values were seen in vivo, it would be possible to remove
these erroneous early points from the fitting. For this reason, the fitting o f the corrected AM
data was repeated, after discarding erroneous low TI points. The number o f points
discarded was chosen by discarding the first 0-5 points in each case, and selecting the best
fit curve (i.e. the curve with the lowest parameter standard errors). Details o f the points
discarded for each ô value are given in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5. Number o f points discarded from each simulated, corrected dataset
before re-fitting for/ , ô and A. The lowest TI points were discarded in each case.

Simulated 5 (ms)

# data points discarded

0

0

100

0

200

1

300

1

400

2

500

2

600

3

700

3

800

4

900

4

1000

4

Four o f the resulting fits are shown in Fig. 7.21. The curves clearly fit the remaining data
points better than the corresponding plots in Fig. 7.19. The fitted parameter values can be
seen in Fig. 7.22; a considerable improvement over the results shown in Fig. 7.20 (where
all data points were included in the fits) can be seen; all three parameter values are closer to
their accurate values for all simulated transit times where data points have been discarded.
The perfusion values are still systematically underestimated, but are now consistently
within 15% o f the accurate value, reflecting an improvement in the fitted transit time
values. However, the ô values are still consistently underestimated. The standard errors
associated with the parameter fits are considerably smaller due to the improvement in the
quality o f the fits; the erroneously high AM values at short TI were previously causing
considerable uncertainty in the fitted values.

The implications o f the simulation results for the in vivo findings presented in section 7.5
are considered in section 7.7. However, since the data simulated so far have been noiseless,
the effect o f noise on the results will first be considered.
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Fig. 7.21. Simulated, corrected data for a selection o f 6 values; data corrected
using the fitted parameters. The erroneous low TI data points have been removed
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FAIR AM(TI) equations, and can be seen to fit the data better than those in Fig.
7.19.
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Fig. 7.22. Fitted values for (a) f

(b) ô and (c) A, as in Fig. 7.20, but initial

erroneous data points have been removed (see Table 7.5 and Fig. 7.21). Data were
corrected using fitted parameter values to calculate the correction. Dotted lines
indicate the simulated

ô and A values. Error bars represent ±1 standard error,

where the error is that due to the quality o f the fit.
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7.6.5 Noise considerations
Any in vivo measurement is contaminated by noise, and it is important to investigate
whether the simulation results are robust to the effects o f noise. Noisy simulations are not
straightforward to perform for two reasons. Firstly, the determination o f an appropriate
level o f noise to use in simulations is not simple. Although the saturation recovery curve
fittings (for parameters Ti, Mq and a) would typically be performed on a pixel-by-pixel
basis, the AM fitting is commonly performed over an averaged ROI due to SNR issues.
Thus, different noise levels must be used at each stage o f the analysis to produce a
meaningful result. These noise levels will depend upon the experimental details as well as
the details o f the analysis (e.g. the number o f images averaged at each TI, the size o f the
ROI used for the AM fitting, etc.). Secondly, the simulation procedure described above
requires multiple fittings o f the simulated data. The investigation o f noise effects therefore
requires multiple fittings o f large numbers o f noisy datasets that quickly become unwieldy.
For these reasons, the noise investigation was restricted to data simulation at a single ô
value (ô=250ms), in order to obtain an indication o f the effects o f noise.

Noiseless simulations for ô=250ms were performed as described previously. To simulate
noise effects, the addition o f noise to the simulated M^(77) and Mis(TI) datasets was
required. The in vivo data presented in section 7.5 were used to establish the appropriate
level o f noise to add. The standard deviation o f the noise level within a background region
o f a single in vivo image was measured, avoiding areas with EPI artefacts, and found to be
2.7 (a.u.), with an Mq signal o f -1200 (a.u.). This value was then scaled to account for the
number o f image averages acquired at each TI, to give a representative ‘single pixel’ noise
level. For the case o f 10 image averages per TI (as were collected in the in vivo study
reported), the resulting standard deviation within the noise is -(2 .7 / V l0)-1.0. The noisy
MsiTI) and Mis(TT) datasets were therefore simulated by the addition o f Gaussian noise,
with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.0, to each simulated data point. It should be noted
that this level o f noise indicates a very high SNR in the individual images acquired. This is
a result o f the combination o f imaging parameters used, namely the large voxel size
(3.9x3.9x 10mm) and short TE (25ms).
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A set o f 180 noisy Ms{TI) and Mis(TI) datasets were simulated, and each was fitted for
parameters M qs, Mois, Tis, T^s, as and ais- The mean and standard deviation o f the fitted
parameters are shown in Table 7.6; none were significantly different to those found in the
noiseless case.

Table 7.6. Mean fitted parameter values for the noisy simulations, ±1 standard
deviation over the 180 simulated datasets. The noiseless values are given for
comparison.

Noisy simulations;

Noiseless simulations

mean value ± 1 s.d.

value

Mos (a.u.)

1200±1

1200

Mois (a.u.)

1201±1

1201

Tis (ms)

990.7±2.9

990.4

Tiis (ms)

1013.112.5

1013

tts

0.4659+0.0005

0.4659

ais

0.5336+0.0005

0.5336

The correction was then calculated for each o f the 180 AM(TI) datasets {Md{TT)=Ms{TI)Mis{TI)) in the same way as that described in section 7.5 (i.e. using the T^s and Mois values
in the correction calculation), and subtracted from the AM data to give the desired
perfusion-related signal. The corrected AM{TI) curves were then averaged over groups o f 9
datasets, giving an SNR corresponding to an ROI o f 9 pixels. This size o f ROI was chosen
since a group o f ~9 pixels represents an appropriate area over which a homogeneous tissue
region can be defined, as found in the in vivo study, where groups o f 7-10 pixels within the
putamen were averaged. Thus, this approach also allows comparison o f the results from the
simulations to the in vivo findings reported. Two sample noisy datasets created in this way
are shown in Fig. 7.23. Visual comparison to the in vivo corrected SWAPP data shown in
Fig 7.12 suggests that the noise levels in the simulated datasets are representative o f that
found experimentally. The initial ‘dip’ in the noisy simulated data is typically visible (as
seen in Fig. 7.23(b)), but was not generally observed in the in vivo data (see Fig. 7.12),
suggesting that for the in vivo cases presented, 6<250ms.
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Fig. 7.23. Simulated SWAPP AM(77) data for 8=250ms. (a) Noiseless data; solid
triangles show the accurate AM data (i.e. following accurate correction), and
squares show the data following correction using the fitted parameters, (b) and (c)
show two representative noisy datasets, corrected using the fitted parameters in
each case. See text for details regarding the level o f noise added.

Fitting for parameters f

ô and A was then performed in each o f the 20 resulting AM

datasets, using the FAIR equations. As before, ô was constrained to be >0 in each case.
Again, the question o f discarding erroneous early TI points needs consideration. Some o f
the noisy curves showed an initial ‘dip’ in the AM data, whereas some did not (see Fig.
7.23). In the majority o f cases, however, the first point was clearly erroneous (as in Fig.
7.23(b)), and the fit o f the data to the model improved when it was discarded. In any cases
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in which the quality o f the fitting was similar when the first point was included or not, the
fitte d / Ô and A values for the two cases were very similar. So for all 20 datasets, the first
point was removed before the data were fitted.

The fitted values for 6, /

and A were not significantly different to those found in the

noiseless case, and are given in Table 7.7. All noiseless values lay within ±1 standard
deviation o f the noisy results, and the standard deviations o f the noisy values were small.

Table 7.7. Mean fitted parameter values for the noisy simulations, ±1 standard
deviation over the 20 simulated datasets. The noiseless values are given for
comparison.

Noisy simulations;

Noiseless simulations

mean value ± 1 st. dev.

value

/(ml/lOOg/min)

51.7+1.8

51.8

6 (ms)

40+29

35

A (s)

2.010.1

2.0

The results o f the noisy simulations suggest that the noiseless data presented previously can
be regarded as giving a good measure o f the validity o f the SWAPP scheme in vivo.

7.7 DISCUSSION
In this chapter, a novel PASL technique, termed SWAPP, has been introduced. The absence
o f slice selective inversion pulses from the sequence means that slice profile interactions
can be minimised; the use o f the same, optimised RE pulse for all slice selective saturations
and excitations allowed the use o f the ideal 1:1 labelling:imaging slice ratio. However, only
one o f the SWAPP image pairs experiences an inversion preceding the saturation, and
imperfections in the saturation therefore affect the two images differently, leaving a signal
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offset in the difference image. Since a saturation protocol that left a negligible signal offset
could not be achieved, a scheme similar to that proposed by Sidaros et al. (2001) was
applied to account for the subtraction errors resulting from imperfect saturation. The
correction scheme involves measurement o f the Ms(Tl) and Mis{TI) signals at multiple TI
values, and fitting these data for the parameters required to calculate the correction term.
After initial testing o f the sequence and correction scheme in a phantom study, a
preliminary in vivo investigation was performed. Putamen data collected using the SWAPP
sequence in five volunteers indicated a significant reduction in transit times and gain in
SNR over the standard FAIR approach (where a 3:1 labelling:imaging ratio was used).
Since the presence o f variable transit times and low SNR are currently major sources o f
error in AST measurements, these results have important implications. In particular, due to
the clinically impractical amount o f time required to acquire reasonable quality data at
multiple TI values, most AST measurements are made at a single TI time, and transit times
cannot be accounted for. The in vivo results showed (see section 7.5.3.2) that perfusion
calculated using single TI SWAPP data produced fairly accurate values, whereas FAIR
calculations led to gross underestimations o f perfusion (by 40% on average). However, this
advantage is somewhat offset by the fact that use o f the SWAPP sequence requires extra
data collection to allow the correction to be calculated. The use o f SWAPP in fMRI studies,
where the acquisition o f one correction dataset would enable correction o f all data
subsequently collected in that study, is perhaps the most promising potential application.

The validity o f the positive results obtained using the SWAPP sequence was investigated
using numerical simulations. Solution o f the modified Bloch equation allowed simulation
o f the data collected under the specific conditions produced by the SWAPP sequence. The
simulated data were corrected in the same manner as the in vivo data, and the resulting
physiological parameters compared to the simulated initial conditions, to investigate the
efficacy o f the correction scheme. The simulations showed that the modelling o f the bi
exponential saturation recovery curves as single exponentials introduces errors into the
calculation o f the correction term, which are dependent on the simulated transit time. These
errors in the correction translate into errors in the fitted transit times and perfusion values;
both parameters are consistently underestimated. Thus the accurate determination o f transit
times and perfusion values from SWAPP data is not straightforward, and therefore the
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interpretation o f in vivo results needs careful consideration. These issues are discussed
below in section 7.7.1.

The SWAPP sequence, in its current form, has significant problems that seriously limit its
practical use, perhaps most importantly the unreliable measurements from cortical grey
matter and white matter regions. It is essential that a number o f problems be addressed
before the technique is clinically viable, and these issues are described and discussed in
section 7.7.2.

7.7.1 Implications of the simulations on the interpretation of in vivo data
The simulation results have important implications for the interpretation o f in vivo data
collected using SWAPP, and therefore for the findings obtained from the preliminary data
presented in section 7.5. The SWAPP methodology described has two sources o f error,
both o f which could be investigated using the simulations. Firstly, the fitting o f the Ms{TT)
and Mis{TI) saturation recovery curves with a single exponential model introduces errors
into the Ti, Mo and a values, which translate into errors in the calculated correction term.
Secondly, the use o f the FAIR equations for AM(77) in the fitting o f parameters / , ô and A
(due to the complexity o f the accurate equations) also introduces error. The former source
o f error was found to be the more important, introducing larger errors in t h e / ô and A
values than the latter, which produced minor errors only in/ (see Fig. 7.20).

The simulations predicted only minor errors in A, but a systematic underestimation o f the 8
values. The 8 values for the in vivo data were found to be not significantly different from
zero; the simulations suggest that these values may be underestimated by up to -200m s
(Fig. 7.22). When the qualitative appearance o f the in vivo data shown in Fig. 7.12 is
compared to that in Figs 7.19 and 7.23, transit times o f ;^250ms seem likely in all cases.
This is due to the absence o f an initial dip in the measured in vivo AM(77) data, which is
seen in all simulated cases for 8>300ms (Fig. 7.19). The noisy simulated data (8=250ms),
shown in Fig. 7.23, generally showed the presence o f an initial dip, in contrast to the in
vivo data, where evidence o f an erroneous initial point was only clear for Volunteer 4.
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Thus, it is clear that transit times have been significantly reduced in comparison to the
FAIR values, which averaged >400ms. Furthermore, there are very pronounced gains in
SNR in the in vivo corrected SWAPP data when compared to the FAIR data (Fig. 7.12); the
peak signal is up to twice that seen with FAIR. This also indicates that there must be a
genuine and significant transit time reduction, since Fig. 7.19 shows that errors in the
calculated correction alone do not lead to a gain in the peak signal o f this proportion. In
summary, although it is clear that the transit times have been reduced, the extent o f the
reduction cannot easily be quantified.

The simulations also predict a small but systematic underestimation o f the flow values.
However, the in vivo perfusion values obtained with SWAPP and FAIR were found to be
similar and no evidence o f a systematic underestimation when using SWAPP was evident.
This suggests that errors due to other sources outweigh this source o f error, e.g. errors due
to noise, and the fact that the two flow results for each volunteer were obtained on separate
occasions and volunteer physiology can vary substantially over time.

7.7.2 Remaining issues
7.7.2.1

Extra data acquisition

In its present implementation, the SWAPP sequence requires acquisition o f a correction
dataset, which extends the total scan time. However, the most commonly used application
o f AST techniques is in fMRI studies, where, as mentioned, this is not a significant
problem. Since the SWAPP correction dataset needs to be acquired once only for each
scanning session, it could be acquired at the start o f an fMRI experiment, and used to
correct all o f the single-TI data subsequently collected. The reduced transit times and
improved SNR o f the SWAPP sequence would improve the quality o f the single-TI data
collected during an fMRI experiment.

The minimum amount o f time required for measurement o f the correction parameters has
not been established, and would influence the clinical applicability o f SWAPP, and
therefore requires further investigation. However, consideration o f the details o f the
SWAPP sequence (Figs 7.1 and 7.2) shows that a minor sequence modification can
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potentially speed up image acquisition. Since the

preparation o f global inversion

followed by slice-selective saturation is effective, regardless o f the initial state o f the
within-slice magnetisation, requiring only that the magnetisation outside the slice is fully
relaxed, the time delay (TD) following acquisition o f the Ms image is not required (the outof-slice magnetisation is not perturbed during acquisition o f the Ms image, and is therefore
fully relaxed, as required). Due to the large numbers o f image pairs that are usually
acquired, the removal o f this TD period would result in a significant time-saving; delays are
commonly 2-6s in FAIR-type sequences.

7.7.2.2

Multislice acquisition

The SWAPP sequence cannot easily be extended to multislice implementation without re
introducing the significant transit time problems seen in current PASL techniques.
However, it may be argued that in cases where absolute quantification is essential,
obtaining single-slice perfusion data with reduced transit times and improved SNR, thus
allowing more accurate perfusion quantification, is preferable to alternative, less accurate,
multislice approaches.

7.7.2.3

Cortical and white matter signal

The most important problem with the current form o f the SWAPP sequence is the fact that
data collected from cortical regions and white matter do not behave as expected, in that the
measured difference signals are substantially higher than the normal range, seemingly
reflecting very high perfusion values. Signal in the corrected difference images remains
high in the cortical regions even at long TI times, when any perfusion-related signal is
expected to have decayed to noise levels. The source o f the cortical grey matter and white
matter errors is not yet understood, but is likely to be related to errors in the correction in
these areas. It is conceivable that partial volume effects may play a role; once a mixture o f
tissue types is present within a voxel, the correction method used is no longer appropriate
since a single Ti value is assigned to each voxel. The contamination o f cortical grey matter
signal with CSF is likely throughout the cortex due to the large voxel size (3.9x3.9x 10mm)
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used for the in vivo data collection, required to gain sufficient SNR in the difference
images. Contamination with residual vascular signal is also possible, despite the presence
o f crusher gradients. It may be significant in this context that the fitted perfusion values
obtained from ROIs in sub-cortical grey matter, where little CSF or vascular signal is
expected, lay within the normal range. However, little contamination with either CSF or
vessels is expected in white matter, and therefore cannot be the cause o f the elevated signal
observed in these regions. However, partial volume effects with grey matter are likely and
may be a problem. It is also possible that the errors in the white matter have a different
source to those in the cortex, and may not be related to partial volume affects. Numerical
simulations for the white matter case may help in this investigation. Further work is
required to identify the source o f these errors, and account for them, if the sequence is to be
viable in all tissue types.

7.7.3 Improvement of the SWAPP method
The problems with the SWAPP sequence outlined above severely limit the practical use o f
the sequence in its current form. The method can potentially be improved by: (a)
improvement o f the correction scheme, or (b) sequence modification to remove the need for
correction. The improvement o f the correction scheme may be possible by including a
partial volume fraction within the modelling o f the data, such that voxel fractions with
different Ti values are accounted for, e.g. a CSF fraction, which would decay without
perfusion effects, and with the much longer Ti o f CSF. However, the introduction o f more
variables (e.g. the CSF fraction) adds further complexity to the modelling o f the data. The
potential value o f this approach could be tested using simulations. Alternatively, the
correction may be improved by the use o f a different approach to parameter fitting, for
example employing an iterative approach, or by constraining parameters M qs and Mois to be
equal (thereby fitting the two recovery curves for 5 rather than 6 variables). However, the
fitting o f a single exponential to bi-exponential data will necessarily result in the
introduction o f some degree o f error in some or all o f the parameters, and this approach
also requires further investigation to ascertain the size o f these errors. A further option is to
fit the different sections o f the bi-exponential saturation recovery curves, but this is not
feasible in vivo and is therefore not a viable option in practice.
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It is likely that sequence modification is required to make the SWAPP sequence feasible for
clinical use. An ideal solution to the issues mentioned would be to improve the
effectiveness o f the saturation pulse sufficiently to remove the need for signal correction,
thereby reducing scanning and post processing time. The magnitude o f the perfusion signal
to be detected means that it is obscured by only a small imperfection in the level o f
saturation achieved, and a near-perfect saturation is therefore required. However, practical
achievement o f a suitably efficient saturation procedure is thought to be unlikely. Despite
this, any improvement in the saturation level will reduce the size o f the correction term (by
reduction o f (ais-as), see Eq. [7.8]), and may therefore improve the correction scheme. The
use o f adiabatic slice-selective saturation pulses requires investigation, e.g. Bi-insensitive
rotation (BIR) pulses (Garwood and DelaBarre, 2001); these pulses require high levels o f
power but may improve the saturation.

Another potential approach to solving the problems described is to replace the global
adiabatic inversion pulse with a global adiabatic saturation, using adiabatic half passage
(AHP) pulses (Garwood and DelaBarre, 2001). In this case, the spin history for the imaging
slice in each image pair is likely to be the same, such that any saturation imperfections
should cancel when the images are subtracted. Thus, there would be no need for a
correction scheme and its associated problems (in particular the suspected partial volume
issues and the extended imaging time required). Although the use o f global saturation rather
than inversion would reduce the perfusion contrast by half, the shortened transit times are
likely to produce a similar peak SNR to the standard FAIR experiment (cf. Fig. 7.12). In
any case, a transit time reduction is directly beneficial, improving perfusion estimates
calculated from single TI data. This approach may make the sequence a viable alternative
to FAIR, and therefore warrants further investigation. Initial testing in a phantom study
would reveal whether there remains any inherent subtraction error in the absence o f flow,
and thus confirm whether a correction scheme is required in this case.
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7.8 SUMMARY
In summary, the novel PASL sequence proposed results in reduced transit times and
improved SNR when compared to a standard implementation o f the FAIR technique. This
leads to significantly improved perfusion measurement when collecting PASL data at a
single TI time only, suggesting that the pursuit o f a 1:1 labelling:imaging slice ratio in
PASL studies is worthwhile. The present implementation o f the SWAPP sequence requires
a correction scheme to account for imperfections in the saturation pulses used and so
requires extra scanning time. The correction has been shown to introduce problems, in
particular in the cortex and white matter, where these effects significantly contaminate the
perfusion signal. The source o f these errors is not yet understood and requires further work;
modification o f the data analysis procedure or sequence is required.

The practical use o f the SWAPP sequence in its current implementation is limited, and it is
essential that a number o f problems be addressed before the technique is clinically viable.
However, the in vivo results suggest that the approach adopted, whereby a 1:1 ratio is
possible,

can significantly reduce transit times and therefore improve perfusion

quantification. This approach is therefore a promising technique and further refinement is
warranted.

7.9 APPENDIX
This appendix describes the predicted magnetisation within images obtained with the
SWAPP ASL sequence. All calculations are based on the analytical solution o f the flowmodified Bloch equation under the relevant initial conditions. A summary o f symbols used
in this section is given in Table A7.1 for clarity.

As described previously, the Bloch equation in presence o f flow ,/, can be written

at

ij

+ JM , it)

À

[A7.1]
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Table A7.1. Definition o f symbols used. The ‘s’ and ‘is’ subscripts refer to the
SWAPP Msif) and M s(0 acquisitions.

Symbol

Description

Mo

Equilibrium tissue magnetisation

Moa
Ma(0

Equilibrium arterial blood magnetisation

M s(0 ,

Longitudinal magnetisation o f blood
Mis(t)

Within-slice longitudinal tissue magnetisation

T i

Longitudinal tissue relaxation time

T ia p p

Apparent longitudinal tissue relaxation time (i.e. flow modified Ti)

T la

Longitudinal relaxation time for arterial blood

T is ,

Tiis

Longitudinal tissue relaxation time measured by fitting saturation
recovery data using a single exponential model

«a

Inversion efficiency for arterial blood

O^S) Glis
X

Within-slice saturation efficiency

f
Ô

Perfusion
Transit time

A

Coil inflow time

Blood-brain partition coefficient o f water

The SWAPP sequence introduces a set o f specific initial conditions. Solving equation
[A7.1] for Msif) and

during time periods /<6, ô<KA and />A allows calculation o f the

expected signal in the difference image (AM(/)=Mj(^)-Mÿ(/)).

Time interval 1: t < ô

In the Ms case, the slice is saturated (saturation efficiency as), and thus the initial withinslice magnetisation is given by:

M ,(0 ) = M o ( l - 2 a ,)

The within-slice blood experiences the same saturation pulse, and subsequently relaxes
with time constant T%a:
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In the Mis case, the slice is again saturated, this time with saturation efficiency ais, such
that:
M ^ (0 ) = M o ( l- 2 a ,,)

and:

Solution o f Eq. [A7.1], assuming Mao=Mo/^, gives
-t

==jkfo(i

) - z-AfofZ;

-t

r---^
(— - J - )
Tla
T\app

^

. ]

7 2

and
-t

= M ,(l -

-t

^
(la

[A7.3]

—)
Tlapp

Such that
- t

AM = M X t) -

- a Je

- t

+ 2Af„(a,., - o c j — — -------- -—

^

(—

Tla

- —

T\app

[A7.4]
)

In the case o f as=ais, this equation reduces to the FAIR case, i.e. AA/=0, as described in Eq.
[7.14(a)].

Time interval 2: ô < ^< A

In the Ms case, continuity between time intervals 1 and 2 defines the within-slice
magnetisation at t=d:
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—S

-8

= M„(l - 2 a / " - ) - 2M„a,

MXÔ) =

—S

f

- e^'- )

j

(

)
\a

lapp

Fully relaxed blood (i.e. blood which did not experience the saturation pulse) now reaches
the exchange site, such that:

^

a

(0 —

Similarly, for the Mis case, continuity requires that:
-5

-5
= M /{S )

= M„(l -

2 a / -

)-

2 M ,a ,

f j e " - - e^" )

^ (J
T

\a

L)
T

lapp

In this case, the blood reaching the exchange site experienced the non-selective inversion
pulse at time t=0\
M

/ = M /-2 a „ e “)

Solution o f Eq. [A7.1] gives
-8

1+

1

1

[A7.5]
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[A7.6]
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Such that
-t
AA/ = M^{t ) - M^ ( t ) =
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1
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[A7.7]

Again, in the case o f as=ais, this equation reduces to the FAIR case, as described in Eq.
[7.14(b)]:
-jt-S)

AM = 2M ,a^

f

^

-jt-S)

-g

(e

^

)

^

( - -------- — )
T
T
\a

\app

Time interval 3 : t > A

In the Ms case, the solution for Ms(t>A) is the same as that for Mj(ô</<A) since fully relaxed
blood continues to enter the imaging slice after the coil inflow time.

In the Mis case, continuity requirements again define the initial condition for the withinslice magnetisation:

-A

— —

(J

\r j.
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and the arrival o f fully relaxed blood at the exchange site means that:

Solution o f Eq. [A7.1] gives

1 1

-A

-(f-A )

Tlnnn

T\a

T\app

2M„a,

f X.

_JL_
/I
Tla T\app '
[A7.8]
Such that

AM =

{t) - M^^{t) = 2 M q

2Af,
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T
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[A7.9]

Again, in the case o f as=ais, this equation reduces to the FAIR case, as described in Eq.
[7.14(c)]:
-(A-â)

-(A S)
-(t-A)

AM = 2M„a„^e
A

(J —
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8.1

INTRODUCTION

The relevance o f perfusion measurement in the clinical setting has been established by a
variety o f techniques, e.g. single photon emission tomography (SPECT), positron emission
tomography (PET) and MRI. MRI perfusion techniques have significant advantages over
the alternative, more well-established approaches, particularly in that the latter are
generally biologically invasive methods, involving the administration o f radiolabelled
tracers and/or the use o f x-rays. Furthermore, since MRI technology exists in most large
medical facilities, MR perfusion imaging can potentially be incorporated into patient
management with relative ease. Much research is currently directed at the improvement o f
both the bolus tracking and arterial spin labelling (ASL) methods, and the speed at which
the field o f MR perfusion imaging is developing is therefore not surprising.

An ‘ideal’ perfusion measurement would not only provide a reliable, quantitative perfusion
map, but also be fast (both in terms o f data acquisition and processing), technically
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straightforward, and cause minimal patient discomfort. Neither o f the MR perfusion
methods, however, can be regarded as such an ‘ideal’ technique, both suffering from
various drawbacks (see Chapter 3) despite many methodological improvements since each
o f the techniques was first proposed. In this work, several aspects o f the two main MRI
perfusion methodologies have been studied, in terms o f investigating the feasibility o f
accurate perfusion quantification, as well as the practical issues relating to technique
implementation and the acquisition o f robust perfusion measurements. These issues are
discussed further in the following sections.

8.2

PERFUSION QUANTIFICATION

In some circumstances, the quantification o f perfusion in absolute units is not necessary to
obtain information o f clinical relevance, and comparison o f an area to an internal reference
region is sufficient (e.g. patients with focal abnormalities). However, absolute perfusion
values are almost always preferable, and in some cases necessary, for example in diffuse
pathologies (where an internal reference region cannot easily be identified).

8.2.1 Bolus tracking techniques
The bolus tracking technique has been shown to produce good perfusion maps using the
deconvolution approach to data analysis, and absolute values (in units o f ml/lOOg/min)
consistent with the literature have been reported in some cases (see, for example, Schreiber
et al., 1998, 0stergaard et al., 1998a, Lythgoe et al., 2000, Rempp et al., 1994). However,
these values rely on the assumption o f values for various constants, which can introduce
error, especially in cases o f pathology. Significant doubt therefore remains as to the
reliability o f these absolute measurements (Calamante et al., 2002, Latchaw et al., 2003,
Carroll et al., 2002, Kiselev 2001, Sorensen 2001). Many o f the sources o f error in current
bolus tracking approaches were highlighted in the study reported in Chapter 5, in particular
the issues o f noise within the data, delay as the bolus travels between the site o f arterial
input function (AIE) measurement and the tissue, and partial volume effects.
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The problems with the deconvolution approach make it inappropriate for use in particular
patient groups, and the use o f summary parameters as indirect indicators o f tissue perfusion
status can be used as an alternative approach to the analysis o f bolus tracking data in these
cases. In fact, the complexity o f the deconvolution method means that in some institutions,
the simpler summary parameter approach is used for all bolus tracking data analysis. The
reliability o f these parameters was investigated in Chapter 4. Numerical simulation o f bolus
tracking data revealed that large variations in measured summary parameter values can be
accounted for by differences in AIFs between subjects, and therefore cannot be attributed
solely to physiological differences. These data suggest that summary parameters must
therefore be used with extreme caution when used to infer tissue perfusion status.

In the general case, the deconvolution approach to bolus tracking data analysis is certainly
preferable over summary parameter measurement, due not only to the unreliability o f the
latter, but also since the former produces measurements that directly reflect the
physiological parameters CBF, CBV and MTT. Thus, deconvolution is the optimal data
analysis approach, and the more complex data processing required is warranted by the more
robust results available. However, the summary parameter approach is not redundant, since
in those cases in which the deconvolution method is inappropriate, an alternative method is
necessary. For example, in cases o f severe cerebrovascular disease, where particularly
lengthy delays between the AIF and the tissue are introduced, the deconvolution method
can produce erroneous results (Calamante et al., 2000a). In these cases, provided their
drawbacks are understood, maps o f summary parameters can be helpful, as demonstrated
by Calamante et al. (2001) in a study involving patients with moyamoya syndrome.
However, it is important to remember that none o f the summary parameters directly reflects
perfusion, and therefore the appropriate interpretation o f these maps is not straightforward.
For example, a tissue region fed primarily by collateral vessels is likely to have an extended
time-to-peak value, yet might be adequately perfused. Inference o f the CBF, CBV or MTT
status from summary parameter maps is therefore extremely prone to errors.
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8.2.2 ASL techniques
ASL is regarded as potentially more able than bolus tracking methods to produce reliable
absolute perfusion measurements. However, calculations o f perfusion using ASL
techniques have various drawbacks, the primary two being low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
in the perfusion-weighted images, and the effects o f arterial transit times. These two issues
were discussed in Chapter 3, and the pulsed ASL (PASL) data presented in Chapters 6 and
7 illustrate both. The low SNR issue can be addressed by the collection o f many images,
such that adequate SNR can be obtained through signal averaging. The transit time issue is
less easily addressed; none o f the current solutions are entirely satisfactory, as discussed in
section 7.2. Although transit time sensitivity can be reduced by use o f the QUIPSS (Wong
et al., 1998a) sequence modifications in the case o f PASL, and use o f a post-labelling delay
(Alsop and Detre, 1996) in the case o f continuous ASL (CASL), the sequence parameters
required can become impractical in pathology, where particularly lengthy delays may arise.

In practical PASL perfusion measurements, transit times are usually neglected, and
perfusion calculations are based on data collected at a single TI time only, leading to gross
errors (see Chapters 6 and 7). In Chapter 7, a novel PASL sequence termed ‘saturationrecovery with alternating perfusion preparation’ (SWAPP), designed to overcome some o f
these problems, was proposed and implemented. Volunteer data collected from the putamen
showed a transit time reduction and an associated improvement in SNR (the low SNR
problem in ASL is exacerbated by the presence o f transit times since the label decays
during transit) when using SWAPP, as compared to a standard FAIR sequence. Perfusion
calculations using single TI data were found to be significantly improved compared to
equivalent calculations using FAIR data as a direct result o f the transit time reduction. The
SWAPP sequence, with its use o f a 1:1 labellingiimaging slice ratio, in theory reduces
transit times to their minimum level, leaving only the within-slice transit time. However,
investigation o f the limitations o f the SWAPP sequence using numerical simulations
showed that with the current SWAPP implementation, accurate measurement o f the
remaining transit time is not straightforward. Although the initial SWAPP results are
promising, significant problems relating to this new technique remain to be resolved; most
importantly, cortical and white matter measurements are not reliable. Further work is
necessary on the SWAPP sequence before it can be considered suitable for general use.
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8.2.3 Absolute perfusion
Accurate perfusion quantification is clearly problematic when using either MR approach,
although ASL methods show more promise for obtaining absolute values. However, the
pursuit o f accurate absolute values is worthwhile since they are necessary in many
situations, for example, the measurement o f global perfusion changes. A recent study o f
perfusion in sickle cell disease patients by Oguz et al. (2003) used CASL measurements to
create quantitative maps, and showed that sickle cell patients have a globally higher
cerebral perfusion level than normal subjects. However, a study o f a similar patient
population by Kirkham et al. (2001) using bolus tracking methods did not allow for
accurate absolute quantification and only within-subject perfusion abnormalities could be
identified. These studies highlight the importance o f obtaining absolute measurements, and
support the view that ASL techniques are currently capable o f producing more reliable
values.

Any technique from which absolute perfusion values can be calculated requires validation.
PET is generally believed to be the gold standard perfusion technique against which
measurements can be validated. However, there are several remaining issues, notably that
PET technology is not widely available and therefore only a limited number o f studies
comparing PET and MR perfusion measurements have been performed (see Table 3.1).
Furthermore, any perfusion measurement reflects the subject’s physiological conditions at
the time o f the scan, and therefore any two measurements made on an individual are not
necessarily expected to give identical results.

8.3 PERFUSION MEASUREMENT IN THE CLINICAL CONTEXT
In order to facilitate widespread use o f a particular perfusion technique, its application in
the clinical setting must be relatively straightforward. There are various aspects to consider,
including: the ease o f sequence implementation, the time taken for data collection, the ease
o f data post-processing, and the applicability o f the technique to all populations o f interest.
Each o f these four issues is discussed further below.
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8.3.1 Sequence implementation issues
The practical implementation o f ASL methods can be problematic since the measured
perfusion-related ASL signal is inherently very small and therefore very sensitive to system
instabilities. Extensive testing is therefore required during the implementation procedure to
ensure that the difference images obtained are appropriately perfusion-weighted. Chapter 6
describes the steps taken in this work to ensure robust implementation o f one o f the most
common PASL sequences, flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) (Kwong et
al., 1995, Kim 1995). Implementation o f any ASL sequence at any site requires a similarly
rigorous set-up procedure due to small differences in conditions between sites. The
widespread distribution o f ASL sequences by system manufacturers could be limited by the
fact that a generic ASL sequence would have no guarantee o f producing the desired
perfusion-weighted images in any particular site without the required testing. In contrast,
most bolus tracking studies utilise a standard EPI acquisition scheme, which can be
supplied by the system manufacturer. In practice, therefore, the implementation o f an ASL
sequence is more difficult than that for bolus tracking approaches, despite the fact that
neither sequence is technically very complex.

8.3.2 Time considerations
An issue o f particular importance for perfusion imaging in the clinical setting is the amount
o f scanning time required to obtain a perfusion map. In practice, a variety o f images will be
collected from any individual patient undergoing an MR scan. For example, structural
images (commonly weighted by Ti or T2 relaxation times), diffusion-weighted images and
angiographic images may be required. To ease patient management, all images are usually
acquired during one imaging session, and the collection o f a perfusion map would usually
be an addition to an already lengthy total scan time. For the successful integration o f MR
perfusion imaging into routine clinical procedure, it must therefore only extend the total
scan time by a small amount. The collection o f bolus tracking data is fast; although patient
cannulation and preparation for tracer administration are required, the total scan time itself
is extended by only a few minutes. Although requiring less preparation, the collection o f
ASL data takes longer since the low SNR o f this method necessitates the collection o f
many images for signal averaging. Due to the time constraints, ASL data collection is
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usually restricted to the acquisition o f 30-60 images at one TI time only (typically taking 58 minutes). Since transit times cannot be accounted for in this approach, significant errors
can be introduced, as mentioned previously. Although the use o f the QUIPSS and QUIPSS
II modifications can reduce sensitivity to transit times, these approaches are not always
appropriate since the imaging parameters required can become prohibitive in the presence
o f lengthy transit times, which can be expected in cases o f severe cerebrovascular disease.
A reduction in transit time leads to an improvement in these single-TI perfusion estimates,
and transit time reduction was the motivation for the novel PASL sequence (SWAPP)
proposed and implemented in Chapter 7. However, the observed improvement in perfusion
quantification resulting from the transit time reduction is offset by the fact that the current
implementation o f SWAPP requires use o f a correction scheme, which necessitates further
data collection and therefore increased imaging time.

8.3.3 Data post-processing issues
Although bolus tracking techniques have the advantages o f relatively simple sequence
implementation and fast data collection, the post-processing o f the data can present
problems. The favoured approach o f deconvolution is time-consuming; the raw data often
need to be taken off-line to a separate workstation, and processing typically requires user
input for the definition o f the AIF, thus introducing an element o f subjectivity. However,
system manufacturers are currently releasing software packages that enable the data
processing to be performed quickly and easily at the scanner console. User input in AIF
pixel selection is generally still required, but the production o f CBF, CBV and MTT maps
within minutes o f data collection is now becoming possible. It should be remembered that
characterisation o f the signal intensity time-course on a pixel-by-pixel basis is affected by
SNR considerations, and a more robust analysis can be performed using a region o f interest
approach, as described in Chapter 5. However, in the clinical setting, maps are typically
required and therefore the ROI approach is not appropriate (and also adds complexity).
Most clinical scanners can currently produce on-line maps o f summary parameters, which
are relatively straightforward to calculate from the raw bolus tracking data and require no
user input. However, as shown in Chapter 4, the use o f these parameters is error-prone, and
their meaning in terms o f tissue haemodynamic status is not simple to deduce.
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The production o f a perfusion-weighted image using ASL techniques is, in theory, simpler.
The averaging o f a set o f difference images collected at a single TI will produce a map
weighted by perfusion. Nevertheless, there are three main issues to note. Firstly, the map
will also be weighted by arterial transit times, although the appropriate choice o f sequence
and sequence parameters can reduce transit time sensitivity, as discussed in Chapter 7.
Secondly, motion effects must be considered, since small movements can easily produce
errors that obscure the small perfusion-related signal. Therefore, a means by which
movement artefacted images can be removed before averaging is required. Finally, in order
to convert the perfusion-related signal into quantitative perfusion values, Ti and Mo maps
must also be collected and combined with the ASL difference data (see Chapter 3). In
contrast to bolus tracking methods, where a standard sequence is used for data acquisition,
there is currently little consensus regarding the optimum ASL technique for clinical use. It
therefore seems unlikely that system manufacturers will release a data processing software
package for the analysis o f ASL images in the very near future.

8.3.4 Technique applicability
It is important that new approaches to perfusion data collection and analysis are tested
extensively in patient populations, where issues that confound the interpretation o f data can
be exacerbated. Since it is generally under conditions o f pathology that perfusion
measurements are o f most interest, technique improvements must be applicable to
pathologic conditions. Many o f the problems faced by both MR perfusion methodologies
are exacerbated in extremes o f high or low flow, which are often the situations o f most
interest. A further issue for the bolus tracking technique is its applicability to the paediatric
population, which is o f particular interest at our institution since the patient population is
almost exclusively paediatric. The analysis o f bolus tracking data relies on the acquisition
o f sufficient data during the passage o f the contrast agent through the vascular system such
that the signal time-course can be accurately characterised. Although characterisation o f the
bolus passage has been shown to be reliable in adult data, the smaller volumes injected in
children result in the passage o f a narrower bolus o f contrast agent, which is potentially less
easy to accurately characterise. In Chapter 5, the application o f the deconvolution approach
to paediatric data was investigated, using data from a group o f normal infants less than 30
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months old. The measured perfusion values were found to be age dependent, but after
correction for this effect, the variability in the paediatric data was found to be no greater
than the variability in a comparative set o f adult data. Thus paediatric measurements appear
to be robust, although further data collection is required to confirm this.

8.4 SUMMARY
The future o f these two MR perfusion approaches is unclear at present. Although neither
technique can be considered to have reached its full potential, the fact that each has
different inherent advantages and different potential applications is likely to ensure the
future o f both. The bolus tracking technique, whose major advantages are perhaps the speed
o f the measurement, the good SNR o f the data acquired, the ease o f implementation, and
the fact that CBV as well as CBF can be calculated, is becoming a routine clinical tool in
some institutions. Methodological advances are ongoing, and should lead to continued
improvement in perfusion quantification over the coming years. Although ASL currently
remains primarily a research tool, it has several inherent advantages over bolus tracking
approaches that are likely to ensure its long-term survival. The main advantages are its
potential for accurate absolute measurements, its repeatability, and lack o f the use o f
exogenous agents. The ability to perform serial measurements has allowed the application
o f ASL in perfusion-weighted functional MRI studies, the success o f which has been well
documented. Further improvements in ASL pulse sequence design and signal modelling in
the near future are very likely, due to the considerable interest in this technique.
Furthermore, since the use o f high field strength systems is particularly beneficial for ASL
(Wang et al., 2002), the proliferation o f scanners operating at 3 Tesla and above provides
further support for the long-term success o f this approach.
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